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Teachings of Tibetan f>uddhism 
presented b~ 
Geshe LobzangT setan 
Dharma Talk 
7pm, Frida~, Feb I+ 
5axter building, MECA 
619 Congress St., Portland 
Workshop 
10am-2pm , Sunda~, Feb16 
616 Congress St., Portland 
FMI: Joli Greene 865-07++ 
' Ann Fostet' ABT 
lraditional Chinese Medicine 
Acupre66ure · Jin Shin Jyut:Bu 
Shfat:Bu · Chi Kung 
Hall to you 
Saint Valentine 
a gr eat healer 
S uch love, klndneGG, 
and paee lon for your work 
remain an lnGplratlon .. . 
Happy Valentine month to everyone · 
Gift; cert:.ificat;es available 
Off1CB!i3o: Peaks !stand & Port:t.lnd 
Maeurcard I \Ilea accept-ed 
Ann Fo9ter "' M.aine.Jin Shin .Jyutau. com 
Ann Fo,.tere> Maine Shiate>u. com 
774.3465 
DANCE FOR 3-6 year olds 





Casco Bay Movers Fri 9-9:30 




Tue 1-1 :45 
Tue 3:30-4:15 
Wed 9:45·1 0:30 
Wed 2:45·3:30 
Thurs 1·1 :45 
Sat 10:30-11 :15 
5·6 yrs. 
Tue 4 :30-5:30 
Wed 3:30·4:30 
NON THERE'S NO REASON NOT TO PLAY 
SABLE OAKS GOLF CLUB 
505 Country Club Drive • South Portland, ME 04106 
THEALL NEW 
o ~~J INNER CLUB CARD 0£~c~~~L_ ______________________________ , 
BUY IT NOW FOR THE 2003 GOLF 
SEASON AND PLAY THE ENTIRE YEAR FOR 
only $29 walking and $39 with cart 
"THE CARD" also gives these great added bonuses: 
I. Preferred Tee-Time booking (up to l 0 days) 
2. Discounted Green Fees at The Samoset Resort 
"The Pebble Beach of the East" 
3. 10% off All apparel in the shop. 
4. Special Inner Club Card holders tournaments. 
Get your Inner Club Card for only $179 before May 1st, $199 after 
Now Only $149 until March 31st 
+GET YOUR FIRST ROUND FREE!!! 
FULL MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE 
Prices from $1200 single, $2000 couple, $4000 corporate 
Highlighted by our PREMIER SINGLE MEMBERSHIP $1500 which includes 
Locker, Bag Storage & Golf Cart Rental. 
THERE ISN'T A BETTER DEAL IN THE AREA 
CALL FOR MORE INFO or LEAVE A MESSAGE AND WE'LL GET BACK TO YOU 
(207) 775-6257 
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How to Improve Your 
Love Life with the Power 
of Feng Shui 
BY STEPHANIE ROBERTS 
Feng shui (pronounced "fung shway") is the art of creating a 
home environment that supports the life you wish to live. A key 
element of feng shui is creating a smooth flow of chi (positive 
energy) through your space. 
C hi likes to move through your home as though it were a gentle breeze or a meandering 
stream. Where it is blocked, the energy be-
comes stagnant: like a pond choked with algae and 
fallen leaves. Balancing and correcting the chi of your 
bedroom helps encourage and invigorate romance. 
Here are some quick and easy ways to improve your 
love life by improving the energy al your home: 
Clean up your bedroom. 
When your bedroom is cluttered and untidy, the 
energy in there will be law and slow. Clutter is a sure 
sign that chi is stuck, so roll up your sleeves and 
clean the place up if you want to jump-start your love 
life. Ring a bell, shake a rattle, or clap your hands 
loudly around the room to clear aut old, stale energy. 
Make roam for love. 
If you want to attract a new romantic partner, or 
move a casual relationship closer to commitment, 
make sure there is space for that person in your 
home. Look at your closets, shelves , and dressers, 
especially in the bedroom; if they are all filled to ca-
pacity wi th your own stuff, make clearing some 
room for your current or future partner a priority. 
Aim to free up 25% of the space in your bedroom for 
someone else's things. 
Don't work out in the bedroom. 
When you exercise in the bedroom, or store your 
sports equipment there, you bring the energy of hard 
work and exertion into your romance space. Do you 
want your relationship to feel like a tough workout? 
If not, move your workout stuff somewhere else; your 
relationship is likely to move along more smoothly. 
Remove old relationship energy. 
Go through your home, especially your bedroom, 
and remove anything that reminds you of past failed 
relationships. This could be an ex-boyfriend's old 
sweater you find in the closet, photographs of you 
with a previous partner or a gift that reminds you 
(unfavorably) of a giver with whom you are no 
longer in love. No matter how incurable a romantic 
you may be, do NOT keep old lave letters anywhere 
in your bedroom unless they are from someone with 
whom you are still blissfully paired up. 
Remove inappropriate imagery. 
The images with which you surround yourself 
can have a powerful eflect an your love life. Inap-
propriate imagery includes anything that represents 
solitude, loneliness, aggression, hard work, conflict, 
or disagreement in any way. That old photo of your 
Dad when he was in the army may be a treasure, but 
the wartime energy it carries doesn"t have any place 
in the bedroom; find another place to keep it. 
Open the door to lave. 
Make sure both the front door of your home and 
the door to your bedroom open easily and com-
pletely. Doors that stick, squeak, or that only open 
partway because of all the stuff stored behind them 
are blocking the How of romantic energy and op-
portunity into your home. A loose doorknob on your 
bedroom door could mean you're having a hard time 
"getting a handle on'" romance. Get out your screw-
driver and tighten it up. 
Create a path far chi. 
Walk slowly from your front door to your bed-
room, pretending that you are a gentle river of chi. 
Look for any areas where furniture or other belong-
ings are stopping or slowing the flow of chi , or where 
chi is diverted away from the bedroom to other ar-
eas of the house. Clear a path so fresh chi can find 
its way to your bedroom and nourish your love life. 
Make sure all the lights along this route are working, 
replace any burned-out bulbs, and be alert for dark 
or dingy corners where you can increase the energy 
by adding more light. 
Move your bed. 
If one side of your bed is against the wall, the per-
son who sleeps on that side may feel confined or dis-
empowered in the relationship. If possible, place the 
bed so there is equal space on either side, so you 
and your partner can find equal enjoyment in there-
lationship. The ideal position of the bed will be on 
the apposite side of the room from the door, but not 
directly in line with it. If you can"t see the bedroom 
door from the bed, hang a mirror where it will pro-
vide a reflected view of the entry. 
Bring romance chi into the bedroom. 
Be sure to place romantic imagery in two key 
places in the bedroom: the wall opposite the foot of 
the bed (where you naturally look when lying in 
bed), and whatever area of the room you first see 
when you enter. Look around your home for what-
ever says "romance'" Lo you, and find a good spot for 
it in your bedroom. 
Clarify your intention. 
Make a collage of images that symbolize your 
perfect relationship, and place it where you will see 
it every day. If you are already in a relationship, in-
vite your partner to make a collage with you, to rep. 
resent your intention to build a joyful and loving fu-
ture together. 
Stephanie Roberts is a !eng shui consultant in Maui, 
Hawaii, and the author of the best-selling '"Fast Feng 
Shui'' books. To find out more about contemporary 
Western !eng shui, please visit www.fastfengshui.com. 
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Valentine's Day: 
What's Love Got to Do With It? 
BY PAULINE WALLIN, PH.D. 
The perfect card. the perfect gift, the perfect date ... Isn't 
there enough pressure in relationships without having to live up 
to some romantic ideal on Valentine's Day? 
This is not how the celebration of Feb- Companionate love does not have the fire ruary 14 started out. Its origins stem and the heat that passionate love does, but it 
from Pagan and Christian history. Back can more than compensate in the form of 
then there were feasts celebrating fertility, closeness, trust and affection. Furthermore it 
and later there was recognition of St. Val en- lasts much longer than passionate love, which 
tine (whose actual existence is questioned by subsides relatively quickly. 
some experts) who secretly performed mar-
riage ceremonies lor soldiers when the em- Another way of defining love is in terms of 
peror had forbidden it. But there were no TV three components: passion, commitment and 
commercials depicting models with perfect intimacy. These interact with one another in 
bodies and perfect teeth giving each other various combinations, so that no two rela-
chocolates and back rubs. Valentine·s Day tionships are alike. Long-term satisfaction in 
back then was not a test of how good a lover relationships does not depend on material 
you were. wealth or success. Nor does it depend on 
physical attractiveness. A recent study of 
middle-aged college graduates indicated that 
Modern relationships are difficult enough good looking people, on average, were no 
without having to stage a major performance more satisfied with their marriages or with 
on a designated day. Men agonize over the their lives, than were plainer people. 
greeting card racks, hoping that they can 
choose a card that is not too funny and not So what does constitute long-term con-
too mushy. And the gift: how will she inter- tentment in relationships? Psychologists 
pret it? If I buy her chocolates will she think I have found that a feeling of equity is impor-
want her to get fat? If I don't buy her chaco- tant. That is, the partners feel they are each 
lates will she think I assume she is fat? Is the getting about as much as they're giving. Not 
gift too extravagant? Is it too impersonal? Are that they keep score, but over the long run 
roses too predictable? things even out. This is similar to just being 
good friends to one another, supporting one 
This is not what love is all about. Love is another, laughing at each other's jokes even 
much more complex than flowers and choco- though you've heard them dozens of times. 
lates. Social psychologists have been study- Another ingredient in long-term relationships 
ing interpersonal attraction and love for a!- is investment. This refers to material posses-
most four decades, and they still haven't fig. sions, time and emotional investment. The 
ured it out completely. What is known, how- greater the investment, the more likely the 
ever, is that love relationships are multi di- couple will stay together. 
mensional. Sexual attraction, or what some 
people call "chemistry" is only one ingredient So what does all this have to do with Valen-
of a love relationship, and often not even the tine's Day? If you wish, buy that card or those 
most important one. flowers, but keep in mind that this is not a 
maker or breaker of a relationship. Better yet, 
Distinctions have been made between pas- show your partner love and consideration on 
sionate love and companionate love. Pas- the other 364 days in the year. It will make a 
sionate love is an intense longing for the greater impact than doing so according to the 
other person. It is accompanied by extreme calendar. 
feelings: ecstasy when things are going well, 
and despair when things are rocky. Passion- Pauline Wallin, Ph.D. is a psychologist in 
ate love is also characterized by physical sen- Camp Hill, PA, and author of "Taming Your /n-
sations, such as rapid heartbeat and "butter- ner Brat: A Guide for Transforming Self.<Je-
flies" in the stomach. {eating Behavior." 
Discover 
some of the 
secrets of a 
healthier 
wit e ... 
(or husband ... } 
Hair Color & Cuts • Manicures • Pedicures • Facials 
Treatments • Bod9 Wraps • Stone The rap!;! 
Swedish & Deep Tissue Massage 
p ara d J s 0 
SALON & SPA 
)6 Market St., Portland 
879-7+1+ 
THE ART OF SKIN CARE: 
LEARN nAT Pierre's. 
Maine's premiere esthetician program 
·-···-- --- . - - - ·· 
Advanced programs. 
challenging curriculum 
State of the art teaching facilities 
--·--·-·-·---··- ·-- -· 
Fully accredited 
Experienced. respected instructors 
Financial aid is available! 
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BATES DEMOCRATS PLAN TRIBUTE 
TO THE LATE SEN. PAUL WELL· 
STONE OF MINNESOTA 
LEWISTON -Inviting attendees to pen letters 
to their congressional representatives for or 
against invading Iraq, the Bates Democrats will 
host a tribute in words and song to the life 
and accomplishments of the late U.S. Sen. Paul 
Wellstone of Minnesota at 7 p.m. Thursday, 
Feb. 13, in Chase Hall Lounge, Campus Avenue. 
Refreshments will be served, and the public is 
invited to attend free of charge. 
Wellstone died in an Oct. 25, 2002 plane 
crash in northern Minnesota with his wife, 
Sheila, his daughter Marsha, three of his staff 
and two pilots just days before the conclu-
sion of his closely contested Senate re-elec-
tion campaign. 
"In his tenure as a selfless public servant, 
he fought hard for the poor, the disenfran-
chised, the disabled and for the well-being of 
all," said Bates senior Matt Scherzer of Sims-
bury, Conn., co-president of the Bates De-
mocrats. 
"Wellstone always voted on his principles," 
said Scherzer. At the Bates tribute, partici-
pants will have the opportunity to write their 
congressional representatives to voice their 
support for or dissent from war in Iraq. "Like 
Sen. Wellstone, we will not shy away from 
what we believe in. We will not be afraid to 
speak our minds," Scherzer declared. 
William Hiss, vice president for external 
and alumni affairs at Bates College, will dis-
cuss Wellstone's legacy and greatest accom-
plishments. Christopher Beam, archivist at 
the Edmund S. Muskie Archives and Special 
Collections Library at Bates, will follow Hiss' 
remarks with comments about war with Iraq. 
The Deans men, an all-male a cap pella ensem-
ble at Bates, will perform a patriotic song. 
In sponsoring the tribute, the campus De-
mocrats hope to inspire future political ac-
tivists with Wellstone's example. 
$450,000 FOR MAJOR EXPANSION 
OF BUS SERVICE FACILITY IN 
DOWNTOWN PORTLAND 
PORTLAND - The Portland Area Compre-
hensive Transportation Committee (PACTS) 
allocated last week $450,000 for an expansion 
of the METRO Pulse bus service center in 
downtown Portland. This major investment 
will improve significantly the convenience 
and comfort for bus patrons at this busy junc-
tion of bus routes of the METRO, the South 
Portland Bus Service and the Zoom !nter-dty 
bus service. 
PACTS used Federal Highway Administra-
tion funds for this public transportation pur-
pose. Given the scarcity of funds to maintain 
our region's highway system, this action is a 
proactive step by the region's municipalities 
(who constitute a majority of the Committee) 
to support the maintenance and improvement 
of bus services in the region . 
Last week PACTS also allocated $50,000 in 
Federal Highway Administration funds to help 
8 Casco Bay Weekly 
in the financing of a compressed natural gas 
fueling facility to be housed at the METRO 
garage. 
Finally, last week PACTS also allocated 
$7,000,000 more Federal Highway Adminis-
tration funds for highway projects in the 
seven PACTS communities. 
For more information, contact John Dun-
can (774-9891), Peter Hefler at the METRO 
(774-0351) and Jeffrey Jordan, the Chair of 
PACTS (767-7606). 
NEW REPORT CONCLUDES 
CURRENT FOREST HARVESTING 
TRENDS IN MAINE ARE NOT 
SUSTAINABLE 
HALLOWELL - Using the latest forest statis-
tics available from the Maine Forest Service, 
forest policy expert Mitch Lanksy's new report 
"Where Are We Headed?: An Analysis of Forest 
Statistics for Maine, 200 I" concludes that cur-
rent harvesting trends are "not sustainable." 
In the Executive Summary Lanksy notes 
that "If Maine is to grow more volume of high 
value wood, then heavy cutting and diameter-
limit cutting, leading to increased acreage in 
small diameter trees, decline in stocking qual-
ity, and shift to shorter-lived species, need to 
be addressed with each of the state's forest 
policy tools such as research, data collection, 
demonstration, education, regulations, tax in-
centives, easements, and certification. To pro-
mote a forest with increased growth and 
value, enhanced biodiversity values, and im-
proved recreation and aesthetic opportuni-
ties, the state should be promoting increased 
use of low-impact forestry, decreased con-
sumption of forest products (through reduced 
waste and increased efficiency), and more for-
est reserves." 
For more information on Lansky's report, 
contact the Maine Environmental Policy In-
stitute at 622-9766, or visit their website at 
www.meepi.org. 
LOCAL SAILORS NAMED TO U.S. 
SAILING TEAM, QUALIFY FOR 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 
SCARBOROUGH - Tom Hall of Scarborough 
and Dave Hughes of South Portland have been 
officially named to the United States Sailing 
Team in preparation for the 2004 Olympic 
Games in Athens, Greece. Comprising the top 
five teams in the country, the U.S. Sailing Team 
is organized by the U.S. Sailing Association, 
the governing body for competitive sailing, 
and the U.S. Olympic Committee. 
Competing in the men's double-handed 
sailing event- the 4 70- Hall and Hughes have 
returned to Maine after a month of training 
and racing in Ft. Pierce and Miami, Fl., culmi-
nating with the four-day Miami Olympic 
Classes Regatta. The two posted six top-ten 
finishes in the nine-race regatta which In-
cluded former world and Olympic champions. 
In addition to their U.S. Sailing Team hon-
ors, Tom and Dave qualified for the 2003 
World Championships in Cadiz, Spain (the top 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your community notices. 
Please keep your thoughts to less than 300 words 
(longer submissions may be edited for space reasons), 
and include your address and daytime phone number. 
Send to Notices, Casco Bay Weekly, 11 Forest Ave., 
Portland, ME 04101 or e-mail: cbw@maine.rr.com 
four teams from the U.S. are eligible) and the 
prestigious Princess Sofia Trophy in Palma de 
Mallorca, Spain (which accepts only the top 
teams In the world). 
"We sailed at the level we needed and are 
thrilled to have qualified for both the U.S. 
Team and the World Champs. There's still 
much work to be done, though we're excited 
at how far we've come in the last six months," 
commented team member Dave Hughes. 
Hall and Hughes began their Olympic cam-
paign in August 2002 and have climbed the 
competitive ranks quickly. They next head to 
southern Europe for a three-regatta tour in 
April before returning to the U.S. to train with 
the U.S. and Canadian teams. 
For more information, please visit the of-
ficial Hall/Hughes - Athens 2004 website at 
www.470.hallme.com or e-mail470@hallme.com. 
"EXPERIENCE PORTLAND MAINE" 
PREMIERES ON MAINE PBS 
PORTLAND - "Experience Portland Maine," 
a new video about the city of Portland past 
and present, will be featured on the stations 
of Maine PBS on Tuesday, March 11 at 8pm 
with the premier of the segment "Portland 
Past." Narrated by Charles Osgood of CBS 
News, "Portland Past" provides a dramatic 
telling of the history of Portland. 
Historians Joel Eastman, Herb Adams and 
Eileen Eagan, and people who lived in Port-
land during the Depression and WWII, bring 
to life the stories of Portland's first 400 years. 
Eastman served also as principal writer of 
"Portland Past." 
The documentary contains rare images 
from the archives of the Maine Historical So-
ciety, Maine Historic Preservation Commis-
sion and Northeast Historic Film, as well as 
contemporary video shot by 480 Digital. 
"We are very pleased 'Portland Past' has 
been selected as a featured program lor the 
Maine PBS March pledge period," said docu-
mentary director Angie Helton. 
RANDOM DRAWING SELECTS 
12,000 HUNTERS FOR TURKEY 
PERMITS/FREE FISHING DAYS 
AUGUSTA- 12,000 hunters were awarded 
turkey permits in a random chance drawing 
this morning at the Maine Department of In-
land Fisheries and Wildlife OFW) headquar-
ters in Augusta. There were 26,4 71 hunters 
who applied lor the 12,000 permits. 
A list of those who were awarded permits 
is available on the department's web site at 
www.mefishwildlife.com. You may also find 
out by calling the IFW Information Center at 
287-8000 from 8:00 am.- 5:00p.m. weekdays. 
Letters to all successful applicants in the per-
mit drawing will be mailed next week and then 
will have until March 14 to pay for the permit. 
A turkey permit costs $10.00 for residents 
and $40.00 for nonresidents. Unsuccessful ap-
plicants will not be notified. The permit is for 
bearded turkeys only. 
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Chief Financial Officer 
SUBMISSIONS 
CBWis actively seeking submissions of all kinds from 
our community of readers. Photography, comics, ar-
Hcles, proposals and letters should be mailed lo : 
Casco Bay Weekly, 11 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 
04101 ore-mailed to chwpub@moine.rr.com 
WHO WE ARE AND WHERE TO FIND US 
Every lhursday 30,000 copies of CBW are dis-
tributed free throughout Greater Portland, at ou11ets 
from Brunswick to Windham to Biddeford and at 
selected York County locations. Casco Boy Weekly 
is also on the Web at www.cascoboyweekly.com 
For information about display advertising, call207-
775·6601. Casco Bay Weekly is published by 
Maine Publishing Corp., 11 Forest Ave., Portland, 
ME 0.4101. Subscriptions available lor $79 per 
year. Send address change lo 11 Forest Ave., Port-
land, ME 0.41 01. 
Entire contents© Maine Publishing Corp. 
This year, 29% of the applicants applied 
online for their turkey permit. This past 
fall, 23% of all applicants for any deer per-
mits applied online. Hunters interested in 
applying for a moose permit can also apply 
online for their moose permit at 
www.mefishwildlife.com. 
In addition, Saturday and Sunday, Feb-
ruary 15 and 16, you can fish for free on wa-
terways throughout the state ol Maine. Any 
person, except those whose license has 
been revoked or suspended, may fish on 
February 15 and 16 without a license. All 
other ice fishing regulations apply. 
SENATOR SNOWE ADDRESSES 
SMALL BUSINESS HEALTH CARE 
CONCERNS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - U.S. Senator 
Olympia J. Snowe (R-Maine) opened her 
first term as chair of the Senate Committee 
on Small Business and Entrepreneurship 
with a hearing focusing on dwindling 
choices in affordable health care for small 
businesses and double digit premium in-
creases passed on to employers now pro-
viding insurance. 
The hearing drew testimony from 
Maine residents Anne Valentine of Port-
land, whose company publishes college 
course catalogs on paper and online, and 
Kathie Leonard, of Auburn, whose Auburn 
Manufacturing, Inc., makes industrial, 
heat-resistant textiles that substitute for 
asbestos. While both are successful small 
business owners, they have experienced 
serious difficulties in maintaining health 
care for their employees. 
"I've been in business for 23 years, and 
the health care financial burden we shoul-
der has grown enormously over the 
years," Leonard testified. "Today we find 
ourselves in a crisis situation that we did-
n't create and cannot control. It is fright-
ening to even think about, but we may not 
be able to continue offering this benefit if 
current trends continue." 
Valentine testified that: "We need the 
kind of alternatives that Association 
Health Plans represent - choices that re-
sult in new jobs which are at the core of a 
healthy community and a sustainable fu-
ture. Despite our reach into a national 
market, the local landscape of health care 
cost impedes my ability to create new po-
sitions at home and grow my company," 
Although Snowe said she will take the 
lead in introducing a bill in the Senate to 
create national Association Health Plans 
(AHPs), a range of other proposals, in-
cluding tax credits and expanded Medical 
Savings Accounts (MSAs) have been sug-
gested as solutions to the small business 
health care crisis. However, Snowe main-
tained that there appears to be no single 
answer to such a multi-faceted problem. 
CIANBRO DATA SERVICES 
EXPANDS TEAM 
PITTSFIELD - Cianbro Data Services re-
cently acquired Networks Northeast of 
Orono, Maine, a data cabling and services 
company. 
Joining projects for customers includ-
ing Dirigo Engineering, Power Construc-
tion (Chicago, Illinois), Maine Drilling and 
Blasting, as well as Cianbro's Amethyst Oil 
Rig Project, this acquisition adds projects 
for Jackson Labs, Boeing/Autometric, JSJ 
Systems, Mount Desert Elementary 
School, and others, to Cianbro Data Ser-
vice's current backlog of work. 
Winner ol the 2002 Build America 
Award, Cianbro is one of the East Coast's 
largest civil and heavy industrial con-
struction companies. Cianbro is head-
quartered in Pittsfield and serves north-
ern New England from offices in Portland 
and Pittsfield, southern New England from 
its office in Bloomfield, Connecticut, and 
the Mid-Atlantic States from its office in 
Baltimore, Maryland. 




AUGUSTA - A report by the leading na-
tional health insurance consulting firm 
raises serious questions about the con-
clusions of a state-sponsored study of a 
proposed single payer health care system 
lor Maine. The report suggests that actual 
costs for a single payer system could be 
far higher than the state study indicates. 
Milliman USA was commissioned by the 
Maine Association of Health Plans to con-
duct an independent review of the state 
study. Milliman's report suggests that the 
consultant to the Health Care Systems and 
Health Security Board (HSSB) used overly 
optimistic assumptions of cost reductions 
under a single payer system, and that us-
ing "more reasonable" assumptions would 
raise the potential cost of a single payer 
plan by $1-$2 billion. 
Overall, Milliman said, using alternate 
assumptions would increase overall health 
care costs by about II percent, compared 
to the assumptions in the HSSB report. 
For the HSSB's Single Payer I, that would 
translate into costs 27 percent higher than 
baseline. The difference of II percent 
would consistently apply to the other plan 
designs, as well. And, Milliman noted, "this 
does not explicitly consider other unin-
tended consequences, such as in-migra-
tion of a sick population attracted by the 
rich benefits available" under the single 
payer system plans put forth. 
"We offer no opinion as to the feasibil-
ity of a single payer system in Maine," the 
Milliman report said. However, "We cau-
tion others from drawing conclusions 
about 'feasibility,' however defined, with-
out a full and thorough understanding of 
both the methods and assumptions used 
in projecting such a large, complex and dy-
namic sector of the Maine economy." 
A copy of the full report may be re-
quested by calling (207) 829-5696 or e-mail-
ing meahp@maine.rr.com. 
PARTICIPANTS NEEDED FOR 
GREAT BACKYARD BIRD COUNT 
FALMOUTH - The Great Backyard Bird 
Count, taking place February 14-17, needs 
local citizens to count birds, anytime and 
anywhere, during the four-day event. Re-
sults should be reported to the event's 
website. For more information, contact 
www.birdsource.org. 
Casco Bay Weekly wants your letter>.' Please send your 
submission (no more than 300 words), ta Letlers, Casco Bay Weekly, 
I I Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101 or e·mail. cbw@maine.rr. com. Be 
sure to include your address and daytime phone number. 
Get Paul Rockwell A Banana 
Assuming that "From Where I Sit" is not a satire 
column, we certainly know where Paul Rockwell 
sits, based upon his first two articles in CBW. 
One might first suggest he put the spliff down 
and clean the rest of his brains off his butt with the 
toilet paper that must be close by his seat. Then he 
could spank his pet Monkey, who has been writing 
commentary for the last three weeks and shipping 
it to CBW under Paul's name. 
Monkey's 20-20 hindsight, in conjunction with 
the misrepresentation and disinformation he ex-
trudes , makes one wonder just what his agenda is . 
The truth and human rights sure aren't. I quote 
from his first article: "No monarchy, no despot, or 
human rights abuser is off-limits for American 
high-tech weaponry." 
Lets get this straight: Rockwell (excuse me: the 
Monkey) is [upset] because the US is trying to do 
something about repressive regimes that treat 
women like cattle? Working to increase human 
rights and freedom is now a bad thing? 
He quotes Martin Luther King's comment on 
American military spending: "A nation that con-
tinues year after year to spend more money on na-
tional defense." That's true; we do. We also spend 
more for gas, bread, clothes, tofu and Twinkles 
than we did before too. This is called "inflation" 
and is part of basic economics. Of course the Mon-
key never went to high school, so it wouldn't know. 
Monkey implies that he had some kind of crys-
tal ball in 1980 to predict the future to see who our 
friends would be 10 years hence, and that he 
could have done so. I didn't know that was possi-
ble. Smart Monkey! Maybe he will Joan it to the 
government! 
Remember that Iraq was our ally at the time. 
Foreign relations are kind of like marriages- some-
times they are very good, and sometimes things go 
very, very bad. 
Why does he support a madman who gasses his 
own people, to the tune of 250,000 dead? Should we 
do nothing? "Silence equals Complicity" is some-
thing that Monkey would agree with, I'm sure. Mon-
key implies that the US is wrong if we do some-
thing, and wrong again if it does nothing. Note that 
the Monkey has no solutions, just complaints. 
He says the US is attacking Iraq lor nothing but 
oil reserves. I sure hope so, if that is all it is. I was 
in Europe in November. Gas was $4.00 a gallon, 
and would increase in price if Saddam controlled 
the valves. 
This would be OK for the most part, though ex-
pensive for us in the long run, because whatever 
happens, the First World will pull through. The 
people that will suffer will be the Second and Third 
Worlds, because energy resources, and the food, 
aid and products that are created and shipped by 
oil-consuming means will become too expensive 
for poor countries to purchase or even receive, 
and millions will then die. 
Ultimately, his view of the world is racist and 
Fascist, shrouded in the veil of "pacifism". It's all 
right for the little brown and yellow people in 
squalid countries around the world to die like flies 
due to UN Inactivity in trying to stop totalitarian 
regimes around the world, but the US is wrong to 
lead or even join the fight, even though we are the 
ones with the resources and means. 
Brian Peterson 
Portland 
Get Bush In Family Therapy 
I was watching the news tonight and they were 
talking about President Bush's family feud . It 
dawned on me that this altercation with Iraq has 
no real bearing on the world or Americans , other 
than the fact that the oil prices will rise. He poses 
no immediate threat to us . This is just President 
Bush 's way of making his father proud of him. 
He is pouring most of his energy (and our tax 
dollars) into fighting a dictator. My question is why 
would you want to fight someone that poses no im-
minent threat to America. II he really wants to hurt 
Iraq, why doesn't he stop buying oil from them? 
Yes, I understand that there is suspicion of bio-
logical and chemical weapons , but as lar as I know 
they don't have the range to be a threat to Amer-
ica. 
What I propose is that instead of playing big 
brother to the world, he should concentrate more 
on the problems of this nation. Some ol which his 
presidency caused. He could work on settling our 
national debt or get his daughters some lake !.D.'s 
that work. He could work on the drug problem lac-
ing America. Wait, I forgot that he funded most of 
the cocaine industry during his college years . 
The thing that scares me the most is that he 
said that he would use any means necessary to 
bring Iraq down. I don't know about any of you but 
l don't want my children growing up reading with 
a third eye or running with a third leg. That is if 
launching a nuclear weapon doesn't cause the de-
struction of mankind. It also scares me that a man 
who has shooting guns and sending people to the 
electric chair on his resume is in control of these 
weapons. 
I guess I'm trying to say to all those Pro-Bush 
people there, think about this man your support-
ing. He has speechwriters and he still manages to 
sound like an idiot. He is holding America hostage 
with threats of nuclear war. What we need in 
America Is a regime change. My fellow Americans, 
it is time to rise up against our oppressors and de-
mand that something is done before he slaughters 
us all in some international parlor game. 
Arthur C. Flanders Ill 
Portland 
More Bush 
When are we going to hold the Bush adminis-
tration accountable? Treating Americans like id-
iots is not good politics. We've got demagogues 
with no sense of allegiance to their national values 
driving the bus! They have increased the threat of 
terrorism with their retribution policies. 
They have taken away basic rights of the Amer-
ican people. They have all worked for Enron! But 
we hired them to draft our national budget!?@#$! 
Rachel Lyn Rumson 
South Portland 
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Romance 
• 1n Portland? 
RoyAl/en 
I've struggled a bit with this story. I've also learned over the last forty-eight some odd years 
that, when I struggle, it means that I need to listen more to what the universe is trying to tell 
me. Perhaps, the problem is in trying to talk about romance like it should or does exist "just 
in Portland." The fact is; romance is bigger than Portland, bigger than Maine, bigger than most 
places we live- but, not bigger than each one of us inside. Simply put, romance by it's very 
definition, begins and ends in the heart- not in a geographical destination. And, as anyone 
in love will know, the heart is an infinite place. 
Portland is full of life, love and energy. The landscape is packed with romantic images and 
opportunities. From poetry, to music, to theatre, to dining out, to our multi-cultural heritage, 
to the Eastern and Western Promenades, to the Top of the East, to Old Orchard Beach, to the 
Casco Bay Harbor, there are delights for any sensitive minded soul. 
Young and old alike, Portland provides a setting for experiencing the best of what America 
has to offer- personal freedom of expression, tolerance of others different than ourselves and 
something our forefathers thought important enough to put into the framework of our soci-
ety- the pursuit of happiness- not its guarantee- but a lifelong journey. 
I have been married for quite awhile now and probably the most significant piece of that 
relationship is in my heart. My wife has been my companion, my inspiration and my support. 
At times we challenge each other- sometimes pretty cantankerously. It is not always pretty, 
she being pretty independently minded. Of course,! am easy to get along with. Just, don't ask 
my wife for confirmation. But, when all the dust settles, it is pretty evident that we love each 
other- a result of all the times we have made it through, all the dreams we have shared and 
all that we hope to do in the future. 
If I had to leave my children with one special gift, it would be a recipe for having romance 
in their lives. Without it, we are barren. Romance is so much a part of the human condition 
that I decided to share what others have had to say over the centuries, their words being so 
much more eloquent than mine. 
From Napoleon to Tolstoy to Frost to Shelley to Shakespeare to Donne to Spenser to Whit-
man to Tennyson to Poe, romance is an art form to be learned, practiced and shared with the 
world. Take a look at what they said and then plan your own romantic journey. 
Visit a gallery with a special friend. Go for a walk. Hold a door open for a stranger. Write a 
love letter. Sing a song. Buy flowers every week. Plant an indoor garden. Teach your children 
about sharing their life with another. Get romance into your life and keep it there. Do it in Port-
land. Do it everywhere! 
(Cape Elizabeth) This local romance has lasted over forty-five years. Ted and Dorcas Hodgdon have 
lived in the same house since 1957. just a year after they got married. Ted has been a part-time 
fisherman for over thirty-five years and worked full time for the Veteran's Administration for 
twenty-one years. Ted says of his wife "I met Dorcas in 1955 and she took me for a walk on the 
beach. That's all it took- I've been hooked on her ever since.'" Even Ted's boat is name ''Lady 
D" after his Dorcas. Next time you see this couple. celebrate their life with a "hello!" 
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Portland is full of life, love and energy The land-
scape is packed with romantic images from the 
working waterfront and the life it boasts, to our 
arts community to our youth to our opportuni-
ties. Along with the winter chill, romance is al· 
ways in the air. Some of the man 's symbols for 
love and romance are both curious and unique. 
What is Love? 
Author Unknown 
A candlelight dinner, a picnic in the park, 
being pushed on a swing, walking hand in 
hand, picking wild flowers, laying on the 
beach together, feeding the ducks in a pond, 
holding hands in a theater, talking over a cup 
of coffee, a kiss on the neck while standing at 
a sink, or saying goodbye to guests in a door-
way, resting one's head on you lover's shoul-
der, dancing close to soft music, having your 
lover's hands on either side of your face tilt-
ing your head back and kissing you sweetly. 
50 ways to say "I Love You" 
English -I love you 
Afrikaans- Ek het jou lief 
Arabic- Ana behibak (to male) 
Arabic- Ana behibek (to female) 
Armenian -Yes kez sirumen 
Bangladeschi- Ami tomake walobashi 
Belarus ian- Ya tabe kahayu 
Cambodian - Soro lahn nhee ah 
Cantonese Chinese- Ngo oiy ney a 
Corsican - Ti tengu caru .(to male) 
Creol- Mi aime jou 
Croatian • Volim te 
Czech- Miluji te 
Danish- Jeg Elsker Dig 
Dutch- lk hou van jou 
Farsi- Doset dar am 
Filipino- Mahal kita 
Finnish- Mina rakastan sinua 
French- Je t'aime, Je t'adore 
Gaelic - Ta gra agam ort 
German - lch Iiebe dich 
Greek- S'agapo 
Hawaiian - Aloha wau ia oi 
Hebrew- Ani ohev otah (to female) 
Hebrew- Ani ohev et otha (to male) 
Hindi - Hum Tumhe Pyar Karte hae 
Hmong- Kuv hlub koj 
Inuit- Negligevapse 
Irish - Taim i' ngra !eat 
Italian- Ti amo 
Japanese- Aishiteru 
Korean- Sarang Heyo 
Lebanese- Bahibak 
Norwegian- Jeg Elsker Deg 
Polish - Kocham Ciebie 
Portuguese - Eu te amo 
Russian- Ya tebya liubliu 
Serbian - Volim te 
Spanish · Te quiero I Te amo 
Swedish- Jag alskar dig 
Taiwanese· Wa ga ei li 
Thai- Chan rak khun (to male) 
Thai- Phom rak khun (to female) 
Turkish - Seni Seviyorum 
Ukrainian- Ya tebe kahayu 
Vietnamese- Anh ye'u em (to female) 
Vietnamese -Em ye'u anh (to male) 
Welsh- 'Rwy'n dy garu di (Thank you Kina[) 
Yiddish- lkh hob dikh 
Yoruba- Mo ni fe 
A girl's best friend 
The famous Cullinan Diamond is the 
largest rough diamond ever discovered, 
weighing in at 3,106 metric carats in the rough 
or about one and one-third pounds. This dia-
mond was found in 1905 in South Africa. What 
they did not know at the time was that it was 
an almost flawless diamond, limpid in color 
and clear like water. The stone was divided 
into nine principal gems. Polishing of the 
gems began on March 3, 1908 and took ape-
riod of eight months with three men working 
seven days a week. The four largest gems of 
the Cullinan are now part of the Crown jewels 
of England. 
Source- MIROL Diamond-Invest S.L. 
What is a Proposal Puzzle? 
The best part of doing a jigsaw puzzle is 
getting down to the last few pieces. Isn't that 
why you started solving it in the first place? 
How about giving your girlfriend or 
boyfriend a very special puzzle for Valen-
tine's Day that you personally have had 
made? Included are 5 very secret words "Will 
You Be Mine Forever" cut into a couple indi-
vidual puzzle pieces. 
Keep these in your pocket until the last 
moment. Then, when she says "we are miss-
ing pieces!" Then, just whisper, "close your 
eyes". Reach into your pocket and fit the miss-
ing pieces into the puzzle. Finally, tell her to 
open her eyes. The rest of the evening is for 
both of you to treasure for a long, long time! 
20 Red-Hot Valentine Ideas 
1) Scent fake flowers with perfumed oils 
(there are some great smells available) and 
place around the house for lasting aro-
matic scent. 
2) Plan a moonlight picnic. Be it simple or 
gourmet, everyone loves a picnic and one 
held at the stroke of midnight is always ex-
tra special. If you can't do it at midnight, 
plan it the day before and bring your some-
one-special breakfast in bed. 
3) You don't need to take art classes to create 
your own Valentine card. Use any material 
you feel appropriate to the person you are 
making it for, scent it with perfume or plant 
a big lipstick kiss on the envelope. 
4) Borrow your loved-one's car and get it 
washed and waxed. 
5) Put together a Valentine coupon book for 
personal services like picking up your 
sweetheart's dry cleaning, making a can-
dlelit dinner, going to their favorite movie 
or walking spot, getting a massage (foot 
one time and back another) You get the 
idea- be creative. 
6) Create a special love album complete with 
romantic memory photos and sentimental 
captions. 
7) Arrange for a hot air balloon ride for two. 
8) Plan a secret romantic getaway (but check 
with someone at work to make sure that 
nothing will spoil your trip.) 
9) Give a batch of special tickets to a sporting 
event for your sweetheart and their best 
friend. 
10) Do "her or his chores" for a week. 
11) Send your valentine (male or female) 
flowers at work. If you are on a tight 
budget, give just one single hand-deliv-
ered flower. It's the thought not the quan-
tity. 
12) Send a gift basket of incredibly delicious 
goodies or special gifts. 
13) Poetry is traditional for Valentine's Day. 
Create your own or buy a book of love 
poems and read them together. 
14) Dedicate a favorite song to your Valen-
tine on a radio show that he or she will be 
listening to. 
15) Write ''I Love You" in lipstick or shaving 
cream on the mirror. 
16) If your sweetheart is going to be away 
from you on Valentine's Day, get several 
Valentine's Day cards and put them in his 
or her luggage. You could date them with 
"Open Me on February 14th" or "Open Me 
on February 15th" to create some sus-
pense. 
17) Hide a valentine in a lunch box, briefcase 
or purse. 
18) Wear something red. 
19) Make your own love stamp to personalize 
your valentines. Carve a heart on a rub-
ber eraser and stamp it with a red ink 
pad. 
20) Seal all your messages with initials or 
drawings that the recipient must figure 
out the meaning. For example: Y.L.F. (Your 
lover forever) or S.W.A.K. (sealed with a 
kiss.) Again, be creative. 
Forbidden love: '"Cupid and Psyche .. painting by Ben West. 
Where Did Cupid Come From? 
C upid is the most famous of Valentine symbols and everybody knows that 
boy armed with bow and arrows, and 
piercing hearts. He is known as a mischie-
vous, winged child armed with bow and ar-
rows. The arrows signify desires and emo-
tions of love, and Cupid aims those arrows at 
Gods and Humans, causing them to fall 
deeply in love. Cupid has always played a role 
in the celebrations of love and lovers. In an-
cient Greece he was known as Eros, the 
young son of Aphrodite, the goddess of love 
and beauty. To the Romans he was Cupid, and 
his mother was Venus. 
There is a very interesting story about Cu-
pid and His mortal Bride Psyche in Roman 
mythology. Venus was jealous of the beauty 
of Psyche, and ordered Cupid to punish the 
mortal. But instead, Cupid fell deeply in love 
with her. He took her as his wife, but as a 
mortal she was forbidden to look at him. 
Psyche was happy until her sisters per-
suaded her to look at Cupid. As soon as Psy-
che looked at Cupid, Cupid punished her by 
leaving her. Their lovely castle and gardens 
vanished too. Psyche found herself alone in 
an open field with no signs of other beings or 
Cupid. As she wandered trying to find her 
love, she came upon the temple of Venus. 
Wishing to destroy her, the goddess of love 
gave Psyche a series of tasks, each harder 
and more dangerous then the last. 
For her last task Psyche was given a little 
box and told to take it to the underworld. She 
was told to get some of the beauty of Proser-
pine, the wife of Pluto, and put it in the box. 
During her trip she was given tips on avoid-
ing the dangers of the realm of the dead. She 
was also warned not to open the box. But 
Temptation overcame Psyche and she 
opened the box. But instead of finding beauty, 
she found deadly slumber. 
Cupid found her lifeless on the ground. He 
gathered the deadly sleep from her body and 
put it back in the box. Cupid forgave her, as 
did Venus. The gods, moved by Psyche's love 
for Cupid made her a goddess. Today, Cupid 
and his arrows have become the most popu-
lar of love signs, and "love" is most frequently 
depicted by two hearts pierced by an Cupid's 
arrow. 
Valentine poetry 
For centuries, poets have penned their hopes, dreams, aspirations and tales of 
love. This compilation is just a glimpse 
of the power of the poet. It is also an example 
of what results from "putting the pen to the 
paper". If you have a loved one, drop them a 
line. It can be fancy or simple - that's up to 
you and your personal style. But, do it now. 
Everyone loves presents and the best ones 
are those from the heart. 
The Poetry of Love 
Robert Frost (1874 -1963) 
Love is an irresistible desire 
to be irresistibly desired. 
A Rose of Friendship 
Author unknown 
If I can but befriend thee with a thought 
From my enchanted garden of red roses, 
Or touch thy heart 
and make this world grow bright 
Before the hush of night, 
before life closes, 
I will have led thee 
where my garden grows, 
and pledged thee 
my true friendship in a rose. 
Love's Philosophy 
Percy Shelley (1792-1822) 
The fountains mingle with the river, 
And the rivers with the ocean, 
The winds of heaven mix forever 
With a sweet emotion; 
Nothing in the world is single; 
All things by law divine 
In one another's being mingle;-
Why not I with thine? 
See the mountains kiss high heaven 
And the waves clasp one another 
No sister flower would be forgiven 
If it disdained its brother; 
And sunlight clasps the earth, 
And the moonbeams kiss the sea; 
What are all these kissings worth 
If thou kiss not me? 
Shall I Compare Thee? 
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) 
Shall! compare thee to a Summer's day? 
Thou are more lovely and more temperate: 
Rough winds do shake 
the darling buds of May, 
And Summer's lease hath 
all too short a date: 
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines, 
And often is his gold complexion dimm'd; 
And every fair from fair sometime declines, 
By chance or nature's 
changing course untrimm'd: 
But thy eternal Summer shall not fade 
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow'st; 
Nor shall Death brag 
thou wander's! in his shade, 
When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st: 
So long as men can breathe, 
or eyes can see, 
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. 
A Friend Uke You 
Author Unknown 
There's lots of things 
With which I'm blessed, 
Tho' my life's been both Sunny and Blue, 
But of all my blessings, 
This one's the best: 
To have a friend like you. 
In times of trouble 
Friends will say, 
''Just ask ... I'll help you through it." 
But you don't wait for me to ask, 
You just get up And you do it! 
And I can think 
Of nothing In life 
That I could more wisely do, 
Than know a friend, 
And be a friend, 
And love a friend .. .like you. 
Lovers' Infiniteness 
John Donne (1572-1631) 
If yet I have not all thy love, 
Dear, I shall never have it all; 
I cannot breathe one other sigh, to move, 
< 
Nor can intreat one other tear to fall ; 
And all my treasure, 
which should purchase thee--
Sighs, tears , and oaths, and letters 
-1 have spent. 
Yet no more can be due to me, 
Than at the bargain made was meant; 
If then thy gift of love were partial, 
That some to me, 
some should to others fall, 
Dear, I shall never have thee all. 
Or if then thou gavest me all , 
All was but all , which thou hadst then; 
But if in thy heart, since, there be or shall 
New love created be, by other men, 
Which have their stocks entire, 
and can in tears, 
In sighs, in oaths, and letters , outbid me, 
This new love may beget new fears , 
I' or this love was not vow'd by thee. 
And yet it was, thy gift being general ; 
The ground, thy heart, is mine; 
whatever shall 
Grow there, dear, I should have it all. 
Yet I would not have all yet , 
He that hath all can have no more; 
And since my Jove doth every day admit 
New growth, 
thou shouldst have new rewards in store; 
Thou canst not every day 
give me thy heart, 
If thou canst give it, 
then thou never gavest it; 
Love's riddles are, 
that though thy heart depart, 
It stays at home, 
and thou with losing savest it; 
But we will have a way more liberal , 
Than changing hearts , to join them; 
so we shall 
Be one, and one another's all. 
One Day I Wrote Her Name 
Edmund Spenser (I 552-1599) 
One day I wrote her name 
upon the strand, 
But came the waves and washed it away: 
Again I wrote it with a second hand, 
But came the tide and 
made my pains his prey. 
"Vain man," said she, 
"that dost in vain essay 
A mortal thing so to immortalize; 
For I myself shall like to this decay, 
And eke my name be wiped out likewise." 
"Not so," quoth I; "let baser things devise 
To lie in dust, but you shall live by fame; 
My verse your virtues rare shall eternize, 
And in the heavens 
write you glorious name: 
Where, whenas Death 
shall all the world subdue, 
Our love shall live, and later life renew." 
Continued on page 13. 
The "Romance• Hieroglyph as writt~n by Ptol~maic Egyptians 
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Steal<house &-.. Pub 
ust got better ••• 
oily's Weekly News! 
Sunday Brunch 
Beginning February lnd! 9am-3pm 
Lots of Great Food 
in a Fun Atmosphere 
Monday: Customer Appreciation Night 
All Entrees 2 for 1 
Closed Tues &.. Wednesday 
Thurs-Sat: Regular Dinner Menu 
SEAFOOD • STEAI<S • PRIME RIB 
46 Market St • Portland • 761-4094 
Mon • Thurs-Sat • Bar Open at 4:00 
Dining Room Open 4pm - Close 
Continued from page II . 
"NOW, dearest comrade, 
lift me to your face, 
We must separate awhile-Here! 
take from my lips this kiss. 
Whoever you are, I give it especially to you; 
So long!-And I hope we shall meet again." 
- Walt Whitman 
"A man had given all other bliss, 
And all his worldly worth for this, 
To waste his whole heart in one kiss 
Upon her perfect lips." 
-Alfred Lord Tennyson 
Famous Love Letters 
Napoleon Bonaparte 
to Josephine De Beauharnals 
Paris, December I795 
I wake filled with thoughts of you. Your 
portrait and the intoxicating evening, which 
we spent yesterday, have left my senses in 
turmoil. Sweet incomparable Josephine, what 
a strange effect you have on my heart! Are 
you angry? Do I see you looking sad? Are you 
worried? ... 
My soul aches with sorrow, and there can 
be no rest for your lover; but is there still 
more in store for me when, yielding to the 
profound feelings which overwhelm me, I 
draw from your lips, from your heart a Jove 
which consumes me with fire? Ah! it was last 
night that I fully realized how false an image 
of you your portrait gives! You are leaving at 
noon; I shall see you in three hours. 
Until then, mio dolce amor, a thousand 
kisses; but give me none in return, for they 
set my blood on fire. 
Count Leo Tolstoy 
to Valeria Arsenev, his fiance. 
November 2, I856 
I already love in you your beauty, but I am 
only beginning to love in you that which is 
eternal and ever precious - your heart, your 
soul. Beauty one could get to know and fall in 
love with in one hour and cease to love it as 
speedily; but the soul one must learn to know. 
without a sabre, 
If one could merely comprehend the plot. 
Enwritten upon the leaf 
where now are peering 
Eyes scintillating soul, there lie perdus 
Three eloquent words 
oft uttered in the hearing 
Of poets, by poets-
as the name is a poet's, too, 
Its letters, although naturally lying 
Like the knight Pinto-Mendez Ferdinando-
Still form a synonym for Truth -
Cease trying! 
You will not read the riddle, 
though you do the best you can do. 
Riddle answer: Frances Sargent Osgood 
A Brief History 
of Cooking with Roses 
For centuries, roses have been a special in-
gredient in creating the finest culinary pre-
sentations. A rose candy dating to the ancient 
Romans is the earliest recorded recipe using 
roses as an ingredient. It is a certainty, how-
ever, other ancient civilizations capitalized 
on the sweet, fragrant qualities of their own 
native rose species. 
By the tenth century, Persia was exporting 
rosewater to most of Europe, North Africa 
and Asia. Rosewater was commonly used as 
a flavoring agent in cakes, cookies and pas-
tries . In the medieval fourteenth century, 
roses were used extensively in fish and game 
sauces as well as in desserts , candies and 
preserves. Many a royal chef prepared such 
delights as Roseye of Fysshe (Fish in Rose 
Sauce) and Rede Rose (Red Rose Pudding). 
And by the nineteenth century, roses were 
widely used throughout the world as coloring 
and flavoring agents in teas, candies, pas-
tries, sauces, oils and conserves . Handed 
down from decade to decade, favorite recipes 
traversed the oceans as colonists and con-
querors spanned the globe. Today, the rose's 
tangy fruits, called "rose hips," are still used 
in jams, jellies, and as a source of vitamin C. 
Its leaves are blended with other herbs in fra-
grant and soothing teas. And its petals add 
Believe me, nothing on earth is given without magic to candies, syrups, honeys , vinegars, 
labour, even love, the most beautiful and nat- oils and sauces. 
ural of feelings. 
Edgar Allen Poe -Valentine 
For her this rhyme is penned, 
whose luminous eyes, 
Brightly expressive 
as the twins of Leda, 
Shall find her own sweet name, 
that nestling lies 
Upon the page, 
enwrapped from every reader. 
Search narrowly the lines! 
they hold a treasure 
Devine-a talisman-an amulet 
That must be worn at heart. 
Search well the measure-
The words- the syllables! 
Do not forget 
The trivialest point, 
or you may lose your labor 
And yet there is in this 
no Gordian knot 
Which one might not undo 
Source - http:/ / markw. com/justrose. htm 
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Are You About to Become Engaged? 
A Diamond to Express Your Deepest Emotions. 
When you give a gift of a diamond co sollle()oe you Jove, it carries with it some of your most 
cherished and personal emotions . We undentand. We think about the man who will give dtis dia-
mond and the woman who wiU receive it and the imponance that this symbol will represent as 
their commitment to each other grows with each passing year. It is with these thoughts that we 
select each diamond that is ro become part of our Cross Collection. We wan! every diamond from 
our score to be something which we too would be proud to give to one of our loved ones. 
Come experience the chrill of discovery and the most beautiful diamond money ean buy al the 
very best value you will find anywhere. 
Cross Jewelers 
The Upstairs Jeweby Store 
570 Coog= JHm:\land. ME 04101 
"9J 
When you walk through the door at The Matchmaker in Portland, you will be greeted by Tom Rochester. Tom's frierxlliness, sense of 
humor and genuine sensitivity will put I'll' immediately at ease. 
Tom and h~ wile Noreen Rochester opened The Matchmaker a little over two years ago, but Noreen has been making matches lor 
twenty years. She~ passionate about love. "Eve.,.,ne shouid be in love," says Noreen, "and Tom and I try to make that happen." 
The Matchmaker is more than just a dating service. Tom and Noreen truly care about the happiness of each one of their members. Jen· 
nifer Doherty of Kennebunkport agrees. 
"I had given up on the~ dating scene, but a frilnd of ""'f convinced me to go to The Matchmaker," says Doherty. "I ended up making 
an appointment to mea with Noreen because I had heard so many wonderful things about her from a co-worker. During my meaing, 
Noreen was genuinely interested in me and when we concluded, !left with a sense of hope, anticipation and excitement. My self-esteem was 
higher than it had been in years. Since that meeting, Noreen has introduced me to a wonderful man that I am going to marry!" 
Doherty ~n't the only satisfied member of the Matchmaker. John T. of Saco, a 48 year old business owner couldn't be happier. 
"You won't find two people more genuine and oommitled to bringing others together. Tom and Noreen provide an atmosphere of friend-
ship, trust and commitment. It's not just a dating service. It~ their vision of bringing good people together . .. some for a lifetime!" 
The Matchmaker offers an unlimited number of introductions for one year. At the end of the year, if they haven't found I'll' a great 
match, the second year~ free! The Matchmaker is the most affordable dating service in the area and proWies other opportunities for 
members to meet, such as hosting dinner parties and happy hours for their members. 
11 I'JU're ready for love, give The Matchmaker a caDI 
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How do I love Portland? 
Let me count the ways .... 
In honor of the cheesiest holiday of the year. 
I offer you fourteen reasons to love Portland. 
By Julie Bernier 
1) People from all over the country love 
our city. With our romantic lighthouse, the 
Portland Headlight, and a bounty of inti-
mate vistas along the coastline, Portland 
has much to offer the romantic at heart. 
Plus, Portland has it all: water, woods and 
a wicked good nightlife. 
2) People who love dogs love our city. I 
would venture to say that Portland has to 
be one of the most populated dog cities in 
our country. Everywhere you look there's 
a pooch. And with the special dog park and 
a plethora of dog services in the city, it's 
hard not become a dog owner yourself. 
3) Massage is like a religion. There are 
more than enough places to go to worship 
the gods of relaxation and spend a little 
quality time on a massage bed. Massage 
therapist wannabes don't have to go far to 
get schooled either, and for those who 
don't want to pay a lot, 
you're bound to make 
friends with a mas-
sage therapist 
eventually. 
4) Young is the 
word. I'm not try-
ing to sound like a 
promoter of agism, 
but there's some-
thing lusty about a 
city dominated by the 
25-34 year old bracket. It 
speaks to activism, passion 
for the future and a definite 
need to be heard, discovered and 
recognized. 
5) Music is in the blood. Sure, our most 
popular local bands aren't played regularly 
on MTV - but they're oh so close! Any 
given weeknight you're bound to find some 
variety of music to suit your fancy - and 
if not, then you aren't trying hard enough. 
6) Food is in the heart. Talk about options 
-the last I knew there was something like 
120 restaurants in the Portland area. If you 
have a hard time making decisions skip 
this number. If you're feeling hungry, go 
crack open the yellow pages and start re-
searching now. 
7) We have a train. Anybody who's lived in 
the city will tell you it's been a long sordid 
affair to get a train here. But now that it's 
running, what a great option! It may take 
you longer than the perfect hour and a half 
that you've mastered to get yourself into 
Boston by car, but hey, you're not dealing 
with the Big Dig or those crazy Massachu-
setts drivers . 
8) We have a tin foil artist. l know you've al-
ways wanted a piece of work yourself. Ad-
mit it- you love that guy who makes mar-
tinis and moose out of shiny foil paper. So 
go on - next time you see him, buy some-
thing damn it! 
9) We have a Valentine bandit. It's another 
one of those idiosyncracies we cherish 
about the city- someone (or some peo-
ple) take the time every year, in the wee 
hours of Valentine's morning, to plaster the 
city with love. And they do it better than 
our parents ever did at delivering Santa's 
presents -bring on the love. 
10) There's no place like 
the Back Bay. Try to 
park there on a 
warm June night 
at about 6:00 pm 
and you'll have 
to hoof it from 
Hannaford in-
stead. Not that I'd 
park at Hannaford 
to go walk the Bay, 
11) There's nothing like 
ice skating at Deering Oaks 
Park. And with the addition of 
the magical "UFO" lights by the 
pond, nighttime skating just got that 
12) There's no one like Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow. Giving up love for Portland in 
his own writings, Longfellow loved Port-
land as much as I do- ok, probably more. 
13) According to legend, Saint Valentine 
went ahead and married young men and 
women despite the law of the time which 
banned Roman men old enough to go fight 
to marry. They were needed more in war. 
14) Congress Street. This is the epitome of 
what a city is about. There is much to ap-
preciate: the many shops, the art you find 
hanging in random windows and the street 
musicians you hear playing their hearts 




In Portland. love means never having to say there's 
nothing to do! Here are some ideas on how to enjoy 
the most romantic day (and night) of the year: 
By Cassie Gagne 
UNA becomes the love immersion den with 
soft candles everywhere, romantic decora-
tions , sweet aphrodisiacs, silly love songs all 
night by Michael and the best in fresh cock-
tails including an all new UNA exclusive but 
you'll have to go to find out. Turn your dinner 
date into two dates and stop by before or af-
ter. Also offering a very special select menu, 
paired with new specialty cocktails and fa]). 
ulous desserts. February 14, 505 Fore St. , 
Portland. 
"Pvt. Wars" February 14 - March 9. The St 
Lawrence Arts and Community Center, Thur, 
Fri & Sat 8pm; Sun 7pm. Three Vietnam Vet-
erans recuperating in an Army hospital. 
Pvt.Wars combines humor and compassion 
with uncompromising honesty as it follows 
the irreverent doings of its exceptionally en-
gaging characters . The play blends a series of 
brief blackout scenes into a meaningful mo-
saic as the three tease, torment, entertain, 
exasperate, and solace each other, maintain-
ing throughout a hilarity which belies their 
deep concern about the uncertainties of the 
civilian world to which they will soon be re-
turning. Tickets $10-12. For more information, 
call 775-5568. 
"Rose on Red" an original play in French and 
English with traditional French songs, will be 
performed by 4th, 5th and 6th graders at the 
Theater Project, 14 School St., Brunswick, 
Feb. 14, 7:30pm; Feb. 15, 1lam & 7:30pm. Pay 
what you want. For reservations, call 729-
8584. 
"The Vagina Monologues" V-day USM 2003 
benefit production, Feb. 14, 7pm, 10 Bailey 
Hall, Gorham Campus & Feb. 15, 2pm & 7pm, 
Luther Bonney Auditorium, Portland Cam-
pus. Tickets are $10 general public/$8 stu-
dents. FMI: 228-8200. 
Nothing says I love you like glitter! Make 
great valentines for your loved ones at North-
ern SkyToyz, Fore St., Portland. Feb. 14, Ages 
2-5, 10:30-11 :30am, free. Park & Shop avail-
able. 
"Harold and Maude" (1971) film. 7pm, Sills 
Hall, Smith Auditorium, Bowdoin College. 
Info. 725-3375. 
Valentine's Bash - First Annual Red Rose 
benefit. Join in the fun, show your support by 
wearing red, make a $30 donation, enjoy the 
music of Big Chief, cash bar, 10 dozen as-
sembled roses will be raffled off. Lots of fun, 
celebration and festivities. Proceeds to Ben-
efit Sexual Assault Response Services. 
Mariners Church, 268 ForeSt, Portland, 8pm-
1am. FMI: Leanne Barschdorf, 653-4353. 
Pianist Bridget Convey performs works by 
Messiaen, Takemitsu, Hannibal and Maine 
composer Richard Nelson. 4pm, Gibson Hall , 
Room 101, Bowdoin College. 
Info: 725-3321. 
Valentine's in Kennebunkport February 14-
17. Times and locations vary Moonlit nights , 
candlelight dinners , warm cozy fires, snow 
crunching under foot as you meander 
throughout our magical seaside village. Ro-
mance is in the air! Elegant and cozy accom-
modations at one of the many lodging estab-
lishments, fabulous dining options, unique 
shops and galleries to surprise that special 
someone with a valentine bauble! A fabulous 
Victorian Valentine demonstration and lec-
ture featuring antique valentines presented 
by Eliabeth Baird, speaking on Ester How-
land's multi-layed lacy Victorian valentines. A 
Victorian Tea will be served during the pres-
entation at The Lobster Pot Restaurant, Cape 
Porpoise. For more information, call 967-
0857. 
"A Kiss to Remember" February 14. Field 
House, The University of Maine in Orono, 
lOpm The University of Maine will attempt to 
reclaim it's place in the record books for the 
most couple's kissing at one time. The Uni-
versity of Maine originally entered the "Gui-
ness Book of World Records" on February 14, 
1996 when it set a new record of 1,420 cou-
ples kissing at once. However, on February 
lith, 2000, a group in Ontario, Canada set a 
new record with 1,588 couples. We will at-
tempt to reclaim our record this Valentine's 
Day! Free and open to the public! Be sure to 
bring someone to kiss (people must be over 
the age of 16 to be counted)! For more infor-
mation, call 581-1110. 
"Sizzling Sex on the Silver Screen" February 
14. Portland's Merrill Auditorium at 7:30p.m 
Friends of the Kotzschmar Memorial Organ 
presents a screening of the 1926 film Don 
Juan, featuring John Barrymore, Mary Astor 
and Myrna Loy. This Warner Brothers film in-
troduced the new Vitaphone technology -
sound on discs synchronized to run with the 
picture, and was a precursor to films with full 
sound. A mix of romance and comedy with 
beautiful sets and costumes, the film offers an 
early glimpse of many future Hollywood 
stars. Barrymore bestows a unbelievable to-
tal of 191 kisses upon his numerous female 
companions in the film. General admission is 
by a suggested donation of$ 7.00 per person, 
no advance tickets are sold. For more infor-
mation call 883-9525. 
True Romance for 
Couples \Nith Kids: 
Ten ideas 
Anyone can splurge on a formal dinner or a pricey bottle 
of perfume. but it takes creativity, forethought. and time 
to be truly romantic. Here are 1 0 ideas to get you started 
By Susie Cortright 
In my marriage, some of the most memo-rable evenings have also been the least ex-pensive. Sure, I have enjoyed the bouquets 
and the boxes of chocolate, but it is the folk 
music in the ski lodge, the sips of Chardonnay 
on our summer porch swing, and the nights 
spent reading in bed, side by side, that really 
stand out. 
Anyone can splurge on a formal dinner or 
a pricey bottle of perfume, but it takes cre-
ativity, forethought, and time to be truly ro-
mantic. 
The key lies in personalizing your cele-
bration. Here are ten ideas to fuel your own 
creativity: 
1) Empty a box of chocolate (either into your 
mouth or onto a plate ... ) Then cut out 50 to 
100 hearts from lace doilies, construction 
paper, or fabric. On each cutout, record 
something about him that you love. Be 
specific, "The way you smell when you 
come to bed at night," "The way you take 
care of me when I'm sick," or simply "Your 
recipe for pancakes." 
Another variation: Write down I 00 cher-
ished memories of your life together. Fold 
the cutouts, place them in the chocolate 
box, and top with a red satin bow. The time 
you spend coming up with these ideas will 
contribute to your own romantic mood, 
and what he thinks is a plain box of choco-
lates will be a gift he'll keep close to his 
heart forever. And you can add to the box 
each year. 
2) Build a romantic fire. Before the kids go to 
bed, have fun roasting marshmallows. Af. 
ter their lights are out, host your own in-
door picnic, complete with a bottle of wine 
and chocolate-covered strawberries. 
3) Recreate your first date together. What 
were you wearing? Where did you go? Do 
you remember what you talked about? 
Spend the evening reminiscing and re-
flecting on how far you've come as a cou-
ple. 
4) Spoon all night . 
5) Choose a book in which you are both in-
terested, fiction or nonfiction. Read a new 
chapter each night before bed. This cozy 
tradition will allow you to spend some 
quality time together and often makes for 
thought-provoking breakfast conversa-
tions . 
6) Make a tape of the songs special to your re-
lationship. Include "your song," songs 
from your wedding, songs from favorite 
movies. Add a personal voice dedication 
and leave it in his briefcase, Walkman, or 
car stereo. 
ILLUSTRATION ART TODAY 
7) Turn off the TV. 
8) Kidnap your husband. Arrange for a 
babysitter for a few hour--or a few days. A 
friend of mine had a lot of success with 
this one. She knew her husband had al-
ways wanted to get married in Vegas, but 
he had agreed to a large, formal ceremony 
hosted by her family. So, alter they had 
been married 10 years, she surprised him 
at work with a packed suitcase. They 
caught an evening flight and renewed their 
vows before an Elvis impersonator in aVe-
gas chapel. Years later, they' re still talking 
about it. 
9) This one requires a babysitter, too. Next 
time you 're visiting your parents or in-
laws, leave the kids with their grandpar-
ents and travel to another town, where no 
one will recognize you. Check into a hotel 
or B&B. Dress like another woman. Act like 
another woman. It 's fun to slip into another 
persona from time to time. 
10) Have a scavenger hunt. Write a few po-
ems, wrap candy kisses inside, and hide 
them around the house. Each poem 
should be a clue to finding the next one. 
Make sure the final clue lands your man 
someplace you want to end up for the en-
tire evening. A romance package, includ-
ing a bottle of champagne and new lin-
gerie, is a nice touch. 
Create a memory this Valentine's Day, not 
with your pocketbook but with your imagi-
nation. 
Susie Michelle Cortright is the author of More 
Energy for Moms and Rekindling Your Ro-
mance After Kids, as well as the Soul Snacks 
booklet series, featuring creative ways to nur-
ture yourself and your family in 15 minutes or 
less. Each of these publications is available 
through Momscape.com, a website devoted to 
helping women celebrate and embrace their 
diverse roles. 
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T~e Fine Art of Flying Solo: How to Find Your Soul-Mate 
Q: What has 1 0 fmgers. 1 0 toes, a heavy heart and a truckload of 
regrets when Feb. 14 looms large on the calendar? 
A: Anyone who expects to be alone, and lonely, on Valentine's Day. 
by Cheryl Klein, M. Diu. 
Valentine's Day is great for lovers, but what about the rest of us? Whether sin-gle by choice (no longer actively seek-
ing but reserving the right to have a look-see 
if someone special crosses our path) or sin-
gle by chance (actively seeking), men and 
women who are alone on Valentine's Day of-
ten find themselves mired in despair, depres-
sion and even fear. We, who find ourselves 
single, want more than a date. Even if we're 
not yet completely ready to mate, in our 
heart of hearts, deep down inside where we 
have risked and lost, what we may most long 
for is a soul-male. 
The problem may be that most of us have 
settled for less than we deserve. We have 
coped with dates, mates and partners with 
whom we have tried to have a relationship. 
We have compromised with our bottom-line 
values, and even may have set aside our hob-
bies, interests or other friends for that special 
someone. And yet , here we are, alone and 
wondering what to do next. 
In this world of personal ads, Internet 
matching sites and speed-dating, how do we 
go about finding a soul-mate? What separates 
a date -a person to hang with, or someone 
with whom we share an interest or two- from 
a soul-male is this dictionary defintion: being 
compatible in disposition, point of view or sen-
sitivity. So, the search for a soul-mate might 
best begin with searching our own souls. 
1. What's your passion? What is it that 
drives, moves or shakes you? Is it a good po-
litical debate, commitment to a social cause, 
your faith, love of classic cars or even classic 
rock? What is it that you could not envision 
life without? In seeking a soul-mate, we begin 
NOT with what's available but with what we 
really, truly want. Of course there are certain 
foundational values that cannot be compro-
mised: smoking, drinking, drugs , family and 
lifestyle. Where do you stand on these 
choices? To be comfortable with someone 
else, to find a true soul-mate who shares your 
perspective, these can't be compromised. 
The whole point of finding a soul-mate is to 
connect with someone who not only allows 
you to be who you really are but who cele-
brates your uniqueness. What kindles your 
soul and triggers your spirit? Go beyond, "I 
like to walk along the ocean ... "to "If I were to 
spend a year alone on a deserted island, the 
few things I would have to have would be ... " 
2. Consider your options. Once you have de-
termined what 's in your own soul, it's time to 
develop your soul-mate search. If you've ever 
gone out looking for the perfect car, home, 
outfit or job, you know how to do this . If pol-
itics make your heart sing you'll want to con-
sider local, regional or even national organi-
zations compatible with your beliefs. If faith 
is the song in your heart, you may want to 
church-hop, seeking new communities of 
faith . lf you believe strongly in altruism, you 'II 
want to focus on volunteering for a program 
or cause, something you deeply value. Is it 
music? Sing with a chorus. Is it animals? Vol-
unteer at a pet shelter. 
3. Put on your walking shoes. Begin! Make 
your list of possible groups, places and or-
ganizations where like-minded people can be 
found. Check the newspaper, phone books-
even bulletin boards and coffes houses. Some 
you meet will be older, some will be younger, 
some will be taller or shorter, but this soul-
mate search begins with who you are. At the 
very least, you will find other friends who 
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share your views. Do some research on each 
group you might join: make phone calls , 
check the Internet, ask questions to learn 
who they are, where and when they meet and 
membership information. 
4. Be an investigative reporter. Many singles 
face social phobia: lack of confidence, or even 
fear, about meeting new people. We may be 
burdened with failure baggage, memories of 
losses and times when our hopes did not pan 
out. Leave your bag of troubles at the door 
when visiting a new group. Talk with each 
new person you meet, asking who they are, 
how and when they joined and what keeps 
them involved. People love to talk about 
themselves, especially to newcomers, so let 
them! Try each new group or organization at 
least five times. Not all members or partici-
pants come to every meeting. You never 
know who might show up next time. 
5. Give yourself time. When we move from 
the quick fix of dating through the search for 
a soul-mate, we give all the time we need to 
the search. Don't be too quick to rule anyone 
in or out. Get to know new folks a little at a 
time. Don't give away all your trust all at 
once. Trust needs to be earned, and that 
takes time. 
6. Ask important questions. Finding like-
minded individuals who share your point of 
view, sensitivity or disposition begins with 
Winter wastes time 
By Meadow S. E. Welch 
I 'm not a big fan of winter and have decided that maybe it's not just the cold and snow that are such a problem. No, I think it might 
be the waste of time that winter creates that 
makes it such a miserable season. Just think 
back to the balmy days of spring and summer 
and a slow-motion movie plays in your mind 
sort of like this: going outside to the yard: 
barefoot, a tee-shirt and pair of shorts on, 
and the sweet breezes caressing your face 
and sending wisps of hair against your cheek 
as the sun shines warmly down. You skip or 
twirl gaily, whatever your particular pen-
chant is, as you breathe in the warm, fra-
grance-laden air. But wait. Before we get too 
caught up in the remembrances of summer, 
take a look out that frosty window next to 
you; see the snow, the icicles hanging pre-
cariously from the roof, the reality that lies 
before you. 
You may ask me how that scene wastes 
our time. Here's my theory: we spend so 
much time "getting through" winter and try-
ing to keep ourselves comfortable there's lit-
tle time left for much else. Think of how much 
time we would have if it were spring, sum-
mer, and fall all year round, and we could do 
away with winter. 
There's the issue of shoes and boots. In-
stead of the barefooted or sandal-shod foot, 
there are the huge boots to contend with. Not 
only do they have to be dug out of the moun-
tainous pile of footwear that accumulates in 
the hall during winter, but the laces then have 
to be loosened, the feet have to be wiggled 
into the boots , and finally they must be 
retied. Of course it goes without saying that 
one of the laces will break close to the eye-
lets, so re-lacing then has to be done. Since 
the only reason you're putting the boots on in 
the first place is to go out to get the newspa-
finding a group of folks , and then narrowing 
the search. Asking, "How did your last rela-
tionship end?" when seriously considering 
someone may give you all the info you need 
to determine if this is the right person/right 
time to become more involved. A note of cau-
tion: asking this question on the first "date" 
may insure greater honesty than on later 
dates, when there is more at risk. If you de-
tect notes of lingering anger or profound sad-
ness in a potential soul-mate, move on. 11 you 
detect them in yourself, get help with your 
loss before you move on. 
7. Consider spiritual compatibility. For peo-
ple of faith this statement is likely self-evident. 
For others, it may best refer to whether you 
are an optimist or pessimist, cautious or a risk-
taker, or if you need humor or intellectual in-
tensity. Potential soul-mates who are too far 
from our own personality style can seem novel 
and even attractive at first. But when the going 
gets tough in life, we all tend to need someone 
who sees things to way we do. 
8. Limit compromises. Giving up too much of 
yourself for a relationship work doesn't work. 
When the dating begins, and you're planning 
to dine out or see a movie, step right up to 
the soul-mate plate. Dare to state your pref-
erences. Certainly, there is a time and place 
for a response of whatever but to really get to 
know someone - to develop a soulful con-
nection - it's critical to be able to ask for 
what you want or need. State who you are 
and your personal preferences. Emotional in-
timacy, essential to soul-mating, does not ex-
ist when we don't. 
9. Explore the circle. Meet your potential soul-
mate's friends, family and colleagues. Do they 
per, you soon return, only to struggle out of 
the stiff, wet boots, search for your slippers 
which have mysteriously disappeared during 
your five-minute outing, and return the boots 
to the pile. If you calculate five minutes per 
boot experience, one or two times a day, for 
the official duration of winter's length, (De-
cember 22 to March 21) you've consumed 450 
minutes or seven-and-a-half hours at least 
and maybe as much as fifteen hours! The is-
sue of gloves and other outerwear is much 
the same. One glove will be missing, so extra 
time is spent looking for it. Just donning our 
cold weather gear can take another five min-
utes each time we exit to the outer frost king-
dom. There go another fifteen hours, never to 
be reclaimed. 
Icicles are pretty things, the sun glinting 
through them as they hang from the roof 
edges, dripping prettily, and creating small 
black-ice spots on the porch steps for us to 
slip on. It's never enough to simply look at 
them; they have to be dealt with. There's 
something primeval about whacking away at 
those stalactites, sending them flying across 
the yard, often into the windows, and on oc-
casion onto our own heads. So the time 
knocking down icicles is compounded by the 
ride to the emergency room with the ensuing 
stitching of the gash in our head that our bat-
tle with the ice created. The length of time for 
this activity varies, but let's be conservative 
and assume that the ER will take only a few 
hours every so often. Our estimate runs at 
once a season for the hospital visit, and ten 
minutes weekly for the icicle bashing, for a 
total of approximately five hours. 
As you can now see, this winter battle is 
costing us plenty of time. Gone is the blithe 
stride along the sidewalk or from car to 
house. In its place is a strange, hobbled 
dance where your feet seek the least slippery 
area. Observe crowds of people and you will 
see a congregate of shuffling, tentative, hesi-
tant individuals. This slow progression costs 
reflect what he or she seems to value? 11 you 
find yourself having good, solid connections 
with them, in terms of interest or activity, hang 
in there! If not, reconsider your options. 
10. Share. In the process of becoming ac-
quainted, dare to share your hopes, dreams 
and fears with your potential soul-mate. What 
do you really want to do with your life? Where 
do you want to Jive, travel, work or play? Un-
til you've felt accepted, valued and cherished 
for who you are right now, keep your heart un-
der wraps. Daring to embark upon the search 
for a soul-mate, not simply a date, may bring 
you all the Jove and joy you deserve. 
Cheryl Klein, M. Diu., is a Licensed Pastoral 
Counselor in private practice who finds help-
ing men and women who are single, single 
again, or single parents especially rewarding. 
In addition, her other passions include teach-
ing online courses in spirituality and ministry 
for Saint Josephs College and humanities 
courses for York County Technical College. 
Cheryl may be contacted at Rying Solo Coun-
seling, (207) 892-7656. 
us hours of time. The exception to this is the 
wild and exuberant ride that begins when our 
feet finally go out from under us and our 
mode of transportation is switched to the 
seat of our pants. As we glide helplessly and 
speedily along the icy path, we are saving 
time, but losing not only our dignity but our 
desire to ever again set foot outside in winter. 
Let's call this a draw since the quick slide is 
really efficient. 
Along with the general activities of snow-
blowing, shoveling, cleaning off cars, looking 
at the thermometer, and warming up the au-
tos, there is the crowning waste of time that 
makes all others seem petty. Yes , I am talking 
about opening and closing doors for the dogs 
or cats. An insistent and persistent "meow" 
leads me to the door, I open it, wait, and ob-
serve that the furry black and white thing at 
my feet is still at my feet. "Go out if you want 
to!" He is still there. I wait. He looks up at me 
and meows. The door is closed. End of case. 
Not quite. A while later the pitiful "meow" is 
heard again. The game repeats itself. Eventu-
ally, the dear little beast is ignored, but the 
wailing continues until one last attempt is 
made. Does he go outdoors? Of course not. I 
give up in desperation, understanding that I 
have not met his needs on this particular day, 
and at this point not caring if I have. Tomor-
row will be another day for the game. I figure 
that at least twenty hours is spent in this pur-
suit. The time is rivaled only by the other 
leading winter activity: talking about the 
weather. "Will it snow?" "How deep is the 
snow?" "What's the temperature?" "What will 
the temperature be tomorrow?" "What does 
next week look like?" "How cold was it at your 
house?" Agggghhhhh!! It 's more than I can 
stand. I believe hundreds of hours are wasted 
on this type of communication. Enough is 
enough! Stop talking about the winter 
weather and bring me back my wasted time. 
Someone please figure out a way to skip this 
season altogether. 
Can•t Buy Me Love? 
Ways to say I Love You 
without breaking the bank. 
By Maggie Knowles 
With the economy hovering around horrific , Godiva and 
Tiffany's probably won't be 
making a strong appearance this Valen-
tine's Day. However, thin wallets force one 
to be creative and focus on what February 
14th is really about: Love. 
Instead of the 
whole day lead-
ing up to a 
small light-blue 
box and $300 
meal, spend all 
the waking hours 
surprising your Valentine with little (inex-
pensive!) reminders of how much you care 
about them. 
While they are in the shower, sneak 
downstairs and make a breakfast of heart-
shaped pancakes with real maple syrup and 
hazelnut coffee with a dab of 
whipped cream. Turn off all the 
lights, pull the shades and eat 
by candlelight; it will set a ro-
mantic mood for the whole day. 
Before your lamb chop 
heads off to a grueling psych 
test or presentation to the big 
cheeses, slip a sexy picture of 
yourself into their backpack or 
briefcase, making sure it won't 
get passed out with the finan-
cial reports. Polaroids are 
great because you have all that 
space at the bottom on which 
to write "Hurry Home." 
If they pack their lunch, 
make sure they get one of the fol-
lowing: A hand decorated heart-shaped 
cookie; a container of perfect, sweet 
strawberries; a baggie of those cinnamon 
red-hots or a handful of Hershey Kisses . If 
they eat out, try to find out where they will 
be and secretly bribe the server to bring 
them a raspberry daiquiri (virgin if they 
have to go back to work) or a 
huge piece of cheesecake 
smothered in choco-
late sauce. 
Even though e-mail 
isn't very romantic, the 
afternoon is a perfect time 
for a teasing note. Send an e-mail 
or leave a voice mail letting them 
know you are thinking about 
them and can't wait until they 
get home. Even better if you can 
sneak into their office and tape it right to 
the computer screen. 
The candlelit living room with a carpet 
picnic is nice, but kind of overworked. 
Load up the car with a blanket, cut fruit, a 
bottle of Australian Shiraz (great wine and 
cheap) and a CD of your music and hit the 
road until you find a quiet place where you 
can put back the seats, watch the stars (or 
snow) and fall in love all over again- and 
smile that practically no money was spent 
on your Valentine. 
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Saco School Prepares Diverse Students for the Future with 
Innovative Curriculum and Exceptional Faculty 
Thornton Academy is an independent, coeducational day school serving students in grades 9 through 12. At the heart of Thornton Acad-
emy's vision for the 21st century is the image of the student as lifelong learner possessing the skills and attitudes necessary for this 
desirable and attainable goal. 
There are only 18 schools in the nation like Thornton Academy-a private school 
serving a public role. The school's gov-
erning board oilS trustees contracts to educate 
high schools from surrounding towns, charging 
these towns less than most area public high 
schools. This relationship has lasted since 1889, 
but the school's founding actually dates to 1811, 
when the Massachusetts legislature granted a 
petition lo open an academy in Saco. 
Like a small college, Thornton Academy 
consists of nine buildings situated on an SO-
acre campus in Saco's historic district. Our 
Main Building echoes the richly detailed brick-
work of Queen Anne-style architecture, and 
our headmaster lives on campus in a colonial 
revival house donated by the Thornton family. 
The academy's first-year enrollment num-
bered 50 and students ranged in age from II 
to 27. Today, our ninth through twelfth-grade 
enrollment stands at just over 1,100. 
Because we educate teenagers of all abili-
ties, we have an enrollment typical of any 
Maine public high school. For example, 10 per-
cent of our student population is served by 
our special education team. We also have an 
alternative education program for students 
who are at-risk of dropping out. 
In recent years, Thornton Academy's fac-
ulty and programs have been recognized, 
funded or honored by local, state and national 
groups and foundations. For example, in 2001, 
Thornton Academy received a Maine Creative 
Ticket School of Excellence Award from the 
Maine Alliance for Arts Education. This award 
recognizes schools who have done an out-
standing job of making the arts essential In 
students' education. Thornton Academy has 
Top: Students crossing the quad at Thornton Academy. 
Bottom: The Edith Scamman Science Building, 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF THORNTON ACADEMY 
also been designated a 
Maine School of Excellence. 
Also in 2001, Headmaster 
Carl J. Stasio Jr. was named 
Maine's Distinguished School 
Administrator in Arts Educa-
tion by the MAAE. In 2002, 
he became president of the 
New England Association of 
Schools and Colleges. 
Associate Head of School 
Mary Nasse was named Ed-
ucational Leader of 200 I by 
the Maine Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum 
Development. 
The faculty and staff at 
Thornton Academy have 
also been recognized over 
the years as outstanding. In 
1999, first-year English and 
French teacher Cheri Poulin 
was named Maine's Sallie 
Mae First Class Teacher, a 
national award honoring out-
standing first-year teachers. 
In 1995, math teacher Kevin 
Kezal won the same award. 
Two TA faculty members 
are national Teachers of the 
Year. In 1996, English teacher 
Christopher Queally was 
named one of 36 Outstanding 
Teachers of the Year by the 
American Teacher Awards. 
In 1994, visual arts teacher 
Ray Lund received the same 
award, then was further se-
BROWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
South Portland 
WE BEUEVE THAT: 
• All children can and need to learn essential skills and concepts. 
• Children learn best by actively participating in a variety of ways. 
• Quality learning occurs best wh.en there is open and ongoing communication 
between parent, teacher and the child. 
• Quality schools foster dignity, diversity, and respect for all members of the 
community. 
• All members of the school community are life long learners. 
• Learning involves consistent high expectations for all. 
• Quality learning occurs best when there is trust and respect among all members 
of the school community. 
• All members of the school community deserve a safe and secure environment. 
left: Brown Elementary School. Right: fun at PTA Craft Day, PHOTOS COURTESY OF BROWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
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lected as Visual Arts Teacher of the Year from 
among three national finalists. American 
Teacher Awards recipients are selected by rep-
resentatives from fifty national education asso-
ciations, and the awards presentation is broad-
cast on the The Disney Channel. 
Thornton Academy offers courses in busi-
ness, math, science, computer technology, 
English, foreign languages, social studies, life 
skills and fine and performing arts. There are 
advanced placement classes in biology, cal-
culus, chemistry, computer science, English 
literature and composition, French, physics, 
studio art and United States history, and Eng-
lish honors courses all four years. 
Our campus boasts a computer technology 
center, numerous computer labs and comput-
ers in every classroom, with a computer liter-
acy requirement and testing for all students. 
We offer 22 varsity sports teams and I 7 junior 
varsity or freshman teams, as well as 17 ex-
tracurricular clubs or organizations serving 
student interests from the arts to the sciences 
and from the outdoors to leadership. 
Our 8,000-plus alumni are actively involved 
in Thornton Academy activities and events, and 
they are financially supportive of the school 
through its annual fund and capital campaigns. 
Many of our alumni feel a stronger connection 
to their high school, which has its roots in a 
New England mill town, than to their post-sec-
ondary alma maters that span the nation. 
For more information on Thornton Academy, 
call 282-3361 or vist the school's website at 
www.thornton.saco.org. 
Why do people homeschool? 
The quick answer is that there are almost as many different reasons for home-schooling as there are homeschoolers. 
Today's homeschooling parents are a diverse 
group from a variety of income levels, education 
levels, races, religious beliefs, and political be-
liefs. The decision to homeschool is often there-
sult of a unique combination of considerations 
by each family. 
To better understand some of the factors 
that may contribute to an interest in home-
schooling, it can be useful to ask another ques-
tion. Based on current research and common 
sense, what would the perfect school look like? 
There would be fewer than I 7 students in a 
class. 
Students would have the opportunity for 
lots of one-on-one time with the instructor. 
Teachers would be truly caring and moti-
vated to ensure the success of each student. 
Those teachers would also have time to be flex-
ible and adapt lessons to the individual needs 
and abilities of each student. 
Students would be able to work at their own 
pace and have the time they needed to master 
a concept before moving on, without feeling 
that they were holding up the rest of the class, 
or being held back by the rest of the class. 
There would be access to the best and most 
current materials available. Not textbooks that 
are held together by tape, that can't be taken 
home, or that are full of factual errors and wa-
tered down content because they were selected 
by committees primarily interested in political 
correctness and supplier contracts. 
The parents would be actively involved, sup-
portive and interested in their children's progress. 
The children would feel they are in a safe 
environment so they can concentrate on learn-
ing rather than worry about guns, knives, the 
peer pressure to try cigarettes, drugs or to en-
gage in other risky behaviors. That safe envi-
ronment would be provided without relying on 
strict rules, locked doors, metal detectors and 
the other things that can make all the students 
!eel like criminals. 
The end result of the school program would 
be students who can think, who know how to 
read and how to do math. Students who are 
able to get into the best Ivy league colleges, get 
good jobs or even start their own businesses. 
We have just described homeschooling. 
Homeschoolers are accepted at the best Ivy 
league colleges, win national competitions, and 
have been successful by every measure! Throw 
in that it can cost only a few hundred dollars 
per year to homeschool, and it might seem 
more appropriate to ask why there aren't more 
homeschoolers. 
by Billy Greer, Family Unsclwolers Network 
Enrollment is up 
at UMM 
The University of Maine at Machias has re-ported a spring semester enrollment in-crease of 9.5 percent over last year and an 
increase in applications for entry to lour-year 
degree programs in the fall 2003 semester of 26 
percent. That total is up 77 percent from a simi-
lar reporting point in January 2000. 
"The numbers are very encouraging at this 
time," said John Joseph,Ph.D. , UMM's presi-
dent. "We are reaching a point in the admis-
sions cycle where we can begin to assume that 
the yield [in new students] will stay propor-
tionate to the number of applications." 
As of late January, fall-semester applications 
to UMM's "brand" programs-biology, marine 
biology and environmental studies-totaled 134, 
up 38 percent from January 2002 and 127 per-
cent from January 2000. Joseph said he inter-
preted the increase in the number of applica-
tions to the science and environmental studies 
programs "as a validation of our efforts to at-
tract students to our brand programs of study." 
The UMM president said applications from 
out-of-state students are up 25 percent com-
pared to January 2002 and 124 percent com-
pared to January 2000. The concept "that this 
is the perfect place to study science and the en-
vironment," seems to be paying off, he said. 
"While we have a strategic disadvantage be-
cause of location, being some distance from pop-
ulation centers, our location is also a strategic 
advantage because of its remoteness, a factor 
that is important to serious students of the sci-
ences and environment," Joseph said. "It is espe-
cially appealing to those wishing to pursue envi-
ronmental studies and recreation management." 
These brand programs are attracting top-
ranked students. Joseph said two recent appli-
cations that were brought to his attention were 
from students who ranked first in their classes 
at high schools in Wisconsin and Rhode Island. 
"1 am pleased to find that we are attracting the 
interest of the very best students," he said .. 
David Baldwin, UMM's director of admis-
sions, said the recognition factor has come in-
creasingly into play. "People we talk to recog-
nize that UMM has some really unique pro-
grams and that the location is important. Stu-
dents in the Midwest, for example, can't roll up 
their sleeves and get out on the tidal flats for 
the hands-on experiences we offer. Our brand is 
being recognized." 
Baldwin said UMM's publications, its web-
site, and personal communications are strong 
factors in the recruiting effort by his office. "U 
Maine Machias has superior academic pro-
grams and a very unique location in a truly 
magnificent environment. We have so much 
here, and serious students from all over are tak-
ing notice." 




TIIREE DOllAR DEWEY'S. A restaurant and pub with 70 
different kinds of beer, full bar and hearty pub fare. Spe-
cialties include 3-alarm chili, smoked seafood chowder 
and our fish and chips, prepared with fresh haddock. We 
also serve a variety of burgers, nachos and many vegetar-
ian entrees. Specials changing daily. 241 Commercial 
Street, Portland. 772-3310. 
WOODY'S BAR & GRilL Serving creative fast food cu-
sine. Featuring local natural beef and chicken, and focus on 
fresh local ingredients. Make sure to try the already fa-
mous "Woody Burger," and the soon to be famous Fish 
Tacos. Daily specials include natural steaks, vegetarian 
and vegan dishes, soups and wine. There"s also gelato and 
other fresh desserts. Woody's serves this all up in a re-
laxed, cozy and casual atmosphere. "A burger joint in the 
best sense of the word," say Portland Press Herald. Open 7 
days a week Sun-Fri Spm-IOpm, Sat at 4pm. 43 Middle 
Street Portland. 253-5251. www.woodysburgers.com 
THE BREAKAWAY. Now open 12-Spm daily for lunch! 
Hearty pub fare including a fantastic barbeque on 
Wednesdays on the deck featuring burgers, ribs and 
steaks! Check out our changing menu daily. Smokers wel-
come. See our ad in the clubs section for date info on 
nightly entertainment! 35\ndia Street, Portland. 541-4804. 
Asian/Chinese 
FAR EAST RESTAURANT. The Bayside neighborhood's 
newest restaurant serving fresh, delicious Chinese & 
Asian dishes. Appetizers, seafood, house and luncheon 
specials & desserts. Take out & dine in; open 7 days: M-
In Italian we'd say: 
Th llam-9pm. 40 Portland St. (in old Natasha's spot). 
Portland. 207-761-9998. 
ORIENTAL TABLE. Szechuan, Hunan & Cantonese. We will 
prepare any of our dishes to your liking. We are happy to ac-
commodate your special request; please let us know your 
preferences. We serve many vegetarian and heart-smart 
choices. Hrs: Mon-Thu 11:30am-8pm, Fri &Sat 11:30am-9pm, 
Sunday closed. 106 Exchange St (top of the Old Port) Port-
land.Tel: 775-3388, Fax: 772-3388. FOOD:*** 1/2, SERV-
ICE:****· VALUE FOR THE$:**** from Portland Press 
Herald-Go Cheap Eals, Nov., 20{)(). 
WOK INN. Szechuan, Hunan, Cantonese & Thai. Excellent 
food, fast and affordable. Choose from more than 130 de-
licious menu items. Eat in or take out. Delivery to Cape Eliz-
abeth, Cumberland , Falmouth, Gorham, Portland, Scar-
borough, South Portland, Westbrook, Yarmouth. Hours: 
Su-M ll:30am-9:30pm, T-Th llam-llpm, F-Sa llam-2am. 
1209 Forest Ave., Portland. i97-9052 or 797-9053. 
Barbeque 
BEALE STREET BARBEQUE & GRilL Under the bridge 
in Knightville, South Portland. Features hickory smoked 
and grilled meats, poultry, fish & seafood as well as cre-
ative dally lunch and dinner specials. Full bar featuring 
Maine microbrews on tap. Reservations are not accepted. 
Children are welcome. Open all day, seven days a week. 
90 Waterman Drive, South Portland. 767-0130. 
Cafe 
BINTUFF'S AMERICAN CAFE. (Serving Brunch Daily 
7am-2pm.) Featuring ... custom omelets, tortillas, spe-
cialty benedicts, homemade granola and other American 
Fusion Cuisine. Full bar and everything is complimented 
Devi essere pazzo! 
(1241--vee EH-sqy-rqy PAHT-zoh) 
that means: 
What can I do? 
by warm, comfortable Greek Revival surroundings. 98 
Portland St (across from the Post Office.) 774-0005. 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE Enjoy breakfast and lunch in a 
friendly, casual atmosphere. For brunch, over-stuffed om-
lettes, fresh quiche, pancakes and more served all day. 
Lunch includes a wide variety of soups and sandwiches. 
Daily lunch and brunch specials also available. Specialty 
coffee drinks. Rated **** in Go magazine. Open Man-
Sat, 7am-2pm, Sun 7:31\-2pm. 703 Congress St. in Portland. 
871-5005. 
THE WINE BAR & RESTAURANT. Enjoy the popular lob-
ster brie ravioli or spicy crabcakes in the historic Old 
Port. We offer 120 labels on our wine list with 10 weekly 
changing wines available by the glass, and cocktails too. 
Open 7 days at 5:00. 48 Wharf St. Portland. 773.6667. 
www.cafeatwharfstreet.com 
Cajun 
BAYOU KITCHEN. Serving some of Portland's most 
unique cajun style b-lasts and lunches for 13 yrs. We now 
proudly offer dinner on Fri. nights. Our dinner menu 
changes weekly and includes: Special Jambalayas, our 
Award Winning Gumbo and Beef Chili and caesar salad 
topped with blackened catfish. Call for th is week's spe-
cials! Sorry credit cards not accepted. See our review at 
www.foodinportland.com. 543 Deering Avenue, Portland. 
Open Mon-Sat 7-2 and Sun 8-2 Friday Dinner from 4:30-
Spm. 774.4935. 
Continental 
BASIL'S RESTAURANT & LOUNGE. Basil's at the High-
lander Inn, features creative continental cuisine as well as 
an excellent wine selection that offers traditional ele-
Italian 
Kitchen 
"A Lot of Italian for Not Much American" 
I'm late. Everybody at home is 
hungry and tired. I can bring them 
dinner from Anthony's! 
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Be a hero, give the cook in your house 
the night off. Bring home dinner from 
Anthony's Italian Kitchen for your family tonight! 
Colonial Market Place Portland Public Market 
Route 25 25 Preble :>treet 15 J Middle Street 
Standish, t.Iaine Pordand . . Maine Ponland, Maine 
642-8088 228-2033 774-8668 
Open 9am - 9pm Open t>! • :> 7am - 7pm Open Mon - Sat 
7 Jars u week Sun 1 Oam - 5pm I !l:30a m - 9pm 
Voted "Best in Portland" 
3 years in a row. 
gance combined wf the warmth of home. Whether dining 
in our glass enclosed veranda, our main dining room, or 
just enjoying a cocktail in our lounge, you'll be pampered 
by the friendliness and dedication to excellence in serv-
ice of our staff. 2 Highlander Way, Manchester, NH. 
603.625.6426. 
Delicatessen 
FULL BELLY DEU . "By George We're Good." Offering 
breakfast, lunch, dinner, catering and meals/cheeses by 
the pound. Choose from a variety of kosher style sand-
wiches such as hot pastrami, corned beef and chopped 
liver. Also, hot and cold sandwiches, burgers, pizza, 
soups, salads and more. Or, start your day with a break-
fast sandwich, omelette or bagel. M-F 7am-7pm, Sal. 7am-
4pm Pine Tree Shopping Center. 7i2-1227. 
Eclectic 
100 CONGRESS. A True American Bistro, serving Tues-
day- Sunday with live music Sunday evenings. Come join 
us on the East end & experience a whole new side of 
Portland dining. Intuitive, creative & always changing, 
everything a neighborhood restaurant should be. Call for 
reservations. 207.775.7772 
THE ALEHOUSE. Featuring "Portland's Best Burger" in 
"Portland's Best Bar" (CBW Best of Portland readers' poll 
200 I and 2002) Over I 00 beers including homemade root 
beer. Now serving Bray's Beer! Open noon-lam daily. 30 
Market Street, Portland's Old Port. All Major Credit Cards. 
253,-5100. 
AURORA PROVISIONS is a treasure located in the heart 
of Portland's West End at 64 Pine Street, I 1/2 blocks from 
Congress Street's Longfellow Square. Aurora is well 
known for delicious cafe lunches, gorgeous "take-home" 
dinners, off premise catering, exciting wines, unique gifts 
and free parking. Come see us mornings for great coffees 
and breakfast treats made daily. Open Mon-Sat Sam-
6:30pm. 207.871.9060. 
BIRO'S MADD APPLE CAFE. Located right next to the 
Portland Stage Co. at 23 Forest Ave. BiRo's features Amer-
ican Bistro Fare focusing on fresh local ingredients art-
fully presented. BiBo's also features an extensive eclectic 
wine list. Serving lunch Wed.-Fri. 11:31\-2, brunch Sun. 11-
2:30 and dinners Wed.-Sat. from 5:30 and Sun. from 4. 
Rated * * * ** by Maine Sunday Telegram and 5 plates 
by foodinporlland.com. 
BLACK TIE. continues to serve a casual yet intimate 
lunch Monday through Friday in the Old Port. The take 
out cafe on Middle St. offers lunch and dinner, wines, 
desserts, hostess gifts and more. Always serving fine fare 
prepared by Maine's largest catering establishment. 
Black Tie Cafe-Portland 761-6665; Black Tie To Go- Port-
land 756-6230. 
CLAYTON'S GOURMET MARKET, CAFE & BAKERY. 
Coastal Maine's most unique gourmet market and cafe. A 
five-star lunch cafe with overstuffed sandwiches, delec-
table soups and salads, as well as a full-service bakery. 
Bulk candies and chocolates fo r the young with fine 
wines, savory cheese, pates, fresh breads and gourmet 
groceries for the young at heart. Open Tues-Sat. 189 Main 
Street, downtown Yarmouth 846-1117. 
DAVID'S CREATIVE CUISINE. An established Portland fa-
vorite, David's offers casual fine dining in a comfortable 
atmosphere. Featuring nightly specials made with the 
finest local ingredients, fresh baked bread and profes-
sional waitstaff. Extensive wine fist, fu ll bar and the best 
single malt scotch selection in Portland. Located on Mon-
ument Square across from the Portland Public Library, 
within walking distance to Merrill Auditorium. Reserva-
tions recommended. Lunch l l:30-4 M-F. Dinner 7 nights at 
5pm. Sunday night jazz 6-9pm. 773-4340. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 50 beers on 
restau~CJW 
tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, plat-
ters. Lunch or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords area. 
MC, Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. Port-
land. 772-0300. 
MAINE BEER & BEVERAGE. Now open, agency liquor 
store. Maine Beer & Beverage Co. located at 79 Commer-
cial St. (across from Casco Bay Lines) is now an agency 
liquor store! Also find cigarettes, cigars, soda, juice, cof-
fee, chips, snacks, wine, flowers and sundry items. Open 
I Oam-8:30pm M-Sat, II am-6pm Sunday. 79 Commercial 
St. Portland. 828.BEER. 
PAT'S GROCERIA CAFE. Above Pat's Meat Market. Come 
& discover the jewel of Deering Center. Featuring rustic 
Mediterranean fare with fresh meats from Pat's Meat Mar-
ket, fresh local seafood and local produce. Enjoy our 
beautiful second floor deck for an unforgettable treetop 
dining experience. Serving dinner Tues - Thurs from 5-
9pm and Fri. and Sat. from 5-9:30pm. Deering Center, 484 
Stevens Avenue, Portland. 874.0706. 
PEPPER CLUB. 78 Middle St., Portland. 772-0531, FAX 879-
9597. Credit Cards • Free Parking • open 7 nights • chef 
owned. Changing menu serving world cuisine. Home-
made bread and soups. Local seafood and meat, chicken, 
vegetarian/vegan- entrees from 57.95-$13.95. Over 25 
wines by the glass, organic wine and beer selections. CBD 
organic coffee, handmade desserts. Now open Sun. & 
Mon. at 5pm. 
japanese/Korean 
BENKAY. Sushi Bar & Japanese Restaurant. Known for 
premier quality sushi, traditional and fancy maki rolls, 
tempura, teriyaki, sukiyaki, shabu-shabu. Elegant dining 
for the discrim inating sushi lover. Delightful vegetarian 
and cooked selections. Serving lunch and dinner; Rock "N 
Roll Sushi Thurs-Sat until lam. 21ndia Street, Portland (In-
dia at Commercial) 773-5555. 
OISHII JAPANESE FOODS. Quick, healthy Japanese-in-
spired foods to go' Choose hot entrees such as Katsu, Ra-
men, Yakisoba, Curry, Chahan, Udon, Ginger-Pork, just to 
name a few! We have the best California, Tuna, Spicy Tuna 
& lnari-zushi in town! Check in daily for our popular sushi 
& entree specials. Call-in orders encouraged. Portland 
Public Market. 25 Preble St. Portland 228-2050. 
NARA SUSHI. NEW is South Port land! Treat yourself to ex-
quisite Japanese and Korean cuisine, featuring a full range 
of Sushi, sashimi and maki as well as favorite Japanese 
and Korean dishes presented by New York sushi chef 
Kazo Ozaki. Open Mon-Sat ll:30amto 2pm for lunch, 4pm 
to IOpm for dinner and Sun 4pm to 9pm. 50 Maine Mall 
Road, South Portland. i72-0006 or Fax 772-4440. 
Mexican 
AMIGOS. Maine's first Mexican restaurant. Celebrating 
25 years in the Old Port. Full Bar- Happy Hour 4-8, Mi-
crobrew specials. House specialty, Beef, chicken Ha-
banera dinner (not for the faint of heart.) Outdoor Patio 
Now Open! Hours: Lunch- Tues-Sat !1:30am-2:30pm, Din-
ner- Tu-Th 5-9, Fri &Sat 5-10. Lounge & Patio-Sun-Man 
4pm-lam, Tues-Sat !1:30am-lam. Take out available. 9 
Dana St., Portland. 772-0772. 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. All of your Mexican favorites fea-
turing Portland's Best Burritos. Everything prepared 
wjfresh ingredients & made daily on premises. Start wf 
nachos or quesadillas, then try one of our burritos 
(chicken mango, sweet potato, vegan, beef, etc.) or cre-
ate your own! Beer & wine, music upstairs in Granny's At-
tic. M-Th 11-lOpm, F 11-12, Sat 12-12, Sun 12-9.420 Fore St. 
761-0751. 
Seafood 
J'S OYSTER. Enjoy white linen quality dining in a relaxed 
atmosphere with a lovely view overlooking Porlland's 
working harbor. Savor our specialty shellfish and pasta 
dishes and much, much more. MC/ Visa/ Discover ac-
cepted. Parking in adjacent lot. 5 Portland Pier, Portland. 
772-4828. 
GILBERT'S CHOWDERHOUSE. Enjoy fresh Maine 
seafood and award-winning chowders in a casual atmos-
phere. Daily lunch and dinner specials including all-you-
can-eat Friday Fish Fry llam-4pm only $6.95. Full bar fea-
turing local micro brews. Take out menu available and all 
major credit cards accepted. 92 Commercial St., Portland. 
871. 5636. 
Steakhouse/Seafood 
MOLLY'S STEAKHOUSE AND IRISH PUB. Specializing in 
choice sirloin steak, prime rib, and Shepherd's Pie, 
Molly's is an Old Port favorite. Serving hearty pub fare in-
cluding Molly's Mile High Reuben. Molly's accepts most 
major credit cards. 46 Market St., in the Old Port, Port-
land. 761-4904. 
Thai 
THAI TASTE. Distinctive Thai Cuisine. Rated * ** for 
Food, Atmosphere & Service by Portland Press Herald 
Winter Hours- Lunch: Mon- Sun 11:30-2:30pm; Dinner: 
Sun- Thurs 4:31\-9pm; Fri &Sat Hours: 4:30pm-10pm. 435 
Cottage Road, South Portland.Across from Prtland The-
ater. www.thaitastemaine.com, 767-3599. 
WOK INN. Szechuan, Hunan, Cantonese & Thai. Excel-
lent food, fast and affordable. Choose from more than 130 
delicious menu items. Eat in or take out. Delivery to Cape 
Elizabeth, Cumberland , Falmouth, Gorham, Portland, 
Scarborough, South Portland, Westbrook, Yarmouth. 
Hours: Sun-Mon I 1:30am-9:30pm, Tue-Thurs llam-llpm, 
Fri-Sat llam-2am. 1209 Forest Ave., Portland. 797-9052 or 
797-9053. 
Vegetarian 
LOIS' NATURAL MARKETPLACE DELl & CAFE. Enjoy 
wheat free muffins and scones from our bakery. Great 
vegetarian soups and other vegetarian and vegan house 
specialties including: vegetarian stuffed cabbage, sweet 'n 
sour meatballs, grilled tofu and organic greens. For lunch: 
organic green salads and roll up sandwiches.Simply the 
best natural foods deli anywhere. Dinners to go also avail-
able. Deli open daily. Cafe open 8:30am-6pm M-F. 152 US 
Route l, Scarborough 885-0602. 
LATE NIGHT SUSHI WITH LIVE JAZZ 
Sapporo offers unparalleled Japanese dining. With weekly 
changing special combination boxes and sushi specials, 
**** 
there is always a surprise. 
·Portland Pre!5lluald 7-Z0-00 
Sapporo 
Japanese Cuisine & Sushi Bar 






Lots of Great Food in a Fun Atmosphere 
----.. ::.--....MffiLLY's--...-... 
Steakhouse &. Irish Pub 
46 Market Street, Portland • 761-4094 • Bar Open at 4:00 
THAI 
exceeding elegance 
l'.xceeding elegance will compliment your in-
timate occassion with .finely prepared foods . 
Choose .from a menu of .fresh seasonal selec-
tions made with the finest local ingredients. 
/Prom a quiet dinner for two to a social gath-
ering,fine dining brought to your guests 
from your kitchen. Intimate cocktail parties 
and recept.ions. 
.rf'or more infonnalion and lO make a. r·esm·ation, please 
ca./1 Shall>n. .igwis , Persortal Chef, al207. 7?3.30 13 
or· el"llail exceedirrgelegart(-.® yahoo. rom 
RESTAURANT 
Thai & Vietnamese Cuisine 
LUNCHEON SPECIAL 
Free Salad and Spring Roll 
Delivery & Catering 
Lunch Hours: Mon - Fri 11am-3pm • Sunday 12-3pm 
Dinner Hours: Mon- Thurs 5-9:30pm • Fri-Sat 5-lOpm • Sun 5-9:30pm 
4() Portland Street • Tel: 772.1010 • Fax: 772.1139 
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OPENINGS 
Friday, February 14 
Splndleworks Gallery celebrates artist Rita Lan-
glois' 80th birthday during the month of February. 
Reception 2-4pm. 725-8820 
galleries 
Acropolis Gallery 2 Maine St, Richmond. Exhibit 
of small works through January 25. Hours: Mon-
Thurs 4-7pm. Frt 6-Bpm. Sat !Oam-4pm. 367-4749. 
Area Gallery Woodbury Campus Center, Univer-
sity of Southern Maine, Portland. "Scandalous 
Eyes: African America in lllustrated Sheet Music 
Covers, 1895-1925." Through April!. Hours: 8 am-
8pm, Monday-Thursday; Bam-4:30pm, Friday; 9am-
3pm, Saturday. 780-5009. 
Art Gallery University of Southern Maine, Gorham 
"Sebastlao Salgado: Migrations Humanity in Tran-
sition and The Children" Latin America: Rural Ex-
odus, Urban Disorder. Continues through March 
23, Tues-Fri: llam-4pm Sat: lpm-4pm. 
Aucoclsco 615A Congress Street, Portland. "Win-
ter Group Show: Five Painters," aleaturing work 
by live emerging artists, continues through Feb 
22. Hours: Wed-Sat 12-5 pm or by appointment. 
874-2060. 
Aucoclsco at Eastland Park Hotel, Portland. Se-
lected works by gallery artists, continues through 
April 27. 775-2227. 
Center for Maine Contemporary Art 162 Russell 
Ave., Rockport. "Engaging the Maine Landscape" 
loft gallery. Feb. II , 7-9pm, 236-2875. 
Creative Photographic Arts Center of Maine 4th floor, 
Bates Mill Complex, 59 Canal Street, Lewiston. "Labors 
of Love: Crafting a living in Maine," silver gelatin prints 
by Jon Edwards. Through March 30. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
9:30arn-8pm, Fri 9:30am-3:30pm, Sat 10arn-4pm. 782-
1369. 
C.W. White Gallery 656 Congress St, Portland. The 
gallery will not be open on a regular basis through 
January 29, 2003. It will frequently, if erratically, be 
open "by chance." For the winter months the C.W. 
White Gallery offers an eclectic changing exhibi-
tion of works by 
artists associated with the gallery. 871-7282. 
Gallery at the Clown 123 Middle St, Portland. Ex-
traordinary in the Ordinary: Nature's Perspective. 
An exhibit of two painters and one photographer, 
each providing us with a look into their world of 
seeing. Hours: Mon-Wed 10am-6pm. Thurs-Sat 
!Oam-7 pm. 756-7399. 
Gallery Seven 49 Exchange St, Portland. Ongoing 
exhibit of work by American craft artists in all me-
dia. Hours: Mon-Thurs 10 am-6 pm. Fri-Sat 10 am-
9 pm. Sun 12-6 pm. 761-7007. 
Hay Gallery 594 Congress St, Portland. "New Tal-
ent" A range of media will be represented includ-
ing painting, printmaking, video, and sculpture 
from artists who reside throughout the Northeast 
from Portland to New York. Hours: Mon-Sun llam-
Spm. Thurs-Frl I lam- 8pm. 773-2513. 
Jewett Hall Gallery University of Maine at Au-
gusta, Art & Architecture Faculty Exhibit contin-
ues through February 21. Hours: Mon- Fri, 8:30 
am- 6 pm. 621-3274 
June F\tzpatrlck Gallery 112 High St, Portland. An 
exhibition of paintings by live 1993 graduates of 
Maine College of Art runs through Feb. 28. ReceJr 
tion 5-?pm, Feb. 6, 772-1961. 
June F\tzpatrlck Gallery @ Maine College of Art 
522 Congress St, Portland. "Passion" an exhibit of 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Casco Boy Weekly visual arts listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a lisli•lg considered for publication, send complete information (including dates, 
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paintings, prints & works in various media by 14 
artists runs through Feb. 28. 87~5742 x283. 
Lewiston-Auburn College Gallery 51 Westminster 
St., Lewiston. "Area Artists 2003" biennial juried 
exhibit of paintings, drawings, and sculpture by 
artists in Androscoggin, Franklin, and Oxford 
Counties, Sam- 8pm, Mon-Thurs; Sam- 4:30pm, 
Fri; 9am-3pm, Sat; continues through March I. 
753-6500. 
Malnely Frames & Gallery 534 Congress St, Port-
land. Pen-and-ink cityscapes by William C. Harri-
son and other work by gallery artists are ongoing. 
Hours: Mon-Wed 10am-6pm. Thurs and Fri 10am-
8pm. Sat 10-Spm. Sun 12-Spm. 828-0031. 
Meyer Studio Gallery 51 Oak St, Portland. Ongo-
ing exhibit of recent works by Louis Meyer, 
Matthew Meyer and Nathaniel Meyer. Hours: Wed-
Fri 4-6pm. Sat-Sun 12-4pm. 87~1323. 
Portland Coalition Art Gallery 688 Congress St, 
Portland. Ongoing exhibit of mixed-media works 
by artists associated with the Portland 
Coalition for the Psychiatrically Labeled. Call 
ahead lor hours. 772-2208. 
Portland Glassblowing Studio Nissen Bakery, 24 
Romasco Lane, Portland. Glassblowing demon-
strations and ongoing exhibit of contemporary 
glassware designed and made by studio owner 
Ben Coombs. Hours: Fri-Sun !Oam-6pm. 409-4527. 
Radiant Light Gallery 142 High Street, Suite 409 
Portland. Figures: Thorn Adams' Images through 
March I. Hours: Sat. noon - 6pm, or by appoint-
ment. Open during the First Friday Art Walk. 252-
7258 or radiantlightgallery.com 
Saco Bay Artists Gallery 22 Washington Avenue, 
Old Orchard Beach: featuring the art of Patricia 
Hurley. Her work focuses on local landscapes us-
ing color, textures and values to create the pat-
terns within the compositions. February 284-9949, 
934-2930 or 934-3050. 
Studio 656 656 Congress St, Portland. Works by 
John Driscoll are ongoing. Hours: Thurs and Fri 
noon-6 pm. 871-3922. 
Space Gallery, Portland. "Weighing My Options," 
works by Aaron Stephan, continues through April 
I. 82S.5600. 
Splndleworks Gallery celebrates artist Rita Lan-
glois' 80th birthday during the month of February. 
Reception is Friday, Feb. 14th from 2-4pm. 725-
8820. 
Thomas Spencer Gallery, Yarmouth. "Summer 
Days," Maine landscapes by Bobbi Heath; contin-
ues through March I. 846-3643. 
Toby Rosenberg Gallery 293 Read St, Portland. 
Handbags, clothing, cloth dolls, pottery, contem-
porary American crafts, sculpture and 
Judaica by artists including Deena Whited, Susan 
Butler and Gail Platts are ongoing. Hours: Moo-
Sun 12-6pm. 878-4590. 
UMF Art Gallery, University of Maine, Farming-
ton. "Ephemera" by Dean Randazzo and "Quad-
rants" by James Mullen. Exhibits continue through 
March 6. 77S.7001. 
museums 
Bates College Museum of Art Olin Arts Center, 75 
Russell St, Lewiston.Hours: Mon-Sat !Oam-Spm. 
Sun 1-Spm. Free. 786-6158. 
*Bates College Chapel: "From Lynn to Lhasa: Pho-
tographs of Cambodian, Chinese, And Tibetan 
Buddhists in the United States," by Harvard Uni-
versity photographer Kris Snibbe. Feb-March. 
Worth the trip: The Abbe 
Museum's current exhibit, 
The Basket Room: The 
Anne Molloy Howells Col-
lection. gathers an extraor-
dinary variety of baskets 
made by Native Americans. 
The Museum is at 26 
Mount Desert Street 
(Route 3), across from the 
Village Green in downtown 
Bar Harbor. Open Thursday 
through Sunday, 1 Oam-
Spm. FMI: (207) 288-3519 
Left: Bell-shaped sewing 
basket by Yvonne Robert. 
Abenaki. Odanak. Quebec, 
ca.1981 
PH OTO BY STE PHEN BICKNELL 
*Upper Gallery: "William Manning: Retrospective 
of Works on Paper." Lewiston native Manning has 
long been the cornerstone of abstraction in Maine. 
This retrospective explores the evolution of Man-
ning's work through his drawings and collages. 
Through March 31. 
*Lower Gallery: "Collection Highlights," selections 
from the museum collection featuring drawings 
by Marsden Hartley and others; and George Platt 
Lynes: Studio Photographs of Marsden Hartley 
from the Marsden Hartley Memorial Collection. 
Ongoing. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art 9400 College Sta-
tion, Brunswick. Hours: Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. Sun 
2-5 pm. Free. 725-3275. 
*"Select Selections" recent additions to the perma-
nent collection includes paintings, sculpture and 
works on paper. Included are works by Joseph 
Blackburn, Paul Klee, Vija Celmins, and Kiki Smith, 
as well as objects by non-Western cultures. John H. 
Hallord Gallery. Through April 14. 
*Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum Hubbard Hall, 
Bowdoin College. Call 725-3416 
**"The Art of Inuit Printmaking" An exhibit of pho-
tographs documenting the process of stonecut 
printmaking, in conjunction with the upcoming ex-
hibit The Prints of Jessie Oonark. Foyer of Hub-
bard Hall. Through February 3. 
•*"The S.S. Roosevelt: A Model of Strength" Ex-
hi bit includes a model of The Roosevelt, the ship 
that carried Robert E. Peary and his crew to the 
polar sea in 1905 and 1908, constructed by Richard 
DeVynck, based on his new research. Ongoing. 
Bowdoin College, Moulton Union, Brunswick. 
"From the Mountains to the Sea," paintings by 
Penelope Moodey of Damariscotta, continues 
through Feb. 27. 725-3375. 
Colby College Museum of Art Colby College, Wa-
terville. Hours: Mon-Sat I Oam-4:30pm. Sun 2-
4:30pm. Free. 872-3228. 
*"Contemporary Prints and Photographs from the 
Bruce Brown Collection," features more than 100 
prints and 40 photographs from the most accom-
plished and innovative artists from the last 50 
years.Through March 23. 
*James McNeill Whistler: Etchings and Lithotints 
185S.J896." Forty etchings and lithotints by James 
McNeill Whistler. The works were created between 
1858 and 1896 and depict daily life in the cities of 
Western Europe. Ongoing. 
Maine Maritime Museum 243 Washington St, Bath. 
"Working the Coast," an ongoing exhibit of paint-
ings by Helen St. Clair, R. Valentine Gray, Stephen 
Etnier, Edith A. Sternfeld and Paul Rickert. Hours: 
Mon-Sun 9:30 am-5 pm. Admission: $8.75 ($6 under 
17, kids under 6 free). 443-1316. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Square, Port-
land. Hours: Tues-Wed, Sat-Sun 10 am-5 pm. Thurs 
and Fri 10 am-9 pm. Admission: $8 ($6for students 
and seniors. $2 youth 6-17. Free for kids under 6). 
Free every Fri from 5-9pm. 775-6148 or 800-63~ 
4067. 
*"Contemporary Art From the Permanent Collec-
tion," featuring the diversity of subject matter and 
style that have come to dominate the 
post-world war art scene. Ongoing. 
*"Changing Worlds: Artwork by Children in the 
Multicultural Peer Support Program at The Center 
for Grieving Children," work by 40 students, ele-
mentary and middle school, who are recently im-
migrated to Portland, continues through Feb 23. 
*"New Acquisitions 2002," highlighting PMA's art 
acquisitions from the preceding year, continues 
through Feb 23. 
*"Rediscovering Samuel Peter Rolt Triscott,' in-
cludes exquisitely rendered watercolors that caJr 
ture all seasons of the year on Monhegan Island, 
where Triscott made his home from 1902 until the 
end of his life. Through March 9. 
Saco Museum 371 Main St, Saco. Hours: Mon-Fri 
12-4 pm. Thurs 4-8 pm. 283-3861 Xll4. 
*"Dolls" by Lois McAuliffe:Original Art Dolls on 
display through February 27, 2003 
*'The Friends of AI Carbee" Photography and collage 
by AI Carbee runs through February 27, 2003. 
other venues 
Katahdin Restaurant 106 High Street, Portland. On-
going exhibit of "Unconscious Drawings" by local 
artist Gina Adams. Opening reception Sunday, Feb. 
2, 1-4pm. Hours: Tues-Thurs, 5-9:30pm; Fri-Sat, 
5 -I 0:30pm. 77 4-17 40. 
The Kitchen, 593 Congress St., Portland. "Hang 
Nail" collaborative works by Jody Desjardins, 
Chris Monahan &Adam Tice. Show runs through 
February 28, 2003. 
SIP 576 Congress Street Portland-"A New Begin-
ning" Original Palntlngs by Lori Rae Palumbo 
Through February 28, 2003. 
Thos. Moser Showroom, Freeport. Richard Keen 
paintings continues through March. 865-4519. 
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Theater/Performance 
"Betsy's Irish Wedding~ comedy, interactive dinner theatre, Feb. 15, 6:30pm, Double Tree Ho-
tel, 1230 Congress St, Portland. $39 includes dinner, show, tax and gratuity. Reservations 286-
1427. 
"Hansel and Gretel~ Hurdy-Gurdy Puppet Show, Feb. 15, lOam, !lam & 12 noon, St. Lawrence 
Arts & Community Center, 66 Congress St, Munjoy Hill, Portland. $3 at the door. FMI: 775-2204, 
Blainor McGough. 
"Just Clowning Around," an evening of comedy for the whole family starring world renown 
Avner The Eccentric, Reiter and Saccone, and Julie Goell AKA the Mopera Queen. Feb. 15, Port-
land High School Auditorium, 7pm. Tickets $12 adults, $10 students/seniors. 865-3900. 
"PYf WARS~ a play in one act. Dealing with three Vietnam vets who are recuperating in an Army 
hospital, combined by humor and compassion with uncompromising honesty. Feb. 14- Mar. 
9, Thurs, Fri & Sat 8pm I Sun 3pm, St. Lawrence Church, 76 Congress St, Portland. Tickets/reser-
vations call 775-5568. 
"ROSE ON RED" an original play in French and English with traditional French songs, will be 
performed by 4th, 5th and 6th graders at the Theater Project, 14School St., Brunswick, Feb. 14, 
7:30pm; Feb. 15, !lam & 7:30pm. Pay what you want. For reservations, call 72~584. 
"Stuart Little" E.B. White's classic story features a mouse with a mind of his own. Feb. 14-Mar. 
9, Fri. 7pm, Sat. & Sun. !lam & 2pm; there will be additional matinees the week of school va-
cation, Feb. 17-21, I lam. Saturday, Feb. 15, 2pm pay what you can. The Children's Theatre of 
Maine, 317 Marginal Way, Portland. Tickets are $6 children, $8 adults. Call828-0617 for reser-
vations. 
"The Vagina Monologues~ V-day USM 2003 benefit production, Feb. 14, 7pm, 10 Bailey Hall, 
Gorham Campus & Feb. 15, 2pm & 7pm, Luther Bonney Auditorium, Portland Campus. Tick-
ets are $10 general publicf$8 students. FMI: 228-8200. 
Auditions 
Auditions for The Glass Menagerie will be held on February 17 and February 18 from &-9pm 
in The Studio Theater at 25A Forest Ave. Please read the play at least twice. Contact: Mel 
Howards, 929-6676 or mhowards@sacoriver.net. 
Auditions for Merrymeeting Community Players upcoming spring production of "Guys and 
Dolls" will be held on Feb. 18, at the Chocolate Church in Bath from 6-9pm. Deb Howard 582-5972. 
Renaissance Falre actors, musicians, dancers and more, needed for the upcoming season, aiJ ages, 
Schoolhouse Arts Center, Sebago Lake, ME, 926-5693, 9am.-4 pm. 
Hurdy-Gurdy Puppet Show performs "Hansel and Gretel" at St. Lawrence Arts & Community Cen-
ter. For ticket information, call Blainor McCough at 775-2204. 
America's Romance with the West comes to 
Portland Stage Company 
PHOTO fff CATHERINE HESIIl 
Producer Situl Kimmer (Ron Botting) listens intently as Lee. played by Don Harvey, 
describes his romantic idea of the American West as Saul's next Hollywood block-
buster while screenwriting brother Austin (Todd Cerveris) looks on in disbef~ef. 
All performers ar• members of th<! Actors' Equity AssociatiQn. th• Union of ProressioN/ Actors and Stage Managers 
rue West Is the story of two very 
lfferent siblings who have not 
een each other in some time. 
Austin is an Ivy League-educated Holly-
wood screenwriter on the verge of ma.k-
lng it big. Lee Is a small-time thief In 
love with the desert. 
One day, Lee shows up unexpectedly 
at his mother's house, where Austin is 
working on his latest screenplay. Lee's 
arrival sparks a chain of events that lead 
the brothers on a strange and eccentric 
journey, aU without leaving the relative 
comfort of their mother's suburban Cal-
Ifornia neighborhood. The brothers em-
bark on a project to write a screenplay 
together, using Lee's romantic idea of 
the American West and Austin's writing 
savvy to craft a blockbuster film. But 
sibling rivalry rears its ugly head when 
it becomes unclear whlch brother has 
creative control over the script. Petty 
arguments turn into dangerous compe-
titions, revealing how alike the brothers 
actually are. 
The subtelrt underlying this story of 
family conflict is an examinatton of 
Arnerk:an popular culture. For the play-
wright, pop-culture Is the true American 
mythology. Throughout his body of 
work, Shepard's plays are peppered 
with Images out of movies and televi-
sion, particularly those of the popularly-
recollected American West. It all 
amounts to a critique of the B<Kalled 
American Dream, which Shepard refers 
to as "fantasy that's promoted through 
advertising." 
In one sense, the play reflects Shep-
ard's sense of loss for a more traditional 
time, a time of cowboys and real men 
and truth. According to one Shepard 
scholar, "The playwright shares with his 
characters their quest for a mythical 
origin, an ideal context In which identity 
is fixed, authenti.c, and comfortable. • In 
another sense, Shepard realizes that 
such a romanticized, common American 
past never truly existed, and, through 
his work, he lashes out at the pale rep-
resentation that our culture presents in 
its stead. 
True West brims with questions 
about what is "true." Is Lee's romantic 
rugged idea of the West true? Or is Lee 
simply caught up in our long-standing 
national love affair with cowboys, six-
shooters, and lawlessness? On the other 
hand, Is the old-fashioned Jove story 
Austin sets out to write anymore "true• 
or 4 real" than Lee's story of the West? 
Decide for yourself by attending a per-
formance. 
True West runs through February 23 111 
PorllondStage Company, 25AFon!stADe In 
Ponland ASLinterpreted~Sal­
unfay February 22 at 8pm. Tickets $27-32. 
FMI: 774-0465. 
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Follow the Drinking Ci urd 
Some of Maine's oldest African American families are able to trace their roots 
back to the 1700's. In honor of Black History Month, the Committee toRe-
store the Abyssinian has organized "Follow the Drinking Gourd Program Series. 
The second event in this series, an evening of story telling, food and music, will 
take place at the University of Southern Maine Student Center at 6pm. For 





Produced by Nightlife-Online.com, a Maine promotional enterprise focused on enhancing the cultural aspects of 
Portland Maine, and by Franklin McMahon Photography, Fire and Ice is a fund raiser for the Preble Street Re-
source Center. The intent of the producers is to create a winter event that will merge a~. music and fashion to-
gether for an important cause. This ground breaking event will take place at Gallery 73 . on 29 Forest Ave in Port-
land, Maine on Saturday February 15th at 9:00pm. Tickets are $15 and available at the door. 
Around ' 
Join Avner The Eccentric, Reiter and Saccone, and Julie Goell (AKA the Mopera Queen) for an evening of hilarious 
comedy for the whole family . The Eccentric enthralled audiences in his long-running, one-man Broadway show. 
Reiter and Saccone and the delightful Julie Goell will have you rolling in the aisles wth their clever clowning and 
uproarious skits. Portland High School Auditorium, 7:00pm. Tickets $12 adults, $10 stu,dents/seniors. Advance 
ticket purchase strongly advised call 865-3900. Tickets al~o available at the door. · 
February_ 1.6 
Closeness; Memories of Mrs. Mu joy•s Hill 
Back by popular demand, author Howard Reiche will discuss what lead him to write this book about growing up 
on Munjoy Hill during the great depression and World War II years and present a slideshow of an assortment of 
wonderful historic photographs. Published by Long Point Press of Falmouth, Closeness is a lovely look back at a 
childhood warmly remembered. 1pm at the StLawrence Arts and Community Center, 76 Congress Street, Port-
land. 775.5568. Free. 
February 17 
MVST Twisted Tricks 
Tour 2003 
The Maximum Velocity Stunt Team is on the road again 
with an all new show. The country's top professional 
flatland, street and ramp bike riders, inline skaters and 
skateboarders are coming the Portland Expo with non-
stop flips, jumps and tricks and New York alternative 
rock band Greyscale for a 90 minute show. 3pm and 
7pm at Portland Expo. Tickets are $10/$12.50 in ad-
vance and $12.50/$15 day of the show and are avail-
able at PortTix.com or by calling 842-0800. 
(2/13) "Madame Butterfly," performed by London City Opera and presented by PCA 
Great Performances. 7:30p1 Merrill Auditorium, Portland, $34 to $49. 842-0800. 
(2/15) "A Debbie Gravitte Valentine": Tony Award-winning Broadway star Debbie 
Gravitte is joined by Portia d Symphony Orchestra's Music Director Toshiyuki Shimada 
and local favorites in a Valentines Day celebration that is sure to warm hearts. 8pm. 
$15-}47. 
(2/18) "Stuart Little" will 
be performed at the Chil-
dren's Theater of Maine, 
Portland. 2pm, through 
March 1. $6 to $8, 828-
0617. 
(2/19} Disney on Ice pres-
ents its newest production, 
"3 Jungle Adventures," 
, featuring "Lion King," 
"Tarzan" and "Jungle 
Book" , Cumberland 
County Civic Center, Port-
land. ?pm,$12.50 to $25. 
775-3458. 
Submissions to the calendar must be received in writing by the Thursday two · 
weeks prior to publication. Send your listings to Calendar, casco Bay Weekly, 11 
Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101, or e-mail: listings@maine.rr.com. 
&tf ~tEN'S 
CHORUS 
our Jrd annual cabaret 
fundraiser to benefit the 
Maine Gay Men;s Chorus 
IS February 2003 
Holiday Inn By The Bay 
Bar Opens Spm 
Dinner 6pm • Show Bpm 
Miguel Fel ipe 
artistic director 
Tickets: 
$45 for dinner and show 
$20 for show. available at 
Drop Me A Line, <ll 207.772.1384 
!;! MaineGayMensChorus.org 
reserve dinner ti ckets by 8 February! 
"An annual event that truly 
has to be seen to be believed." 
1\pnl Boyle. furt~nd !'r1.ss Herald 
"T[,.,e [,.,o1.1se special l"e d c "'""""Y o l"l"ive d 
;,.. a 'Nhite c hil'\a 9~"ati"' d ish, f1.1ll o f 
shl"i!"Y''p al'\d pi~Amp; S\Neet sea sc a llops, 
both o f 'Nhic h \Ne l"e j~Ast c ooked 





Lunch: Mon - Sun 11:30-2:30prn 
Dinner: Sun • Thurs <J:~U-~IPt 










••Leaving a Trace•• 
By Alexandra johnson 
-· 
Leaving a Trace, an inspiring book by Alexandra Johnson, reinvents jour-
nal keeping, showing readers how to 
leave a lasting piece of work about their 
lives for themselves or others. Whether 
you've kept journals for years or quit after 
. only a few pages, this handy guide will help 
you start and keep journals successfully 
- as well as transform your material into 
longer projects or creative work. 
Identifying ten key patterns hidden in all 
journals, Johnson offers ways to find the 
On Keeping a Journal 
LEAVING 
A TRACE 
The Art of Transforming 
a Life inro rones 
sciousness to productivity. 
Woven throughout the narrative are in-
spiring stories from famous writers and a 
cross section of private journal keepers 
that offer invaluable clues into how jour-
nals can help to weather a crisis or develop 
its contents into a significant piece of work. 
Leaving a Trace is written with many 
purposes in mind. It is divided into thirds, 
each addressing a specific aspect of jour-
naling. The first section, The Successful 
Journal: Practical Inspiration is packed with 
helpful techniques to 
aid in getting pen to pa-
per. Next, Transforming 
a Life : Patterns and 
Meaning discusses uses 
for existing journals, 
such as finding life pat-
terns or reoccurring 
themes. The final sec-
tion, Crossover: Moving 
a Journal into Creative 
Work provides techni-
ques for using journals 
as a stepping stone for 
memoirs, novels, etc. In 
addition to practical ex-
amples, each chapter 
includes specific exer-
cises to stop one's in-
ner Censor, and move 
past creative obstacles. 
About the Author: 
Alexandra Johnson's 
ALEXANDRA JOHNSON 
writing has appeared in 
The New Yorker, the 
New York Times Book 
story underneath the surface of recorded 
fact. She will show you how to play detec-
tive to your days, find the "through line" in 
your life, and frame those stories for jour-
'- nals, family chronicles, or memoirs. Chap-
ters brim with tips and techniques, includ-
ing five ways to build a narrative. She also 
shows how, by giving the journal a specific 
purpose, seasoned and beginning journal 
keepers alike can move past self-con-
Review, and The Nation, 
among other national 
publications. She teaches 
memoir at Wellesley College and the Har-
vard Extension School, where she won the 
James E. Conroy Award for distinguished 
teaching of writing. 
For more info about books in Portland 





Thursday, February 13 
Bowdoin Christian Fellowship meeting. 9pm Hulr 
bard Hall , Conference Room West, Bowdoin College. 
Info: 726-3375 
International Folkdancing, Swedenborgian Church, 
302 Stevens Ave., Portland. Beginners welcome, no 
partner needed. 7-9pm, teaching and requests. $5 
(children $3). Info. 774-9378,688-2293, ruthelk@gwi.net 
"Redefining the Tragic Mulatto figure: The Nexus 
of Class, Race and Nationalism in Harriet Wilson's 
'Our Nig,'" lecture series presented by Eve Allegra 
Raimon, 7pm, Luther Bonney Auditorium, Portland, 
free & open to the public, 780-4920. 
Valentine's Day- Nothing says I love you like glitter! 
Make great valentines for your loved ones at North-
ern Sky Toyz, Fore St., Portland. Ages 2-5, 10:30· 
11:30am, free. Park &Shop available. 
"What Maine Businesses are doing to win customers and 
succeed in our rapidly changing economy" -seminar, 
Maine Audubon Society, 20 Gisland Farm Rd. Falmouth, 
7:15-9am. Members $10, non-members $15. Reserva-
tions required: contact 761-4300 or info@mebsr.org. 
Friday. February 14 
Pianist Bridget Convey performs works by Messi-
aen, Takemitsu, Hannibal and Maine composer 
Richard Nelson. 4pm, Gibson Hall , Room 101, Bow-
doin College. Info: 725-3321 
Geshe Lobzang Tsetan, a Tibetan Lama of the Geluk 
sect (same as the Dalai Lama), will give a Dharma talk 
and answer questions about Tibetan Buddhism. 7pm, 
Maine College ol Art, Baxter Building, 619 Congress 
St., Portland. FMI: Joli Greene, 865-0744 
"Harold and Maude" (1971) film. 7pm, Sills Hall, 
Smith Auditorium, Bowdoin College. Info. 725-3375. 
Valentine's Bash - first Annual Red Rose benefit. 
Join in the fun, show your support by wearing red, 
make a $30 donation, enjoy the music of Big Chief, 
cash bar, I 0 dozen assembled roses will be raffled 
off. Lots of fun, celebration and festivities. Proceeds 
to Benefit Sexual Assault Response Services. 
Mariners Church, 268 ForeSt, Portland, 8pm-1am. 
FMI: Leanne Barschdorf, 6534353 
Saturday, February 1 5 
"All About Wood" (session 2 out of 3). This work· 
shop includes hands-on training with award-winning 
master carpenter, Bob Dunning, who will teach and 
demonstrate time-honored carpentry techniques. 
$50, $45 for Maine Preservation members. FMI: 775-
3652 or www.mainepreservation.org. 
Bioenergetic Workshop Series: Grounding and 
Joining Together. A therapy developed by Alexander 
Lowen from the work of Wilhelm Reich for mind body 
integration, increasing breathing, self-expression and 
energy flow in the body. 9:30-3pm at True North in 
Falmouth. 
Bus Trip to Colby College Museum of Art "Bruce 
Brown Collection of Photographs and Prints" $20 gen-
eral public, $15 CMCA Members. Lunch at the Last Uni· 
corn, Waterville not included. Center for Maine Con-
temporary Art, 162 Russell Ave., Rockport. 236-2875. 
International Day of Action Against the War In Iraq 
- 3 marches will feed from different ends of Portland 
meeting for a mass rally in Monument Square and 
grand march through downtown. From the West: 
meet at Mill Creek Plaza Shaws @ 1pm. From the 
North meet at the USM Student Center parking lot @ 
lpm. From the East meet at the monument where 
Congress St. meets the Eastern Prom.@ lpm. More 
, 
Special expanded Valentine's Day Listings 
in our Romance Supplement on Page 15! 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To haoe a listing co11sidered lor pub-
lication, send complete information (including dates, times, costs, complete address, a contact telephone 
number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication. £-mait· listings@maine.rr.com 
events from 2pm on. FMI: resist207@riseup.net or 
681-0035 
The Maine Home Remodeling and Restoration Show 
-New this year: Antiques Appraisal and Review. Sat-
urday and Sunday, Cumberland County Civic Center, 
$5 adults, $4 seniors, I 0 and under free. 
"Princess and the Warrior" (2000) film. 7pm, Sills Hall , 
Smith Auditorium, Bowdoin College. Info. 725-3375. 
Sunday, February 16 
Book Signing and Discussion of CLOSENESS: Memo-
ries of Mrs. Munjoy's Hill with author Howard Reiche. 
Howard will discuss what lead him to write this book 
about growing up on Munjoy Hill during the great de-
pression and World War II years and present a 
slideshow of an assortment of wonderful historic 
photographs. The St. Lawrence Arts and Community 
Center, 76 Congress St., I pm . 
Cnltivating Mental and Emotional Stability with 
Dana Sawyer, Portland Yoga Studio, Upstairs, 616 
Congress St., 10am-2pm, attendance by donation. 
FMI: Joli Greene, 865-0744. 
The Maioe Home Remodeling and Restoration Show 
-New this year: Antiques Appraisal and Review. Sat-
urday and Sunday, Cumberland County Civic Center, 
$5 adults, $4 seniors, I 0 and under free. 
Monday. February 1 7 
Banff Mountain FUm Festival World Tour- powerful 
stories renect a wide range of mountain experiences 
and portraits from mountain sports, to mountain cul-
ture and the environment. 7pm, State Theatre, Con-
gress St, Portland. Tickets $10advance ($8 students wf 
ID) and $13 day of show ($10 students w/ 10), general 
admission, all ages. FMI: www.UveAtTheState.com 
Tuesday, February 18 
Bayside Neighborhood Association General Meet· 
ing. Topics being covered: Alfordable Housing, Land· 
lord-Tenant Relations, Fuel Assistance Programs, 
Homeownership, New Development. Speakers: 
Wendy Cherubini, City of Portland and Betsy Sawyer-
Manter, PROP. 6-Spm, Portland High School Cafeteria. 
FMI: Carrie Kilman 415-0769. 
"Color Day"- look in the galleries to see how artists 
use color. Learn how to mix colors, what a color 
wheel is, and other cool things about color. Try out 
different colors while creating your own tempera 
painting. Boredom Busters Vacation Week Family Ac-
tivties, Portland Museum of Art, 1-4pm, free with Mu-
seum admission. Children must be accompanied by 
an adult. 
"Evidence of God"· Zola with nuclear physicist Ger-
ald Schroeder. Day 2,3,4 of Creation. West Falmouth 
Baptist Church, 18 Mountain Rd., Falmouth, 7pm. 
FMI: 773-0871. 
"Hospice is for the Uving" presented by Margaret Pel-
letier, hospice representative. 4pm, Visual Arts Center, 
Beam Classroom, Bowdoin College. Info. 725-3217 
Marketing and Sales workshop, how to find new cus-
tomers. lpm-4pm, Score Offices, room 211, 66 Pearl 
Street, Portland. There is a nominal charge for the 
seminar. FMI: 772-1147 or email scoreS3@maine.org 
Women In Film: "Resurrection" -An exploration of at-
titude towards women with power as well as spiritu-
ality vs. religion and some wry comments on science. 
Barbara's Kitchen and Cafe, 388 Cottage Rd, So. Port-
land. Admission by donation. 
Wednesday, February 12 
"The Autobiography of MlJsJane Pltbnan" (1974) film. 
Shown in celebration of Black History month at Colby 
College, 7pm, room 215, Lovejoy Building. 872-3133 
"Clay Day" - explore the galleries to find pieces of 
sculpture. Learn about making art in three dimen-
sions: what is form, what different kinds of sculpture 
are there? Get hands-<Jn practice making your own 
clay sculpture. Boredom Busters Vacation Week Fam-
ily Activities, Portland Museum of Art, 1-4pm, free 
with Museum admission. Children must be accom-
panied by an adult. 
Family Movie Night - an evening with a free movie 
and all the fixing of popcorn and soda! St. Lawrence 
Community Center, 76 Congress St., 6:30pm, adult or 
guardian must accompany children under 14 yrs. 
FMI: Janine 756-8135. 
Game night- an evening of great games. Free & fun, 
6-Spm, all ages, Northern Sky Toyz, Fore St., Portland. 
Portland Public Ubrary welcomes mother/daughter 
mystery writers Kate Flora and A. Carman Clark to the 
2003 Brown Bag Lecture Series, beginning at noon. 
Sean Foley, a Portland painter, will speak about his 
work. 7:30pm, Visul Arts Center, Beam Classroom, 
Bowdoin College. Info. 725-3697. 
Ongoing 
Amnesty International meets the second Tues of the 
month at Casco Bay Ferry Terminal's Conference 
Room, Commercial Street, Portland, at 7:30 pm. Free. 
874-6928. 
"Cool Art 2003"- Come view snow sculpture at Mon-
ument Square created by students from Waynflete. 
Monument Square Portland. 
Creative Resource Center Activities Kids ages three 
and up are welcome to drop in Tues-Sat at the Cre-
ative Resource Center, 1103 Forest Ave, Portland. 
from 11 am-5 pm. 797-9543. 
Debtors Anonymous is a recovery program for peo-
ple with chronic debt based on the 12 steps of Alco-
holics Anonymous. The local chapter meets every 
Tues at the Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodfords St, Portland, at 7 pm. Call 774-4357 for 
more information. 
Divorce Support Group The Greater Portland Support 
Group for the Divorced and Separated meets every 
Tuesday at the Holy Martyr's Church, Route 88, Fal-
mouth, at 7 pm. For more information call 797-9374. 
Food Not Bombs The group distributes free food to 
the masses in Monument Square, Portland, every Sun 
from 2-4:20 pm. 774-2801. 
Geographic Information Systems Clinic, open to 
anyone with a GIS questions, research, problem, re-
search idea, or general interest, 9:30..11:30 am, 
Wednesdays; and Open GIS Seminar, noon-! pm, 
Wednesdays, bring lunch and discuss GIS with faculty, 
staff, and students; both the clinic and the seminar 
are in Room 302, Bailey Hall , University of Southern 
Maine Gorham Campus, beginning on Wednesday, 
January 15, and are open to the public. 780..5063. 
"Getting Started" workshop providing an important 
overview to historic homeownership and preserva· 
lion. Walker Memorial Library, Main St., Westbrook 
Saturdays from 9am4pm. 
The Greater Portland Maioe Genealogical Society 
meets the first Sat of the month. All are welcome. 
Help is available for beginning family researchers. At 
Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer Road, Cape 
Elizabeth, at I pm. 7674490. 
The Greater Portland Parkinson Support Group 
meets the fourth Sun of the month at the Falmouth 
Congregational Hall, 267 Falmouth Road, Falmouth at 
2 pm. All those wlth Parkinson's, as well as their fam-
ilies and friends are welcome. Call 797-8927 for more 
information. 
The League of United latin American Citizens meets 
the fourth Thurs of the month at the Reiche School, 
166 Brackett St, Portland, at 6 pm. 767-3642. 
Man to Man Monthly discussion group meets first 
Thurs of the month to discuss issues pertaining to 
men's lives. All men over the age of 18 are welcome. 
At the Center for Cultural Exchange, I Longfellow 
Square, Portland, from 7-9 pm. Free. 865-2048. 
Pineland Farms education and outdoor activities fa-
cility including cross country skiing, snowshoeing, 
hiking and special programs for families ; open 9am to 
4 pm daily, fees and events vary; contact the ed uca-
tion director for details at 926-3914. 
Ranger Bean's Discovery Woods environmental ex-
hibit, featured programs, activities and events; open 
Tuesday through Saturday, I 0 a.m.-5 p.m. and noon to 
5 p.m. on Sunday; free for members and children un-
der age one, Children's Museum of Maine, Portland, 
$6, 82B-1234. 
Salvation Army Senior Center Drop-in center for 
serving people age 60 and over in the Greater Port-
land area Hours 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Monday thru Friday. 
Daily noon time meal served in the congregate dining 
room for a donation. Activities vary weekly, monthly 
field trips on our 25 passenger bus. 297 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland, at 10 am. 774-6304. 
Sangha/Meditation Practice, first and third Sunday of 
each month (except 2/16/03) 10-llam. Greeneleaf 
Studio, Freeport, free, all are welcome. Joli Greene 
865-0744. 
Sing rounds and women-centered chants, 1:15-2:15 
p.m., Wednesdays when classes are insession, Honors 
Building basement, open to the public, 7804321. 
Storytelling/Spoken Word Open Mic for Grownups 
every 2nd Wednesday of the month at Company of Girls, 
10 Mayo St., Portland. 7pm, 10 minute slots for open 
mic, 8pm featured teller. $3 suggested donation. FMI: 
Jean Armstrong, 879-1886 or moosetel@maine.rr.com 
Underground Ra'lroad Tours Peace Action Maine 
member Wells Staley-Mays gives tours of Portland's 
Underground Railway and other sites important to 
Alrican-American history. Complete tour is two hours 
or less. Tix: $6 per person (minimum group of six). 
772-7249. 
USM Ice Arena public hours, 9:10-10:30am, Monday-
Friday, $4 public/staff, $2 under 18, under 6 free, 
please call 780..5991 for updates. -
USM Southworth Planetarium astronomy shows fea-
turing 7pm, Fridays and Saturdays; laser shows fea-
turing 8:30pm, Fridays and Saturdays; children's 
shows 3pm, Saturdays and Sundays; astronomy 
shows $4.50 adults, $3.50 children/seniors/students; 
laser shows $5 adults, $4 children/students; matinees 
$3.50 per person, 780-4249. 
Violent Toy Turn in Week - spread the love this 
Valentine's day by attending this toy turn-in offer. 
Bring in a violent toy anytime this week, and North-
ern Sky Toyz will give you a great toy in exchange. All 
ages, anytime during store hours, through Feb. 16, 
free. Northern Sky Toyz, Fore St., Portland. 
Women in Black V.gils Women in Black "stand in silent 
vigil to protest war, rape as a tool of war, ethnic cleans· 
ing and human rights abuses all over the world. We are 
silent because mere words cannot express the tragedy 
"'' that war and hatred bring." Vigils take place Fridays at 
Temple and Spring streets from 12-1 pm, and at Con· 
gress and High streets from 5-5:30 pm. 
Writers Jam Sessions The Maine Writers and Pulr 
lis hers Alliance sponsors informal writers groups. All 
genres welcome every other Mon, at MWPA, 14 Maine 
St, Suite 416, Brunswick, at7 pm. Free. 729-6333. 












The Alehouse 30 Market St. Port land. 253·5 100. 
American Legion Post #62 17 Dunn St. Westbrook. B56·71 52. 
Amigo's 9 Dana St. Portland. 772·0772. 
Asylum 121 Center St, Portland. 772·B274. 
Barbara's Kitchen 11 Cafe 3BB Couage Road, 
South Portland. 767·6313. 
The Big Easy 55 Market St. Portland. B71·BB17. 
The Big Kahuna Cafe 142 Main St. Bridgton 647·9031. 
Bowdoin College Brunswick. 725-3375. 
Bramhall Pub 769 Congress St. Portland. 773·9B73. 
Breakaway 35 India St, Portland. 54HB04. 
Bridgeway Restaurant 71 Ocean St. South Portland. 799·541B. 
Brian Boru 57 Center St. Portland. 7B0·1506. 
Brooks Student Center University of Southern Maine. Gorham. 7B0·5003. 
Bull Feeney's 37 5 Fore St. Portland. 77 3· 721 0. 
Casco Bay Lines, Casco Bay Lines Terminal, 
56 Commercial St. Portland. 774-7B71. 
Cathedral Church of St. Luke 143 State St. Portland. 772-5434. 
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception 307 Congress St. Portland. 773·7746. 
Center for Cultural Exchange I Longfellow Square. Portland. 761·1545. 
Chocolate Church Arts Center 79B Washington St, Bath. 442·B455. 
(.j. Thirsty's 726 Forest Ave. Portland. 775·66BI. 
Civic Center Between Spring and Free streets, Portland. 775·3458. 
Clyde 's Pub 173 Ocean St, South Portland. 799·4135 . 
Commercial Street Pub 129 Commercial St, Portland. 761·9970. 
Corthell Concert Hall 37 College Ave, University of Southern Ma ine. 
Gorham campus. 7B0·5555. 
Crooker Theater Brunswick High School, 
Maquoit Road. Brunswick. 725·3B95. 
David's Restaurant 22 Monument Square. Portland. 773·4340. 
Deertrees Theatre {J Cultural Centre 
Deertrees Road, Harriso n. 5B3·6747. 
Digger's 440 Fore St. Portland. 77 4-9595. 
Discovery Park L.L. Bean. Main Street, Freeport. (BOO) 559·0747 X37222 
Down east Restaurant 705 Route I, Ya rmouth. B46·5161. 
First Parish Church of Portland 425 Congress St, Port land. 773 ·5747. 
The Flatbread Company 72 Commercial St. Portland. 772-B/77. 
Free Street Taverna 12B Free St. Portland. 772·54B3. 
Gena's 13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7B91. 
Granny's Burritos 420 Fore St. Portland. B2B·1579. 
Gritty McDuff's 396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739. 
Happy Cooking 7B Island Ave, Peaks Island. 766·55/B. 
Headliners 35 Wharf St, Portland. 773·1570. 
The Iguana 52 Wharf St. Portland. 87J.SBB6. 
The Industry 50 Wharf St. Portland. B79-0B65. 
jonathan's Restaurant 92 Bourne Lane, Ogunquit. 646·4777. 
Kennebunk Coffeehouse Ro utes I and 35. Kennebunk. 229·02 12. 
Kresge Auditorium Bowdoin College camp us, Brunswick. 725· 3321 . 
Liquid Blue 446 Fore St. Portland. 774·9595. 
Loca/18B 18B State St. Portland. 761 ·7909. 
Ludke Auditorium University of New England, 
716 Stevens Ave, Portland. 797·7261. 
Mast Cove Galleries Mast Cove lane, Kennebunkport. 967-3453. 
Mathew's Lounge 133 Free St. Portland. 253·1B12. 
The Mercury 416 fore St. Portland. B79·4007. 
Merrill Auditorium 20 Myrtle St, Portland. B42·0BOO. 
Moose Crossing Steakhouse 270 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth. 7B I·4771. 
The Music Hall 2B Chestnut St, Portsmouth, NH. (603)433·3100. 
Old Orchard Beach Pavilion 17 Prospect St, Old Orchard Beach. 934·2024. 
Old Port Tavern II Moulton St. Portland. 774·0444. 
Olin Arts Center 75 Russell St. Bates College. Lewiston. 7B6·6252. 
O'Rourke's Landing 175 West Benjamin Pickett St, South Portland. 767 ·3611. 
The Pavilion IBB Middle St. Portland. 773·6422. 
Plush 54 Wharf St, Portland. 774·9595. 
Portland Conservatory of Music 116 FreeSt, Portland. 775·3356. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Square. Portland. 775·614B. 
Portland Public Market 25 Preble St. Portland. 22B·2000. 
Pub 21 (Fifties Pub) 223 Congress St. Portland. 771 ·53B2. 
Rick's 100 Congress St. Portland. 775·7772. 
RiRa 72 Commercial St. Portland. 761-4446. 
The Roost Chicopee Road. Buxton. 642·2 14B. 
St. Lawrence Arts 11 Community Center 76 Congress St, Portland. 775·556B. 
Saco River Grange Hall Salmon falls Road, Bar Mills. 929·6472 . 
Sierra's Bar 11 Grill Routes2 5 and /14, Gor ha m. B39·3500. 
Silver House Tavern 340 fore St, Portland. 772·9BB5. 
Sisters 45 Danfo rth St, Portland. 774·1505. 
The Skinny 625 Congress St, Po rtland. B71 ·B9B3. 
Sky Bar 1BB Middle St. Port land . 773-6422. 
Somewhere 117 Spring St. Portland . B/1·9169. 
South Freeport Church 9B South freeport St, Freeport. B65·401 2. 
Starbird Recital Hall 525 Forest Ave, Portland . 775-2733. 
State Street Church 159 State St, Port land. 774·6396. 
State Theatre 609 Congress St . Portland. 775-3331. 
The Station 27 2 St. john St . Portland. 773·3466. 
Three Dollar Dewey's 241 Commercial St, Portland. 772·3310. 
una 505 fore St. Port land . B2B·0300. 
The Underground 3 Spring St. Portland. 773-33/5. 
28 Casco Bay Weekly 
thurs 13 
The Alehouse 
Boombazi (hip hop funk/ 21 +) 
The Big Easy 
Jeremiah Freed wf Relish 
(9:30pm/cover tba/21 +) 
Brian Boru 
Stream (Reggae/9pm/21 +) 
First Parish Church 
Noonday Concert Series 
(classical music/12: 15pm/free) 
Free Street Taverna 
Open Mic w/ Tyler of Sly Chi 
(9:30/no cover / 21 +) 
Headliners 
DJ Baby J (9pm/21 +) 
Moose Crossing Steakhouse 
David Wells/Gerry Berry Quartet 
wf Special Guests (7pm-10:30/ no 
cover/all ages) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Mike C 
(9:30pm/ no cover/21+) 
O'Rourke's Landing 
Acoustic Open Mic w/ Ken Grimsley & 
Ben Roy 
Sierra's 
Karaoke w/ Stormin' Norman 
(9:30pm-12:30/21 +) 
Three Dollar Deweys 
Jason Spooner Duo (6pm-IO/ cover 
tba) 
The Well 
Potpourri Night (7pm/no cover) 
fri 14 
The Alehouse 
Sly Chi(cover tba/21+) 
Big Easy 
Jeff Pitchell &Texas Flood 
(9;30pm/$5/21 +) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 
Bobby Laine (Piano/6-lOpm) 
Brian Born 
Pneuma (9pm/21 +) 
Bull Feeney's 
Jason Spooner (9:30pm/no 
cover/21+) 
Free Street Taverna 
tba 
Geno's 
Redeemer & the Welfare Mafia 
The Reverend & The Freak 
(cover tba/21+) 
Headliners 
DJ Seanne (9pmf21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Blind Sight (9pm/covertba/21 +) 
Sisters 
DJ (9pm/ $2/21+) 
State Theater 
Steve Earle & the Dukes w/ 
special guest Garrison Starr 
(7:30pmf$25 reserved seating) 
The Well 
Pete Kilpatrick Band, Even All Out, 
listening posts 






King Pin Wrecking Crew 
(9:30pm/cover tba/21 +) 
The Big Easy 
James Montgomery (9:30pm/$5/2l +) 
Bowdoin College 
MosDef w/ Little Egypt & 
Poeting (Hip-Hop/8pm/$20) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 
Bobby Laine (Piano/6-lOpm) 
Center for Cultural Exchange 
Charlie Hunter Gazz/8pm/$15/$18) 
Free Street Taverna 
ZNQ (9:30pm/cover tba/21 +) 
Geno's 
Oyster Stomp Part 1 wf The Crea-
tures 
The Belmondos, Sato & Johnny 
(cover tba/ 21+) 
Headliners 
DJ Baby J (9pm/21+) 
Kennebunk Co'ffeehouse 
Kenny White, Lori McKenna 
(7:30pm/$! 0/ $13) 
Old Port Tavern 
Blind Sight (9:30pm/cover tba/21 +) 
Sisters 
Top 40's DJ 








Stream (Reggaef$2/21 +) 
Brian Boru 
Irish session music (3-7pm) 
Center for Cultural Exchange 
Nathan and the Zydeco Cha Chas 
(7:30pm/ $15) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Mike C (9:30pm/no 
cover/21+) 
Three Dollar Deweys 
Lee Sykes (4pm-8/no cover) 
The Well 





The Big Easy 
Ryan McAlmon (lOpm/$3/21+) 
Free Street Taverna 
Hip Hop Open Mic wf Boon Dox 
(lOpm/no cover) 
Old Port Tavern 




Open Mic Night (no cover/21+) 
The Big Easy 
Sly Chi (Funk/ lOpm/$3/21 +) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 
AI Doane Jazz Jam (7-!0pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
King Syracuse featuring 
members of Dreadnaught 
(blues/9:30pm/cover tba) 
Geno's 
Ladies' Night (21 +) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Sid (9:30/no cover/21 +) 
Three Dollar Deweys 
Marc Miller (6pm-l0fno cover) 
wed 19 
The Alebouse 
A Band Beyond Description 
wf special guests from Strange Plea-
sure 
Gam band/9:30pmf$2/2l +) 
The Big Easy 
Mike Taylor (Funk/9:30pmf$3/21 +) 
Breakaway 
The Maine Songwriters Showcase 
(8pm/no cover /21+) 
Geno's 
Dr. Farren's Open Mic Music Clinic 
(7:30pm/21 +) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Sid Thorne (9:30/no 
cover/21+) 
Three Dollar Dewey's 
Open Acoustic Mic Night 
(8pm-11) 
The Well 
Open Mic Night (8pmjno cover) 
Burritos Bluegrass + True Love --
BY DIA NA A LE X ANDER 
Dim lights, a glass of wine, a big comfy futon, and a five piece 
band ... this Valentine's Day I know where I'll be. I'm going to be 
snuggling with my sweetheart at Granny's Burritos' eighth birthday 
party, drinking a beer from Stonecoast, and listening to my favorite 
bluegrass collective, the Muddy Marsh Ramblers. 
I 've been in love with Granny's Burritos since the first week I moved to Portland. 
Owner Chris Godin opened his first lo-
cation in the doorway o f Granny Killam's 
on February 14th of 1995. Since then he's 
moved twice, first to 10 Exchange St in the 
summer of '96, then, in Octo ber of '97, to 
his current location at 420 Fore Street. 
Granny's has become one of Portland's 
favorite places to eat , drink, and see local 
music. Their weekly lineup includes an 
open mic night on Mondays, a variety of 
acoustic local bands and artists, and the 
house band, The Muddy Marsh Ramblers. 
The Ramblers and Granny's were 
thrown together by fate a few years ago 
when Godin bumped into someone famil-
iar at a show. Chris's friend Grace, who 
helped open the first location in 1995, had 
married Eric Pariseau, who plays banjo in 
the band. 
"We literally smacked into each other 
and had this connection " explains Godin. 
The Muddy Marsh Ramblers soon started 
playing regular shows upstairs and have 
become a fixture at the bar every other 
Friday night. The sound and the atmos-
phere at the bar fit so well together, it's 
usually dancing room only when they play 
to their fans . 
The Muddy Marsh Ramblers have been 
friends for years and got their start playing 
events hosted by friend Michael Hofheimer, 
including Halloween Parties and many an 
annual Lilac Festival. 
"We've known each other lor so lo ng, 
it's gone from everybody and their dogs 
to everybody and their kids!" laughs 
Holheimer. 
This is the band you need to see if you 
like bluegrass. They play traditional and 
original songs and feature an animated five 
singer, one microphone style that will 
make you wish there was a bale of hay to 
sit on and some moonshine in your hand. 
With Shawn Davis on mandolin, Scott Con-
ley and Craig Hensley on guitar, Eric 
Pariseau playing banjo, and the adorable 
Rebecca Conley rocking the stand-up bass, 
l can't seem to watch them without tap-
ping my feet and raising my glass every 
once in a while. The Ramblers have toured 
all over Maine and are currently in the stu-
dio working on a self titled album that's 
due lor release in the summer of 2003. 
This Valentines day, show your loved 
ones you really care with the three Bs. 
Burritos, Bluegrass and Beer. Now that's 
true love. 
South of the Mason-Dixon Une sound meets South of the Border taste when The Muddy 
Marsh Ramblers play Granny's Burritos. PHOTo couRTESY or THE MUDDY MARSH RAMBLERS 
~AJN~ Team Members MR. TAX 
• 
Maine Conser-
~ ;:: vation Corps 
~ co"' Americorps 
" 7"IoN 
MCC is seeking people to serve as 
AmeriCorps team members during 
this coming spring-summer-fall . Train-
ing and experience in the steward-
ship of our natural resources . Teams 
work on trails and Parks throughout 
the beautiful State of Maine. Living 
PERSONAL RETURNS AT REA-
SONABLE RATES 
SMALL BUSINESS RETURNS 
Call for free accounting system 
analysis with tax return. 
allowance; Health Insurance; De-
ferred Student Loans; Education 
award . 
Application Deadline 3/15/03. 
For application or more information: 
1-800-245-.JOBS or 
corps.conservation@maine.gov 
MCC is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 




19 Atlantic Street 
772-0015 
20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
TO SERVE YOU 
r10~UCIO lol 'flO IMUIJJ.IHMUH ,_, .. 
3 Jungle Adventures 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 
Call Early! Best Seats Go Fastl 
FEB. 19 • 21 
eQ The Cumberland 
'Y ~ County Civic Center ........ 
Wed Thu fn Sat Sun 
FEB. 19 FEB. 20 FEB. 21 FEB. 22 FEB. 23 
11:00AM 
2:00PM 2:00 PM 3:00PM 1:00 PM 
7:00 PM 7:00 PM 7:00 PM 7:00 PM 4:30PM 
Duy tickets of 
www.dlsneyonlce.com 
tidcetmaster Ticket Centers. 
Civic Center Dox Office or coli 
(207) 77 5-~~~1 
For Information colh ( 207) 77 5-34511 
<OrQups: (207 ) 775-3461 ext. :146 
TICKET PR.ICES: $25.00 VIP. $17.50. $12.50 
(s.Mc» dlot')Q'$ an-d hoodhng ,..$ moy opply.) 
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''My Big Fat Greek Wedding .. and .. Tadpole .. 
"My Big Fat Greek Wedding" is rated PG for some obscenity and a mild sexual situation. I 
rate it with five out of five stars, and heartily recommend it to anyone who thinks that 
their own family is weird. You will laugh for 95 minutes straight, and leave the theater 
knowing that you now have no claim on having the weirdest family! "Tadpole" is rated 
PG-1 3 for sexual content, mature themes and language. I rate it with three out of five stars. 
by Tom Keene 
Both involve family dynamics, but in dra-matically different ways. "My Big Fat Greek Wedding," released on DVD and 
VHS, February II, is broadly comic and most 
viewers will be able to say, "Yeah, that's my 
family, too." 
If a lot of people identify with the families 
in "Tadpole," out on DVD and VHS in a couple 
of weeks, our culture is more troubled than I 
thought. The lead character of "Wedding" just 
wants to get married and have kids. In "Tad-
pole," the 15-year-old lead is infatuated with 
his step-mother, and the film details his at-
tempts, over Thanksgiving vacation, to tell 
her of his love while dealing with several 
other rather touchy dilemmas. 
First, and most entertaining, 
is "My Big Fat Greek Wedding." 
point by breaking English words down to 
their Greek origins. He even demonstrates, at 
least to his satisfaction, that kimono is de-
rived from Greek. 
A main topic of concern and conversation 
is the fact that Toula is 30 years old, frumpy, 
and dateless for a long time. Her entire family 
is afraid that she'll never be married. In an ef-
fort to move forward with her life, she decides 
to take courses at a local college, but her fa-
ther is dead-set against it, proclaiming "I am 
the head of the house!" Her mother Maria 
(Lainie Kazan) says, "The man is the head, 
and the woman is the neck, and the woman 
can turn the head any way she wants to." 
Sure enough, Gus approves, Toula goes to 
hideously inappropriate Greek men for Toula 
to choose from. Fortunately, this is a word-
less series of dinner table scenes, for the 
laughter from the audience would have 
drowned out even a scream from the table. 
Now, it's time for the families to meet one 
another, and the contrast between Ian's 
mother and father (he was an only child) and 
the Portokalos brood of brothers, sisters, 
cousins, aunts and uncles is as pronounced 
as the difference between a Rolls Royce and 
a tricycle. 
The Miller's arrive at the gaudy and grand 
Greek home to find dozens of people dancing 
on the lawn around a lamb roasting on a spit 
over an open fire. The evening goes downhill 
giving from his private school, and he shares 
his burning need to tell his step-mother, Eve, 
(Sigourney Weaver) that he loves her with 
classmate Charlie, who is stunned but artic-
ulates with great humor the host of reasons 
Oscar should do and say nothing. 
But Oscar is convinced that being married 
to his dull dad, Stanley, (John Ritter) must be 
unfulfilling for the lovely and desirable Eve. 
Bored and impatient during a party with Dad 
and his tedious teacher friends, Oscar gladly 
leaves when asked to walk the daughter of 
one of the guests home. But he is frustrated 
by her company and sticks her in a cab so he 
can go get drunk. He wanders to the apart-
ment of Eve's best friend, Diane, (Bebe 
Neuwirth) a chiropractor who loosens the 
tense young man up, starting with some doc-
toring and ending up in bed with him. 
Naturally, this complicates his quest tore-
veal his love to Eve. During an especially try-
ing family dinner in a French restaurant, 
throughout which Diane grows drunker and 
bolder, their relationship is discovered by 
Eve and Stanley. 
The final third of "Tadpole" is the most in-
teresting, for we see that our dreams and de-
sires don't always have happy endings. Not 
that Oscar is necessarily disappointed-it's 
just that things longed for sometimes aren't 
all that was anticipated. 
"Tadpole" deals with a difficult subject 
with wit and youthful wisdom. (Little that the 
grown-ups say and do is wise) Every actor 
seems designed for their char-
acter; the script by Heather 
McGowan and Niels Mueller is 
always crisp and biting, and 
often hilarious. The movie 
won "Best Director" lor Gary 
Winick at last years Sundance 
Film Festival, but that fact that 
it was shot in two weeks in dig-
ital format for $150,000 de-
tracts from the film. The col-
ors are washed out, the sound 
is uneven and, with almost 
constant camera movement, 
it's often unsettling to watch. 
It's rare that a film from an 
independent studio does well 
in theaters. Especially rare is a 
film rejected by all the "Big" 
studios which turns out to be 
so good that it's considered 
Academy Award material. But 
My Big Fat Greek Wedding is 
wonderful beyond words , and 
nobody in Hollywood wanted 
to produce it. Well, one studio 
said they would if they could 
change it to My Big Fat ITAliAN 
Wedding and have Marisa 
Tomei (My Cousin Vinny) play 
the lead character. Sigourney Weaver (L to R). Aaron Stanford, 
john Ritter and Bebe Neuwirth 
lan Qohn Corbett) and Toula (Nia Vardalos) 
But-it is really interesting, 
brilliantly acted and even a bit 
moving. And, given the trend 
in Hollywood to make te-
Writer and star Nia Varalos, 
who performs a one-woman 
show on which the film is 
based, said no, and waited. Tom Hanks got in-
volved as producer after his wife, Rita Wilson, 
a Greek-American, saw the stage show, and 
with just $5 million, the movie was made. 
Hanks is a brilliant actor and smart producer; 
helping make this film is his wisest move. 
My Big Fat Greek Wedding is a film about 
family values carried far beyond what is con-
sidered normal, unless you're as proud of 
your heritage as Gus Portokalos, (Michael 
Constantine) whose home was designed to 
look like the Parthenon, complete with stat-
ues of the gods. He owns a restaurant called 
Dancing Zorba, where several of his children 
work, including Toula, (Nia Vardalos) who is 
the 'seating hostess .' 
From the first scene to the end, My Big Fat 
Greek Wedding entertains an audience, 
touches its collective heart and provokes 
tears of both laughter and deepest emotion. 
In the beginning, Gus and Toula drive 
through heavy rain in pre-dawn Chicago to 
open Dancing Zorba. Gus turns to his daugh-
ter and says, "Get married. Have babies. You 
look so-old.'' If this sounds too depressing 
for the opening of a comedy, trust me-it's 
only the start of something so funny and mov-
ing that words truly can't tell the story. 
Toula has been taught from childhood that 
everything worthwhile is Greek, that even the 
English language is heavily influenced by 
Greek. Her father is constantly proving that 
30 Casco Bay Weekly 
college and studies, among other things, 
'Computers in Tourism.' Her Aunt Voula 
(played by Portland native Andrea Martin) 
owns both a dry cleaning store and a travel 
agency, and conspires with Maria in a spec-
tacularly side-splitting manipulation of the 
man, inspiring Gus to get the idea that Toula 
should run the travel agency. 
And she excels there in every way. Toula has 
already begun to transform herself from frumpy 
to fashionable, even attractive, and she meets 
a man named Ian Miller, (John Corbett) who is 
obviously not Greek. When they fall in love, the 
trouble has begun in earnest, for if there is any 
rule of Greek culture that Gus won't allow to be 
broken, it is that Greeks marry Greeks."There 
are only two kinds of people in this world,'' he 
tells his daughter, "Greeks-and people who 
wish they were Greek.'' 
But he hasn't met a suitor for his daughter's 
hand like Ian Miller, who takes the dramatic 
step of being baptizing into the Greek Ortho-
dox faith, so he can rightfully be married in the 
Church. His baptism in the Church is simply 
unbelievably funny, as is the reception follow-
ing. Toula's brother tells Ian, "I've never seen 
my sister so happy. II you hurt her, I'll kill you 
and make it look like an accident." But Ian is 
accepted into the family, and as a prospective 
brother-in-law by almost everyone. 
But Gus is determined to find a real Greek 
husband for Toula, and invites a string of 
very quickly for the Miller's. 
And then the wedding-another terrific 
scene which combines the deep spirituality 
of a Greek Orthodox wedding and the dis-
comfort of the Miller's , who have no idea 
what's going on. 
"What are they saying," asks Mrs. Miller. "I 
don't know," replies her husband. "It's all 
Greek to me." 
Finally, the reception, where Gus again 
demonstrates his ability to find the Greek ori-
gin of any word. He explains that Miller is 
from the Greek word lor 'apple,' and Por-
tokalos means 'orange.' 
"So, in the end-we're all fruits," states the 
proud father of the bride. 
The actors who create the festive and loud 
atmosphere of a large Greek family are indeed 
mainly Greek, and each one is perfectly cast. 
And they speak the words of screenwriter Nia 
Vardalos, (Toula) who has examined serious 
family traditions with the precision of one 
who lived the life she describes and grew to 
cherish her family, even as she points out the 
insanity contained within such a confining 
background. 
"Tadpole" is also about a weird family, 
and some strange behavior by all the 
adults in their relationships with 15-
year-old Oscar Grubman. (Aaron Stanford) 
Oscar is home in Manhattan for Thanks-
diously lengthy movies, "Tad-
pole's" 75 minutes seems too 
short. It doesn't end well, and the addition of 
a half hour of character development would 
have helped. (This will almost certainly be 
the only time I'll complain about a film being 
too short.) 
Be sure to check out Movie Times & 
Local Theater Info on our website: 
,If cascobayweekly.com/ cbw2003/ 
movies/times.stm 
New Releases DVD & Video 
Now Available 
8 Women, Asunder, Atanarjuat the Fast 
Runner, Brown Sugar, Charms for the Easy 
Life, Daredevil vs. Spider-Man, Diamond 
Men, Full Frontal, My Big Fat Greek Wed-
ding, Possession, Swept Away, Wasabi, 
Women vs. Men 
Coming 02/18/2003 
All or Nothing, Ash Wednesday, City by 
the Sea, Mostly Martha, One Hour Photo, 
Play'd: A Hip Hop Story, Spy Kids 2: The Is-
land of Lost Dreams, Stealing Harvard, 
The Four Feathers, The Rules of Attrac-
tion, The Slaughter Rule, Vatos 
What is the Challenger 
Learning Center of Maine? 
Contributed by Erica Rachel Campbell 
T he Challenger Learning Center is a private, non-profit, 501(c)3 tax-ex-
empt corporation formed for the 
purpose of building and operating a Chal-
lenger Learning Center in Maine. The mis-
sion of the Center is to provide a challeng-
ing, interdisciplinary, relevant educational 
experience for the children of Maine, in or-
der to raise student aspirations, to im-
prove educational achievement in mathe-
matics and the sciences, and to inspire in-
terest in science and technology careers. 
Currently, an unacceptably high propor-
tion of Maine's middle school students do 
not meet state standards for educational at-
tainment in mathematics and science. And 
while a high percentage of our students 
graduate from high school, too few go on to 
college -largely because of low aspirations. 
The Challenger Learning Center of Maine 
will directly address these problems. It is ex-
pected that the program will: 
• Inspire our young students to 
achieve higher levels of education, 
particularly in the areas of mathe-
matics and science. 
• Encourage students to choose ca-
reers more aligned with mathemat-
ics and science. 
• Motivate more of our local graduates 
to pursue technology-based oppor-
tunities within the State of Maine. 
The Capital Campaign 
Committee. comprised of 
educators and entrepre• 
neurs. has already raised 
more than $1.3 mmion of 
its total $2.5 million goal. 
A mission simulation at the Challenger 
Learning Center is not just a field trip -
the experience begins well before the ac-
tual visit to the simulator. It is an excep-
tional opportunity for students to see 
themselves in successful roles as scien-
tists, engineers, and researchers. 
The three main components 
of a Challenger Learning 
Center experience: 
Pre-Mission Activities 
Teachers participate in a one-day in-serv-
ice training program during which they re-
ceive preparatory materials for classroom 
use before their scheduled visit to the 
Challenger Learning Center. These materi-
als are specially designed to prepare stu-
dents for their mission and include skills-
building activities in the areas of teamwork 
and communication. In addition, the teach-
er is given materials to help the students 
understand the thematic topic of their sim-
are given their individual 
Space Lab and Mission Con-
trol assignments. The group 
is then divided in two with 
one half taking their stations 
in Mission Control and the 
other half "beaming up" to 
the Space Lab. Each member 
is assigned to one of the 
eight teams that comprise 
the crew: Medical , Life 
Support, Isolation, Remote, 
Probe, Navigation, Commu-
nication, and Data. Halfway 
through the mission, the stu-
dents exchange places so 
everyone has an opportunity 
to experience both Mission 
Control and the Space Lab. 
Post-Visit Activities 
Once the mission is over, the learning goes 
on! Once the students have returned to 
their schools there are programs designed 
to help extend the experience, such as fur-
ther analysis and discussion on the data 
gathered during the mission, post-flight 
briefings conducted by and for the stu-
dents, and student-run news conferences, 
all of which help to transfer what they have 
learned into the everyday world of their 
classroom and school. 
How Can You Help? 
Interested parties can participate in the 
ulated mission. The long-term goals for the Challenger Challenger Learning Center of Maine's sue-
Learning Center of Maine also include pro- cess by making a tax-<leductible financial 
viding pre-service and in-service opportu- The Mission contribution. Not only will you be advanc-
nities for educators, designed explicitly to When students arrive at the Challenger ing the quality of life for children and 
help meet the continuing education needs Learning Center, a short briefing is held in adults from throughout the region, you'll 
of Maine teachers. which the students first hear what their also be Improving the quality of education 
In time, the Center will add such pro- critical mission is going to be. Then they for our young people for years to come. 
grams as a gift shop, summer science The Capital Campaign Committee, com-
camps, weekend programming for the gen- prised of educators and entrepreneurs, 
era! public, and corporate training and or- has already raised more than $1.3 
ganizational development offerings. million of its total $2.5 million 
The experience of other Challenger goal. During the next year, we 
Learning Centers across the na- need to raise the remaining $1.2 
tion demonstrates clearly million through individual and 
that there is a strong and corporate donations. With your 
~q~~s~h ~P~~ll~the~al~ 
programs and services. open the Challenger Learning Cen-
These additional offer- ter's doors to middle school students 
ings are considered to be in the fall of 2003. 
complimentary, but sec- The Challenger project has captured the 
ondary, to the mission of of- imagination of people throughout the state 
fering high-quality space-based and contributors represent a cross-section 
PHOTO NASA 
tions, corporate contributions, individual 
donations, and foundation grants have 
rocketed Challenger past the 50% mile-
stone of its fund drive. 
Local civic organizations, including the 
Bangor Noontime Rotary, the Bangor Lions 
Club, the Bangor Education Association, 
and the Fairmount School Parent Teacher 
Organization, have also invested in this ed-
ucational initiative. 
Future contributions will be used to pur-
chase the high technology Mission Control 
and Space Shuttle simulators. The ad-
vanced hardware and software package 
costs more than $750,000 and requires 
more than six months to assemble. As the 
core of Maine's Challenger facility, the sim-
ulators will create a fast-paced learning en-
vironment that closely parallels NASA:s ac-
tual astronaut training. 
Many naming opportunities are available 
for major elements of the new Challenger 
Learning Center, with all designations to 
become permanent elements of the Center. 
Corporations, foundations, and individuals 
are encouraged to consider sponsoring the 
Challenger Learning Center with a naming 
opportunity. Please call us at 207.989.9404 
or email us at: info@clcofme.org for more 
info on how you or your organization can 
help support the mission. Thank you! 
More info is available at the <hallenger 
Learning Center of Maine's offidal website: 
~ www.clcofme.org 
learning experiences to schools. of the community. Municipal appropria-








Maine Girl's Hockey Is Still Growing! 
Contributed by the Maine Girls Ice Hockey Association 
In 1999 the first two Maine High School girl's ice hockey teams were started; they were Cony and Scarborough. In 2000 and 2001 
the Maine Girls Ice Hockey Association (MGIHA) was formed with 
girls teams from Cape Elizabeth, Deering, Falmouth, Gorham, Greely, 
Portland and Yarmouth. Currently there are now girls' teams in all 
of those towns, as well as Winslow, Winthrop, Brunswick, North 
Yarmouth and Fryeburg. 
This year the girls ' season-ending tournament will be held at USM 
in Gorham during the weekend of February 28 with 15 girls teams 
participating in the 2-3 day event. Last year in the season ending 
tournament, final overtime victories were accomplished by Cape 
Elizabeth in Tier 1 and Deering High in Tier 2. This year outcome is 
anyone's guess, as once again, close competition exists between 
many of the teams. The excitement is building as we draw near to 
this years event and the interest in girls ice hockey has peaked to 
an all time high. 
Next year teams from Lewiston, Biddeford, Massibesic and Ken-
nebunk will be added. Auburn is also planning on adding a team in 
the future. Girls' hockey is very exciting and the girls love to play this 
game. They play together with great skill and it is the fastest grow-
ing new sport in Maine. 
All of these teams started with unorganized club teams consist-
ing of a few parents and just a few players. Now after 4 years, the 
MG!HA has become an organized non-profit entity with 15 teams and 
about 300 players. They now over 300 games a year. From these club 
teams, official school teams now exist in 6-8 high schools. More club 
teams becoming school teams every year. The Maine Principals As-
sociation (MPA) says they will wait until 10 school teams exist and 
then they will incorporate the sport into their jurisdiction. 
For now, the MG!HA is doing a wonderful job in finding ways to 
create opportunity and competitiveness for High School girls in 
Maine. And the girls are loving it! 
It is exciting to see these competitions begin as competitions but 
end in life long friendships . Many of these girls go on to play hockey 
throughout their adult life. The hockey moms who drive these girls 
to ice arenas all over the state have been known to hit a puck or two 
themselves. The girls competition is not only rewarding for the team 
who wins but for all involved as this is truly a sport that girls can en-
joy throughout their lifetime. 
For more information contact Gary Webber (the President of the 
MGIHA) at 839-4948. 
Sisters are doing it for themselves ••.• 
Girl Power! The Gorham Girls and Dover, New Hampshire's Girls' Hockey Team face off at Cumberland 
County Civic Center. PHoros oosEANN MANoo-MoooENsoN 
71tanb ln Ia~ pQI't to Title 9, women '• iu hocltey is definitely experiencing a renaisBance. But ladiu haDe been pushing the puclt for longer than you might think: 
32 
The Canadian Hockey A.tloclation says the ftnt recorded women's hockey game took place In J892ln Barrie, Ontario. "Total Hockey," the official encyclopaedia of the NHL, 
places the ftnt game In Ottawa, where the GoW!mment HOMe team defeated the Rideau ladiu team In 1889. By the turn of the century, women's hockey teams were playing 
~ C•Nda, Pbotoe suggeBt that the standard uniform Included long wool skirts, turtleneck sweaters, hats and gloves. 
Casco Boy Weekly 
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Experience your Global Community - Locally - NOW! 
Publisher's Note: In considering the present na-
tional "Orange Alert" and all that it implies, this 
week CBW is changing the format a little with this 
column to include ideas that may help Portland 
businesses, small and large alike, as well as our 
quality of life. We will continue to cover stories 
about interesting Maine based companies and 
people. We just thought that this time, we would 
expand our horizons a little to include our neigh-
bors, in America and around the globe. 
I got a call the other day from a Portland expatriate, now living in another state. He mentioned how much his new 
home was like Portland in wants and 
needs. Then 1 heard the news of the Co-
lumbia disaster and learned of the loss 
of the brave Americans and Israeli I had 
never met, yet somehow seemed to 
know. These thoughts came together 
for me with a common thread of desire 
for community. 
That segued into an idea I'd been 
kicking around for CBW to sponsor a Sis-
ter City Festival. Portland currently has a 
relationship with Shinagawa, Japan, but 
would benefit greatly from more public ex-
periences with people from around the coun-
try and around the world. Learning about var-
ious cultures from dance, music, crafts and 
food could be a lot of fun for young and old 
alike. With all that is happening around the 
world and right here at home, listening more 
to our own communities may be a very good 
thing to do. Right now! In the following para-
graphs, there is some great educational infor-
mation provided by Sister Cities International. 
Interested parties are encouraged to contact 
CBW at cbwpub@maine.rr.com. 
What is a sister city? 
When a community, of any size, decides to 
join with a community in another nation to 
learn more about one another and to develop 
friendly, meaningful exchanges, the two com-
munities propose a formal affiliation leading to 
official designation as "sister cities." A sister 
city, county or state relationship becomes of-
ficial with the signing of a formal agreement by 
the top elected officials of the two local juris-
dictions. This is usually during a ceremony in 
one of the communities, following approval 
by the local city councils (county commis-
sions or state legislatures), as appropriate. 
Therefore, a sister city, county, or state rela-
tionship is a broad-based, officially approved, 
long-term partnership between two commu-
nities, counties or states in two countries. Sis-
ter city partnerships have the potential to 
carry out the widest possible diversity of ac-
tivities of any international program, including 
every type of municipal, business, profes-
sional, educational and cultural exchange or 
project. Sister city programs are also unique in 
that they inherently involve the three main 
sectors in a community: local government, 
businesses and a wide variety of citizen vol-
unteers (including civil society or nonprofit 
organizations). 
Why should Portland have a comprehensive 
sister city program? 
As the world becomes smaller, communities 
and individuals are facing opportunities and 
challenges that increasingly require a global 
perspective. They are realizing the importance 
of forming international partnerships that fos-
ter economic development, crosso{;ultural ex-
change, and global cooperation. A sister cities 
program enables the citizens of both commu-
nities to become directly involved in interna-
tional relations in unique and rewarding ex-
changes which benefit all those involved. It en-
ables all who participate to: 
Exchange ideas and develop friendship 
with their counterparts in another culture on 
a direct personal basis. 
Establish an identity as members of the 
global family involved in the constructive 
process of building world peace. 
Develop a way for the many diverse ele-
ments of each community to come together to 
enjoy and profit from a cooperative program. 
Open new dialogues with the people of an-
other culture to find unique solutions to im-
proving the quality of life for all citizens. 
Participate in a program with a real partner 
in another country so all members of the com-
munity can feel they are contributing to inter-
national understanding in a direct personal 
way. 
Better understand their own community by 
sharing their way of life with the people of an-
other culture. 
BY ROY ALLEN 
What is Sister Cities International ? 
SCI is the national membership association 
for sister city, county and state programs in the 
United States headquartered in Washington, 
D.C. As the official organization which links ju-
risdictions from the United States with com-
munities worldwide, SCI recognizes, registers 
and coordinates sister city, county and state 
linkages. Currently SCI represents over 2,100 
communities in 121 countries around the 
world . The U.S. sister cities program c....-
traces its roots to 1956 when President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower proposed a peo-
ple-to-people citizen diplomacy initia-
tive. Originally a part of the National 
League of Cities, SCI became a sepa-
rate, nonprofit corporation in 1967 
due to the tremendous growth and 
popularity of the U.S. program. SCI 
creates and strengthens these sis-
ter city partnerships in an effort to 
increase global cooperation, pro-
mote cultural understanding and 
stimulate economic development. SCI 
leads the movement for local commu-
nity development and volunteer action, 
by motivating and empowering private 
citizens, municipal officials and business 
leaders to conduct long-term programs of 
mutual benefit. 
What are the goals of SCI? 
Develop municipal partnerships between 
U.S. cities, counties, and states and similar ju-
risdictions in other nations . 
Provide opportunities for city officials and 
citizens to experience and explore other cul-
tures through long-term community partner-
ships. 
Create an atmosphere in which economic 
and community development can be imple-
mented and strengthened. 
Stimulate environments through which 
communities will creatively learn, work, and 
solve problems together through reciprocal 
cultural, educational, municipal, business , 
professional and technical exchanges and 
projects . 
Collaborate with organizations in the 
United States and other countries, which 
share similar goals. 
In the face of Portland's, and all of Amer-
ica's, current dilemnas, learning to call some-
one from halfway around the world "sister" 
doesn't like a bad idea. 
To learn more, visit Sister Cities International 
online at www.sister-cities.org. 




















. THE BEST PLAC-E TO LEARN MASSAGE 
1s sTILL Pierre's 
Our brand new Massage Therapy teaching facility opens 
February 1Oth on Marginal Way! State-Df-the-art equipment. 
innovative teaching materials. experienced instructors and Sallie 
Mae Student LDans make Pierre's your first chDice for entering the 
exciting. lucrative field of Massage. 
Right Now, Tuition At 




CaU Kathleen for more utfonnationl 
PHONE (207) 774-1913 • WWW.PIERRESSCHOOl.COM 
Pierre's School ofCosmetology 
319 MARGINAL WAY. PORTLAND . ME 04101 
30 Years in Your Ears 
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Sign Up Today 
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FREE MONTHLY 
EMAIL NEWSLETTER 
PROGRAMMING & LIVE EVENT ANNOUNCEMENTS, 
CD & LP RECOMMENDATIONS, 
CONTESTS, AND MORE! 
to sign up send an email to 
development@wmpg.org ......... •-•• ..... •---•-. •:. ~ • •~.r· • • • • .r• *'- • • 
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(iz•]il1where I sit 
by Stephen Carnahan 
Mainely Winter Rules 
This is written as a primer for people who have moved to Portland 
from somewhere south. Now that I'm on my fifth time around, I have 
learned some of the rules for dealing with these Maine winters. 
Rule Number One: SHUT UP 
Everybody knows it's cold . There is no need 
to talk about it. Don't come into work talking 
about witches in brass undergarments . We all 
know it's cold; we all have to deal with it, so 
shut up.lf the temp gets to single digits, it's OK 
to mention that it's "a bit nippy." But other than 
that, we prefer to ignore it. 
Rule Number Two: IGNORE IT. 
If you get caught out in the snow without 
having followed rule number three, then you 
have only one option: pretend you aren't freez-
ing to death. Just walk along, ignoring the fact 
that you ears feel like they have been set on fire 
and that your nose feels like it is getting a direct 
hit from a hypo filled with Novocain. As long as 
you are shivering, you can probably still make 
it to your destination. I have seen teen-age girls 
huddling against the cold as they walk to school 
with frozen hair hanging down over their light 
sweater in weather that huskies avoid. They 
are ignoring it by concentrating on how they 
hate the fact that the sun comes up in the morn-
ing, and how stupid and annoying their mothers 
are. They are doing winter right. If you are cold, 
find something else to think about. 
Rule Number Three: GET GOOD STUFF 
This is probably going to involve a trip toLL 
Bean. I know it's a cliche, but it's true. You are 
going to need a parka. Get used to it. You are go-
ing to need boots, and you are going to need 
them a long time into the spring to keep you 
from being absorbed into the slush. Good 
boots. Really good boots. Get the kind that can 
be worn inside, too, because by about January 
15 you will have removed and put them back on 
about 648 times. Gloves. Mittens. Get a haircut 
that won't be wrecked by pulling a hood up 
tight. Get a new hat lor Christmas and just leave 
it on through Easter. 
Shovels of high quality Snow blowers and 
plenty of gas. Snow scoops are also good. Con-
sider moving your garage closer to the street to 
shorten the driveway. If you don't have good 
stuff, you will have to ignore the cold and win-
ter, which, despite the fact that it is rule num-
ber two, can't really be done. 
Rule Number Four: LEARN THE CASCO 
BAY SHUFFLE 
You are going to have to walk differently 
than before. DO NOT PICK UP YOUR FEET UN-
DER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES! The higher you 
raise your foot from the ground, the more 
likely you are to have a painful fall. Slide your 
feet along; keep your knees bent, and your 
hands extended. There will be ice on the 
streets and sidewalks. Remember, though 
Portland does a good job of clearing its streets 
and sidewalks, those sidewalks were made of 
warped brick to begin with. Plus, there will al-
ways be packed down snow, and it lasts a long 
time around here without melting. Learn to do 
the CB Shuffle. 
Rule Number Five: NO NEW CARS 
New cars don't make sense in Portland, be-
cause sooner or later someone is going to 
slide into you, or you are going to slide into 
someone. Add to that the salt and enormous 
excise tax on new cars, and you realize you 
want to buy something about 5 years old. If 
you do get a new car, don't get a motion sen-
sitive alarm (are you listening, former New 
Yorkers?). They are uncommon here because 
snowplows rumbling by will set them off, usu-
ally about 3: 17 AM. Also, someone who has 
not learned the Casco Bay Shuffle is going to 
reach out to steady themselves on your car, 
setting off the alarm. It's just not worth it, es-
pecially with our low crime rate. 
Rule Six: AVOID MARCH MADNESS 
Yes, the high school basketball tournament 
is pretty intense, and people get worked up 
about it. But real March Madness is thinking 
that spring has arrived. The cops call March 
suicide month. March is winter here. Don't kid 
yourself. Of course there will be those lew days 
that come along and tease you with temps in the 
50 or maybe the 60s. But that just means the 
first few flakes of the next snowstorm aren't go-
ing to stick. So hang on, May is coming. Or June. 
Rule Seven: AVOID CANADIANS 
One thing good about our winters is brag-
ging/complaining about them. Thus it is im-
portant to remove Canadians from your co-
hort. For that matter, upstate New Yorkers, 
Minnesotans, other upper Midwesterners, and 
Scandinavians should also be avoided. The 
last thing you want to hear is "Man it was cold 
this winter," from someone who actually had 
it worse. 
Stephen Carnahan is a Pastor at State Street 
Congregational Church in Portland. 
"From Where I Sit" is a regularly appearing column intended to represent the diverse voices and ex-
periences within our community. Submissions are the views of our contributors and do not necessar-
ily represent those ofCBW. If you would like to comment on these thoughts, or have thoughts on any 
ather topic, drop us a line at cbwpub@maine.rr.com or mail it to From Where I Sit, Publisher, CBW, 
11 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101. 
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by Karen Peak 
Puppy Love 
I can't count how many times we've seen Lassie save Timmy or some other child from disaster, but 
what about the flip side? How often do we hear reports of the family pet mauling a young child? 
How many pets are surrendered each year when a new baby arrives? Dogs and kids can be a great 
or a terrible match. Here are some tips to help ensure the best possible relationship between your 
dog and child. 
Socializing and training beginning when the dog or puppy first joins your house is a key el-
ement in how it will handle various situations. 
Puppies should learn to accept people of all ages. 
A trusting bond between dog and owner as well as 
one where the dog is responsive to the owner is 
very important. Even if you do not have or ever 
plan to have children, your dog should be used to 
them. Children can be threatening to dogs. Chil-
dren are at eye level , have higher voices, faster 
motions , often forget to use gentle hands and can 
be unpredictable. Make sure your dog is used to 
various actions around him as well as sounds and 
smells. The more accepting your dog is of new 
things and the more things he is used to, the bet-
ter. 
Children need to learn how to properly behave 
around dogs. Things like pulling ears and tails, run-
ning like crazy, teasing, hitting, cornering the dog 
or tormenting the dog when he is sleeping can lead 
to a nip or worse. Granted, dogs should learn to 
tolerate all body parts being touched, having food 
and toys taken from them and various sounds, but 
even the best trained dog has his limits. Many dog 
bites are not directly the fault of the dog but were 
instigated by a child. Even the best trained dog, if 
hurt or pushed enough, could bite. Dogs have bad 
days and if they are not feeling well, a pulled ear 
that normally would be ignored could this time 
end in a bite. Being with a dog is a privilege for a 
child. If he cannot behave, he cannot play with the 
dog. Always supervise children and dogs when 
they are together. 
Children must learn never to go near any dog-
even if it Is known to the child -without permis-
sion from the owner. A dog running loose can act 
far differently than the same dog on lead with his 
owner. Dogs roaming lose are a threat to safety. 
Any dog that is loose should be reported to an 
adult. The child should never attempt to catch the 
dog. Some animal rescue groups even teach 
classes on safety around dogs. These are great to 
look into, even if you do not have a dog. 
Children should not torment dogs that are con-
fined to the dogs' property; this includes running up 
and down fences getting dogs to chase; poking 
sticks at or tossing things over the fence; barking at 
or otherwise aggravating the dogs. Ideally, dogs 
should not be outside if no responsible person is 
home to intervene should children start to tease 
them. However, many dog owners leave their dogs 
out when no one is home so parents must make 
sure their children are behaved and know rules 
about dogs. A hand dangling over a fence to tease a 
dog is a prime target for a bite. Children must learn 
that dogs are feeling beings. To tease and/or hurt a 
dog can lead to a serious problem. Again, never 
leave dogs and kids unsupervised, no matter how 
trustworthy both are. Remember, dogs are dogs and 
kids are kids. Neither thinks nor rationalizes like 
adults do). 
Now, what if you have a dog and are expecting 
a child? Ideally, you should have begun to get your 
dog set for children long before your pregnancy. 
Socializing with any situation your dog could en-
counter at any time should start from day one. 
Your dog should meet and learn how to behave 
around children of all ages. He should get used to 
having his entire body touched and poked. It is 
not uncommon for children will grab at ears and 
tails and try to peek in mouths. Your dog should 
learn to give up any toys and food if a human puts 
a hand on it. Many children get nipped when they 
go to remove a toy from Rover or go near his food. 
I insist my dogs learn that humans can take food or 
toys from then at any time. A solid basis in obedi-
ence training is a MUST for any dog. This also helps 
you bond with your dog and develop a hierarchy 
in your house. The dog is not the chief! That role 
is for humans. fido is a pack member ranking un-
der humans. 
When you find out you are pregnant, you 
should begin getting your dog set for the new 
changes in the house. Granted, the concept of dog 
training while going through morning sickness is 
not top on the list of most expectant parents, how-
ever, it should be. ff you know you will have to 
change the dog's schedule for eating and walks, 
start to do so long before the baby arrives. This 
way, the dog will not be hit with several big 
changes at once. Begin working on basic com-
mands, especially STAY and OFF. There is nothing 
worse than having a dog jump on you when your 
balance is off due to a growing belly or when hold-
ing a child. I also teach dogs to sit at the top of 
stairs and then go down ahead of me. ! do not want 
them charging behind me and knocking me and/or 
the child over. Should you have complications with 
pregnancy and be confined to bed, do the best you 
can. Your spouse, family members and friends can 
all be of assistance. Hire a dog trainer to help you 
out if need be. 
Get Rover used to the various sounds and 
smells of a child long before yours arrives. Tape 
record the myriad of sounds a child makes and 
play them at different volumes in all rooms of the 
house. ff you have a friend with a toddler, ask if you 
can use the opportunity to get your dog accus-
tomed to the various odors and motions of the 
child. Ask if you can borrow clothes for short pe-
riods. Babies not only sound different, but they 
can really smell neat! 
If possible, set up the nursery a month or so be-
fore the baby is due. This will give your dog time 
to adjust to the new room. The rule in our house 
is if no adult is present, no pets in the room. In 
other words, when the child is napping, all critters 
are out. Baby gates will be your best friends here. 
If your dog jumps over the gates, consider in-
stalling a screen door so you can see and hear the 
child easily but the pets cannot get into the nurs-
ery. I just closed the door and used monitors so I 
could hear if my child woke. Get your dog used to 
doing a down/stay in the room. I allowed my dogs 
in while I nursed or changed my child. The rule 
was the dogs had to stay down quietly for the priv-
ilege of being in the nursery with us. Since I in-
sisted they start doing this before our child was 
born, it was easier to adjust after the birth. I would 
sit in the rocking chair and have the dogs do 
down/stays next to it. Anything you want your dog 
to do after the baby arrives, start teaching before-
hand. Trust me, there will be little time for this af-
ter the birth! 
As the baby grows, use the opportunity to teach 
the child "Gentle Hands." I started showing my son 
how to gently touch the dogs and not to grab as 
soon as I could. Waiting until the child is a toddler 
to try and start teaching Gentle Hands can be too 
late. Babies start to grab, poke and even hit at a 
young age. They need the same gentle love and 
guidance as you used when getting your dog set for 
the new arrival. I found it is far easier to teach a 
child what you expect from the beginning than it is 
to change the rules midstream. At two, my son 
helps me feed the dogs , aids in bathing and is 
learning how to gently brush them. He is a far cry 
from a former neighbor's toddler who would grab 
their dog so hard that the dog would snap. No one 
taught either dog or child proper behavior. This 
was a serious accident waiting to happen. Already, 
they had gotten rid of one dog as opposed to train-
ing the dog and their children. 
With work and luck, your dog and child will 
grow to be a wonderful team, but not all parents 
are so lucky. Should you notice your dog acting 
dominant, snapping at or even biting the child and 
the child has done nothing to provoke it, seek pro-
fessional help. An ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure. Make certain you do all you can 
long before pregnancy to prepare your dog for chil-
dren. ft is far easier than fixing a problem allowed 
to go on too long. Even if you do not have children 
of your own, your dog must be accepting of them. 
Insist that all children around your dog know the 
rules and follow them. f have banned children from 
visiting my dogs since they repeatedly refused to 
follow the rules. Children will be children and for-
get, but rules must be followed or they will not 
have the privilege of visiting my dogs. Safety for 
child and dog is always first priority! 
Dogs and kids can be the best or the worst 
matches. Timmy and Lassie are not reality. How-
ever, there is no reason why your dog and you 
child cannot coexists happily if you are a respon-
sible dog owner and parent. The worst thing for a 
dog is to be banished or ignored when a child is 
born. Many dogs will die in shelters when a new 
baby arrives. With planning and forethought on 
the part of dog owners, this need not happen. 
You can get more advice from Karen Peak of West Wind Dog Training at www. westwinddogtraining.com. 
Experienced cnative cat care pro-
vided in your own home when you 
travel for business or pleasure. 
Your trip will be more enjoyable 
knowing that your family's felines 
are safe and content. 
FMI Call 775-:1157 
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C!C'fJm i democracy By Bonnie W Mason 
Brunswick Retiree Brings Middle East to Mid Coast Maine 
0 sama bin Laden wrote the script and now the United States is playing the 
scene as he wrote it. At least, that's 
how Dr. Ed Knox, former CIA official in the Mid-
dle East, sees it. And it troubles him 
A tall, robust, muscular man, Knox, 62, 
looks more like he should be outdoors chop-
ping firewood, than inside teaching a class on 
the Middle East. 
As Knox points to Iraq on a map, Maine 
would seem a long way from the Middle East 
were it not for the fact that less than a mile 
from this classroom at the Senior College, on 
Bath Road in Brunswick, stands a naval base 
ready to defend our country's freedom. 
Although Knox supported sending troops 
to Afghanistan ("The Tali ban was our enemy. 
We had been attacked and we had to defend 
ourselves."), it is not clear to him why we need 
to go to war with Iraq now. 
"When you have a hammer, like our mili-
tary, every problem can look like a nail," he 
says in reference to our country's dislike of 
Saddam. As former Manager for the Diversity 
Program in the CIA's Science and Technology 
Directorate, he came to see the value of differ-
ing opinions. 
But it would be difficult to see Knox as a 
hotheaded demagogue. Knox presents a quiet, 
calm demeanor as he peers intently through 
his dark gold-rimmed glasses and asks for 
opinions from his students. 
In fact, Knox has encouraged dialogue 
about the Middle East ever since he and his 
wife, Claudia (who is Administrative Manager 
for the Baltic-American Enterprise Fund, a not-
for-profit corporation, created to promote pri-
vate sector development in the Baltic States) 
relocated - in part because of Dr. Knox's re-
tirement- to Brunswick two years ago. 
Students are impressed. "It is so nice to lis-
ten to someone who is so low-key and so mod-
est yet who has firsthand knowledge of the 
people, someone who has actually lived over 
there, who knows their hopes, their dreams, 
their passions," says Bonnie Wheeler, 61, of 
Topsham. 
"Dr. Knox is phenomenal," says Rose Marie 
Mayer, 66, of Brunswick. "It is a real inspiration 
to be learning about the Middle East and the 
people there. They are people just like we are, 
who want to live their lives in peace and seren-
ity. I have read some of the books on the list Dr. 
Knox has given us and the books have really 
opened my eyes." (See reading list to side of 
this article.) 
"Tell me what you think," Knox tells the 
class in his soft-spoken way. Questions flow 
freely. What will happen if we go to war with 
Iraq? Isn't Saddam a terrible man who needs to 
be stopped'! 
Yes , Saddam is brutal. "He talks a bellicose 
game. I cannot think of a word strong enough 
to describe his brutality," say Knox. 
"But," says Knox, "Iraq has not bombed us. 
Iraq is not a strong lslamist state. Bin Laden is 
using the U.S. as a means to an end. He will 
only gain more recruits if we go to war with 
Iraq. It is Bin Laden's goal to bring down the 
36 Casco Bay Weekly 
Saudi state and to break up the alliance of the 
Saudis and the United States."the downfall of 
every nation that tries to become an empire. 
But our nation has had a long history of talk-
ing things out and I would like to see it con-
tinue." 
Knox wants the class to take a look at his-
tory. "If you look at Saddam's speeches over 
the years you can see that his attention has 
faced the East, not West. He is surrounded by 
a number of vigorous states. And a state has 
the right to defend itself even if we disagree 
with its policies. In the past, we supplied Sad-
dam with arms against fran and supplied him 
with chemicals. At the time [when] he gassed 
his own people, we said nothing." 
Knox adds that he is discouraged when he 
reads reports about friends of the present ad-
ministration wanting to become an empire. 
"The idea of an American empire is being 
debated now and has been for two years, with 
the core idea that we already have an empire 
as the world's only superpower and that now 
is the time to make that empire formal. NPR 
aired a discussion on the subject I 0 September 
2001, a date I thought quickly rendered ironic. 
History show the downfall of every nation that 
tries to become an empire. But our nation has 
a long history of talking things out and I would 
like to see that continue." 
If anyone knows history, it is Knox, who 
completed a bachelor's degree in history, a 
master's degree in Middle Eastern Studies from 
Harvard, a doctorate in the history of interna-
tional relations from Michigan State University, 
and postgraduate work in Arabic at the Amer-
ican University in Cairo. He also taught Middle 
East and European History at Boston College 
from 1971-1978. 
Has Knox ever encountered a conflict be-
tween his beliefs and and his past management 
role with the Foreign Broadcast Information 
Service, a CIA office which collects and trans-
mits news to government officials in Washing-
ton and to embassies and military commands 
around the world? 
Not at all, he tells the class. "We are better 
off knowing more about each other. Ignorance 
is dangerous. Intelligence and counter-intelli-
gence are really important to all of us." 
After working with culturally diverse envi-
ronments for fourteen years in The Middle 
East, Africa, Europe and the Far East, Knox has 
become more and more aware of the destruc-
tive nature of war. "I consider myself an inter-
nationalist.Our differences can make us 
stronger. War is so unpredictable. Look at the 
terrible results- including the impact on the 
health of our men- of the Gulf War where lit-
tle or no thought went into the outcome we 
wanted, aside from the narrow goal of the lib-
eration of Kuwait." 
Knox says he wants no harm to come to the 
Israelis, the Palestinians, or anyone else. "It is 
so important for us to talk and try to under-
stand each other. You get a whole lot farther by 
exchanging views and helping each other." 
(Take,for example, the success of the Camp 
David Peace Talks with Jimmy Carter.) 
Ed Knox and his wife Claudia in Egypt. PHOTO COURTESY OF ED KNOX 
Talking and trying to understand are two 
things that Knox learned early. The son of a 
Free Methodist minister, he attended the small, 
church-related Greenville College in Southern 
Illinois where he met and became friends with 
a handful of students from Palestine who en-
joyed discussing world views with each other. 
"We were skeptical of each other's beliefs, 
but accepted each other's good faith and 
earnest goodwill. I came to contrast this civil 
behavior with that of others who abhorred the 
person if they disagreed with the ideas ex-
pressed by that individual." 
Even so, Knox organized and founded the 
Young Republican Club at Greenville College. 
He tells the class with a grin that, as a long-time 
Democrat, this may take some explaining now 
to his nine grandchildren. 
Not a total pacifist, Knox says if you have to 
go to war, go carefully. Look at what kind of shape 
you want to leave a country in. "If you break a 
country, as we did with Afghanistan, you have to 
fix it. We need to think about whether and how 
we can do this, if we do it again." 
Bonnie W Mason has been published in the 
Atlanta Journal Constitution, Atlanta Maga-
zine, Woman 's World, Complete Woman, and 
the Times Record in Brunswick.She reports in 
this article what she saw and heard in discus-
sions with Dr. Knox at the Senior College on 
Bath Road and at the 55 Plus Center on Noble 
Street in Brunswick. 
The Middle East for 
Bibliophiles 
A •ampler by Dr. Ed Kn,ox 
Alhrawl, Hanan. 17118 Sitk of Peoce 
Touchstone Books. 1996. 
(By PalestJnlan Christian leader) 
Brooks, Geraldine. JlliM Pom of Desire: Tile 
Hidden World of hhlmk: Wo'*R 
Anchor Books. 1996. (By American journalist) 
Frl<!dmaa, TOlD. From lklmt ro .kralftlkm 
Anchor Books/Doubleday. 1990. 
(By American jotmlilllst) 
Fernea, Ulzabelh. Gu.~ of .the $/relit: All 
Ethnography of 011 Imql 'VIlltl/18 
Doubleday, 1969. (By American a<;ademic) 
Groaman, David. Yellow Wind 
Picador Press. 2002 (By Israeli playwright, author) 
Houranl, Albert. A History of the Amb People• 
Harvard University Press. 2002. 
(By Arab academic) 
Lewis, Bernard. Emergence of Modern Turkey 
Oxford University Press. 2001. 
(By American Jewish academic) 
Lewis, Bernard. The Arabs In Hl&tory 
Oxford University Press. 2002. 
Mahfouz, Naguib. The Cairo Trilogy 
Alfred A. Knopf, 2001 (By Egyptian writer) 
Morris, Benny. Righteous Victims 
Vintage Books. 2001. (By Israeli academic) 
Ostrovsky, Victor. By Way of Deception 
StMartin's Press. 2002.(By Israeli lormer spy) 
Dr. Knox spent most of his management career with 
the Foreign Broadcast Information Seruice (a CL4 o~ 
fice which collects and transmits news from around 
the world to officials in Washington and embassies 
and military commands around the world). "Private 
citizens, if they can afford the service, can gain ac· 
cess to the world's best news service, " said Knox. Go 
to hllp://wnc.fedworld.govj for more information. 
~values 
As part of CBW's effort to maintain an ongoing dialogue on issues of importance to our community. we present Property Values. Here. 
we'll talk about real estate. land and home issues on a regular basis. If there's a related subject you'd like to address. drop us line. 
Community Land Trusts: An Option for 
Portland? 
What is a Community land Trust? 
A CLT is a democratically controlled non-
profit organization that owns real estate in or-
der to provide benefits to its local community 
- and in particular to make land and housing 
available to residents who cannot otherwise 
afford them. 
In many communities today population 
growth and economic investment are driving 
up real estate prices so that fewer and fewer 
working people can afford to live in the com-
munities where they work. Fewer still can af-
ford to buy homes in those communities. Lim-
ited public funds are available to subsidize 
housing costs for lower income households, 
but the gap between the amount of subsidy 
needed and the amount of subsidy available 
continues to widen as housing costs soar. 
To address this problem, community land 
trusts are being developed in a growing num-
ber of communities - in expanding metro-
politan areas from Cleveland, Ohio to Port-
land, Oregon; in university communities from 
State College, Pennsylvania, to Boulder, Col-
orado; in expensive resort communities from 
the Florida Keys to the San Juan Islands of 
Washington State and in many other commu-
nities as well. These CLTs control housing 
costs by permanently limiting land costs and 
"locking in" subsidies so that they benefit one 
homeowner after another and do not need to 
be repeated each time a home is sold. 
Benefits of Community Land Trusts 
The problems of low-income neighborhoods 
typically revolve around disinvestments and 
absentee ownership. As homeownership de-
clines older buildings are likely to be bought by 
absentee investors who allow the buildings to 
deteriorate while charging high rents. The rent 
paid to these absentee owners leaves the com-
munity. It is not saved by the residents, not 
spent in local stores, not used to improve the 
community. If residents do organize themselves 
to improve their neighborhood, it will be the air 
sentee owners who will reap the benefits of in-
creased property values. 
Through a CLT, however, residents them-
selves can capture the value they create so that 
it benefits their own community rather than ab-
sentee investors. For instance, when residents 
of Boston's Dudley Street neighborhood organ-
ized to rebuild their community, they decided to 
establish a CLT so they would not ever lose con-
trol of what they had worked to build. Their slo-
gan was "Take a Stand, Own the Land." 
Existing Maine Projects 
Bristol Community Building Trust 
Orland Covenant Community Land Trust 
Islesboro Affordable Property 
Bath United Voice Community Land Trust 
Farmington Western Mountain Land Trust 
Source -Institute for Community Economics. 
www.iceclt.org 
Additional info available at 
http:/ jwww.umaine.edu/MCSC!MPR/Vol8Nol/ 
CLThtm 
CBW is interested in sponsoring a forum with 
other interested parties on the feasibility of a 
CLT type program for the Greater Portland area. 
If you are interested in a project of this kind, or 
have any other issues you'd like to see ad· 
dressed in Property Values, please email us at 
cbwpub@maine.rr.com. 
Call for Nominations Announced for Maine's 
Most Endangered Historic Properties 
Maine Preservation announced today that it is seeking nominations from across the state for historic sites and 
structures that would qualify for inclusion on 
the 8th annual list of Maine's Most Endangered 
Historic Properties. Modeled after the Na-
tional Trust for Historic Preservation's" Amer-
ica's 11 Most Endangered" program, Maine 
Preservation established its program in 1996. 
The purpose is to identify significant historic 
properties that are threatened by deteriora-
tion, disuse and demolition in order to raise 
public awareness and create positive rescue 
solutions. 
NEW THIS YEAR: Maine's historic charac-
ter transcends the built environment. The 
landscape is intricately linked with our devel-
opment history. This year the organization is 
seeking nominations of threatened places and 
spaces that include historic resources within 
a threatened environment. 
Since 1996, 50 historic sites and structures, 
as well as three "thematic" categories of barns, 
"Main Street" downtown centers and historic 
neighborhood schools, have been included on 
the list of Maine's Most Endangered Historic 
Properties. Many of these properties have 
been rescued and only two properties have 
been lost to demolition. 
Nominations are submitted by citizens 
statewide each spring and the list is an-
nounced annually each July. In order to help 
raise citizen awareness and demonstrate by 
example, Maine Preservation selects threat-
ened historic structures, sites and places 
worth protecting, restoring or rehabilitation 
with a new, adaptive use. The goal is to keep 
historic buildings vital through preservation 
and active use. The nomination deadline for 
the 2003 list is April 23, 2003. Nomination cri-
teria and a complete listing of Most Endan-
gered Historic Properties are found on Maine 
Preservation's website at www.mainepreser-
vation.org. 
Front Loading Washing Machines Too 
Good to Pass Up 
Just the other day I found myself stum-bling through one of the local big box re-
tail stores marveling at all the wonderful 
stuff there is to buy and trying desperately to 
keep my credit card in its protective sheath 
deep within my wallet. Actually I was there to 
get a vacuum cleaner for a friend who has 
five hairy cats AND is a compulsive clean 
freak. Surely this is one person who deserves 
a worthy vacuum. 
The clothes washing machines are right 
next to the vacuums and I got talking to the 
very nice salesperson about front-loading, hor-
izontal machines. These are the units you see 
in laundry mats with the glass doors that allow 
you to watch, mesmerized, as the clothes tum-
ble through a pool of water.! had a vague sense 
that these machines use a lot less water but 
were too expensive for home use. 
If that was true in the past things have 
changed! To my surprise, front-loaders are 
reasonable priced and use two thirds less 
water, energy and detergent. Clever Mainers 
were buying them during the recent drought 
so they could wash clothes without sucking 
their wells dry. As soon as the salesperson 
started to list the benefits of the horizontal 
design my professional persona snapped to 
attention. You see, I'm an energy engineer 
and if you don't know what that is, (and most 
people don't), it's a professional who looks 
for opportunities to conserve energy and 
save money. Whether in a residential, com-
mercial, or industrial setting, people are 
faced with a plethora of decisions that im-
pact energy consumption. 
In your home you might consider in-
stalling new double or triple gaze windows or 
additional wall insulation in order to lower 
your heating costs. Businesses consider en-
ergy savings measures as well. For example, 
a supermarket is an energy intensive and low 
margin enterprise. Energy expenses are on 
the same order as profits. That means that a 
20% reduction in energy consumption can re-
sult in a 10% increase in profits. A well man-
aged supermarket will constantly look for Oi>' 
portunities to reduce lighting, refrigeration, 
heating and air conditioning expenses. 
For the homeowner or the supermarket 
energy manager, the decision making 
process is the same. Typically, to save en-
ergy, some additional expenditure is re-
quired. Think of this as the "investment". The 
reduced energy expense is the "return on in-
vestment". Framed this way, energy conser-
vation can be compared in monetary terms 
to other investments like stocks or bonds. 
Energy engineers do cost/benefit studies to 
determine if any particular conservation 
measure is a good investment. In industrial 
settings these analysis can be quite complex. 
Choices for homeowners are relatively 
straightforward. 
By Wit Dunlay 
The front-loading verses toP"loading 
washing machine question is a good oppor-
tunity to illustrate how the standard analysis 
proceeds. First , what is the investment? The 
front-loaders start at $650 and range up to 
$!300 for a luxury model. Comparable tOP" 
loaders are $200 to $300 dollars less. The dif-
ference in price becomes the investment. 
Let's call it $250. 
The savings calculations are based on cer-
tain assumptions. These are as follows . A 
three cubic foot toP"Ioader uses 42 gallons of 
water per load. The same size front loader 
uses only 14 gallons . I assumed 400 loads per 
year, just slightly more than one a day. A 
kilowatt hour of electricity costs $0.12, a gal-
lon of heating oil is $1.32. Detergent is $5 per 
gallon and a top loading machine requires 5 
ounces per load. Because the front loaders 
use 2/3 less water they also require 2/3 less 
detergent. On the "warm" setting my wash 
water temperature was 80 degrees so I chose 
this as the average water temperature. I 
called the Portland Water District and they 
told me the water charge is $1.76 per 100 cu-
bic feet, $4.88 for sewer. Other towns will 
have significantly different charges. 
Doing the math shows that the front 
loader washing machine yields considerable 
savings. Every year, the front loader saves 
nearly 11,000 gallons of water. If you have an 
electric hot water heater, you save $97. For 
oil fired hot water the number is $30. Gas or 
propane hot water would yield similar sav-
ings. Water and sewer savings are a whop-
ping $98. Using less detergent saves you $57. 
The total savings if you have electric hot 
water is $251 for a simple payback (invest-
ment divided by savings) of one year! If the 
washer lasts 15 years you'll save a total of 
$3,765 over the lifetime of the machine! If you 
have oil fired hot water the payback drops to 
16 months, still a far better investment than 
anything your broker can provide. 
But front loading technology has even 
more going for it. Have you ever damaged 
clothes because they tangled with the agita-
tor? It won't happen in a front loader because 
there is no agitator and this means there is 
more room for clothes too. And the horizon-
tal tumbling action results in cleaner clothes. 
It's no wonder that Europeans have been 
using front loaders for years. Now there is 
every reason for Americans to follow suit. 
Mainers with dry wells have even more rea-
son to make the switch. If you are interested 
in the specifics of the savings calculations, 
contact me by e-mail and I'll send you the 
spreadsheet. You can modify it to reflect 
costs in your home town. 
William Dunlay can be reached via email at 
wdunlay@go.com. 
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ARIES (March 21-April19}: Of all the acts of intimate connection you should per-
petrate with a wide-open heart in the coming week, I suggest you put one near the 
top of the list. Memorize the following lines, and say them to a soul friend who most 
appreciates extravagant expressions of affection: "I love you more than it's possi-
ble to love anyone. I love you more than love itself. I love you more than you love 
yourself. I love you more than God loves you. I love you more than anyone has ever 
loved anyone in the history of the universe. In fact, I love you more than I love you." 
(P.S. But don't, Aries, under any circumstances, say this: "I love you more than you 
love me.") 
TAURUS (April20-May 20): Some people pigeonhole Taurus as a staid, gentle sign, 
but I know you Bulls are capable of volcanic passion. It's true that your vivid ap-
preciation of life's gorgeous mysteries is sometimes muted by your devotion to 
duty. That's why you should regularly squeeze outbreaks of sheer ardor into your 
schedule- this week, for example. I dare you to create a moment when it will be 
appropriate for you to utter these words: "The air I breathe in a room empty of you 
is unhealthy. The merest whisper of your name awakes in me a shuddering sixth 
sense. I am longing for a kiss that makes time stand still." (rhe preceding testimony 
is a blend of words from Edgar Allan Poe, Pamela Moore, and John Keats.) 
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Memorize the lines below, which were written by George 
Bernard Shaw, and deliver them to the one with whom you'd most like to make beau-
tiful music together. If there is no human you feel moved to address so tenderly, 
speak them to a pet, muse, angel, or yourself. "You are my inspiration and my folly. 
You are my light across the sea, my million nameless joys, and my day's wage. You 
are my divinity, my madness, my selfishness, my transfiguration and purification. 
You are my rapscallionly fellow vagabond, my tempter and star. I want you." 
CANCER (June 21-July 22): It's easier for us Cancerians to love than to be loved. 
We feel more comfortable giving than taking. In fact, we're even susceptible to be-
lieving that we're powerful when we're nurturing others and weak when we're 
being nurtured. Yet the best astrologers agree that until we learn to receive love, 
we can't fulfill our life's mission. In the coming week, I urge you to practice this art 
with all your fierce and vulnerable heart. And then practice and practice and 
practice some more. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do you understand that you can actually listen a person's 
soul into existence? Your receptive interest in the inner life of those you care for 
can awaken their dormant powers. The teacher Richard Moss says, "The greatest 
gift you can give another is the purity of your attention." I bring this up, Leo, be-
cause you're now at the peak of your potential to cultivate more potent listening 
skills. Uncoincidentally, you're also in prime time to ripen your mastery of intimate 
communion. Take philosopher Paul Tillich's advice with you everywhere you go: 
"The first duty of love is to listen." 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): After careful meditation on your current astrological 
omens, I've decided on this assignment: Memorize the following lines, borrowed 
from a poem by Andrew Varnon, and say them to the person whose destiny needs 
to be woven more closely together with yours. "Be my ruckus, my perfect non-se-
quitur. Be my circuit-breaker, my lengthening shadows at dusk, my nest of pine nee-
dles, my second-story window. Be my if-you-stare-long-enough-you'll-see. Be my 
subatomic particle. Be my backbeat, my key of C minor, my surly apostle, my scan-
dalous repartee, my maximum payload. Be my simmering, seething, flickering, ra-
diating, shimmering, and undulating." 
UBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22): "Any thought that is not filled with love seems unholy," 
observed French writer Andre Gide. That's a pretty high standard, I know, but I ad-
vise you to do your best to meet it in the coming week; it's the most practical thing 
you can do to ensure your success. No matter what situation comes up, you'll 
thrive as long as you ask yourself, "How can I bring more love into the mix?" Now 
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please recite these words from Leo Tolstoy as if they were your own: "Love is life. 
All, everything that I understand, I understand only because I love. Everything is, 
everything exists, only because I love." 
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): "One should always be in love," said Oscar Wilde. While 
I heartily agree, I must also note that it's nearly impossible to pull off. To do so, you 
have to acquire a number of difficult skills, the most crucial of which is an 
ability to elude the numbing trance of daily routine. Fortunately for you Scorpios, you 
are best equipped, of all the signs, to sustain the heroic ingenuity necessary to dwell 
permanently in the blessed torment of love. And in the weeks to come, your mastery 
is primed to ripen dramatically. Keep this thought as your warning beacon: "The most 
dire disaster in love is the death of the imagination," said George Meredith. 
SAGITI'ARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Want to achieve righteous attunement with cosmic 
forces? Then cast a love spell on yourself. To assist you, I offer Marge Piercy's poem, 
The Real Hearth. Read it aloud three times and you'll uncoil a surge of sweet magic 
from your mysterious depths. "Let's heat up the night to a boil. Let's cook every drop 
of liquid out of our flesh till we sizzle, not a drop of come left. We are pots on too 
high a flame. Our insides char and flake dark like sinister snow idling down. We 
breathe out smoke. We die out and sleep covers us in ashes. We lie without dream-
ing, empty as clean grates. Yet we wake rebuilt, clattering and hungry as waterfalls 
leaping off, rushing into the day, roaring our bright intentions. It is the old riddle in 
the Yiddish song, what can burn and not burn up, a passion that gives birth to itself 
everyday." 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Of the many devotional and reverent acts you should 
carry out in the coming week, here are a few I hope you make a priority. Ask an imag-
inative soul friend to work together with you in dreaming up fresh new pleasures. 
Brainstorm wildly about how you can feel good in ways you've never imagined be-
fore. Do research on the reports that other pioneers of delight have left behind. Open 
your minds as wide as your hearts as you experiment with the holy art of play. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Of the many brazen and comical acts of love you 
could possibly carry out this week, here's one you should strongly consider. Mem-
orize the following lines, which were lifted from Bridge's and Bella's website at 
www.members.tripod.com/-perfectcouple/, and speak them dramatically to a cute 
rascal- preferably one whose destiny needs to be woven more closely together with 
yours. "I love you more than Madonna loves column inches. I love you more than 
Bill Gates loves loopholes in anti-trust law. I love you more than Jerry Springer loves 
trailer-park residents with bizarre stories and pugilistic attitudes. I love you more 
than Bob Hope loves not being dead. I love you more than Barbara Hershey loves 
collagen. I love you more than Alan Greenspan loves how the economy fluctuates 
whenever he scratches his butt." 
PISCES (Feb. 19-Marcb 20): The first part of this week's meditation comes from Irish 
poet William Butler Yeats: "Love is the crooked thing,/ There is nobody wise enough/ 
To find out all that is in It,/ For be would be thinking of love/ Till the stars had run 
away/ And the shadows eaten the moon." Now here's the second half of your med-
itation, courtesy of me: Though love is the crooked thing and no one's wise to find 
out all that's in it, you're temporarily wise enough to figure out maybe 70 percent of 
it. And that's why you have cosmic permission and poetic license to meditate on the 
arts of love as if you had all the time in the world to do nothing but that. 
Homework: Obeying the advice I'm giving my own 
sign. Cancer. I urge you to send me love letters and 
crafty poems. Write P.O. Box 150628. San Rafael. CA 
94915 or beautyandtruth@freewillastrology.com . 
1-900-226-2190 • $1.99/minute 
or purchase o prepaid Block-of-Time to use on the 900# service 
with credit card: r -877-8 r r -55 r 5 
Female Seeking Male 
ATIENTION WORTHY. CARING. attractive, good-
natured, petite, health professional yearning to share 
journey with kindhearted, honest, outgoing, avail-
able, secure professional, sense of adventure, positive 
outlook, good health and light baggage mandatory. 
Enjoy ocean, cross-country ski, live entertainment, 
snowshoe, please, N/S, 48-60 . .r85008 
LET'S MEET! ARE your nights cold like winter? Let's 
get together like summer. SWF, 43, enjoys walking 
hand in hand, roller;kating, movies, dining out, danc-
ing and car racing. ISO SWM, 33-53 with similar in-
terests, for friendship, LTR. Portland area . .r85011 
RENDEZVOUS WITH ME! Young 50s, 5'4, 140 lbs, 
perky, happy Female, seeks 5'10" +, HIW/P Man, for 
casual stimulating fun, dancing, playing, eating, talk-
ing. Southern Maine . .r85 163 
TIRED OF BEING lonely? Plus-sized SWF, 42, 
brown/hazel. enjoys dining in or out, NASCAR, slow 
dancing, movies, walks on the beach and quiet 
evenings. Desires S/DWM, 40-50, for friendship, LTR. 
Portland area only . .r85007 
Male Seeking Female 
37-YEAR-OLD. VERY NICE, handsome, intelligent, 
athletic and financially secure. Enjoys skiing, golfing, 
sports, fitness and being with friends. Seeks slender, 
sexy, intelligent, fun, 25- to 37-year-old SWF with 
similar interests. For dating, possible LTR . .r85013 
ARTISTIC, FUN, GOOD-LOOKING (sometimes) Man 
looking for a Lady to share my life with, be it an hour, 
a week or a lifetime, preferably 30-38, with good 
sense ofself. tt85158 
ATIRACTIVE. EASYGOING SINGLE dad of one teen, 
5'9", 170 lbs, black/brown, athletic build. Likes travel. 
sports, beaches and life! ISO attractive, petite, femi-
nine Female, 5'4" or under, 30-40, who likes to laugh 
and enjoys life in general. with similar interests. 
.r850022 
BE MY FRIEND. Shy, 39-year-old BM, homebody, 
looking for a Woman who enjoys dining in or out. 
movies, walks on the beach, holding hands and con-
ver;ation. tt85005 
GREAT QUALITY TIME and great benefits. Are you 
absolutely, positively looking for someone? Are you 
40-60, n/s, n/drugs, light drinker? Are you fit. decent, 
honest. loyal. dependable, open, flexible, outgoing, 
communicative and romantic? I'm all of that plus. It's 
your move. tt85003 
HAPPY, FUN WWWM, 50, soh-spoken, 6', 180 lbs, 
light brown hair. blue eyes. N/S, N/D, N/Drugs, very 
active, financially secure, owns small farm. Enjoys 
fishing, gardening. yard sales, flea markets, shop-
ping, going up the mountains. Seeking honest, sin-
cere SWF for LTR . .r85001 
HI. LADIES! DOWN-TO-EARTH, spontaneous, hon-
est, caring, 49-year-old Male, 6', 170 lbs, 
brown/brown, 36" waist, one-Woman Man, certified 
PC tech, well-educated, honorably discharged from 
service in '74, many varied interests. Looking for 
lovely Lady to spend time with. No games. tt85 1 51 
I AM 5'3", 120 lbs, black hair. brown eyes, starting 
a well-trimmed beard, like doing anything, very 
spontaneous and do things on the spur of the mo-
ment. Love long walks, candlelit dinner;. Seeks small, 
petite Lady with similar interests. nBS 153 
Male Seeking Female 
MAGICAL! UNBELIEVABE Man, 40, bighearted, 
family-oriented, sharp, spontaneous, self-employed, 
like sports, tons of TLC. candlelit dinners, fun . Seek-
ing partner, soulmate to share finer things in life. 
You'll be pleasantly surprised! (MA) .r85009 
MALE. 5'11", 180 lbs, short brown hair, blonde 
highlights, clean-cut, Portland area . Looking for Fe-
male, 20·32. Let's meet and hang out. Get back to 
me! n85164 
NEAR WATERFORD. ISO S/DWF who is artistic, hon-
est and chemical free. I live in the woods without 
electricity. 35-year-old DWM who is kind, intelligent, 
with a good dry sense of humor. tt8501 0 
ROSES. CARROT CAKE. SWM, 6'1 ", grayish hair 
and beard, light blue eyes, physically, emotionally 
and spiritually fit, SOH, romanticist. seeking attractive 
SWF, 49-55. who is also seeking a partner and knows 
she deserves love and nothing less . .r85 1 54 
YOUNG-LOOKING, HEALTHY, CLEAN-CUT SWM. 
36, 5'1 1", 170 lbs, friendly, outgoing, open-minded, 
wishes to meet marriage-minded (or not), younger. 
healthy, fit Female companion, 18-25, for LTR. I 
would like to have kids of my own . .r85 15 7 
Alternatives 
Mto M 
43-YEAR-OLD GOING on 23 (spiritually at least any-
way). Looking to meet friends to enjoy outdoors, mu-
sic and ten thousand other things. Looking to hang 
with Guys in their 20s-40s, perhaps meet over a cup 
of coffee and see what brews. n85698 
BRUNSWICK AREA. HUMOROUS. young-looking 
GWM, 52, 5'6", 165 lbs, brown/brown, ISO honest, 
sincere, loving SM, 45-55, N/S, N/D. Call me and let's 
get together. All calls will be returned. tt85 152 
GWM. BOYISH, Southern Maine, 34, 5'7", 1 341bs, 
brown/brown, healthy, weightliher, six-pack abs, 
hardworking, drug-free and healthy, n/s, straight-act-
ing. Looking for same, 35-42, hardworking. rela-
tionship-oriented, healthy, honest, sincere, good-
looking. tt85004 
I'M A 40-YEAR-OLD, masculine Male hoping to 
meet Male, 50+ , who is also mature and comfort-
able with himself. for meeting and possible LTR. 
tt85156 
F to F 
NEW AT THIS. SF, early 30s, N/S. Likes movies, read-
ing. skating, bowling, etc. Seeking SF, N/S, race open . 
21-40, for friendship and possibly more. If this 
sounds good, give me a call. tt85006 
Wild Side 
41-YEAR-OLD MALE LOOKING to find Females, 
males or both who enjoy nudity and sexual adven-
tures. Uninhibited and willing to satisfy. Let's get 
naked and go from there . .r8501 2 
Bl WHITE MALE, 45, 6', 190 lbs, into cross-dress-
ing, seeking other; who are also into cross-dressing. 
tt85161 
BISEXUAL WF. NOT Married, wants to have fun 
with a healthy Couple, 30-40. This is mine and my 
Male mate's fantasy. N/Drugs or cigarettes. One-time 
deal. Must be discreet. tt85 160 
MALE. 42. NUDIST, looking for a Female who is in-
terested in nudism, 20-35, with a Britney Spear; type 
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Schooling has always been an important issue in Maine. CBW is pleased to 
present the final installment in a series on the history of education in our state. 
Part 3: Departmental Organization and Funding 
School Dlsbict Organization 
The national trend toward consolidation of 
small school units into larger and more efficient 
units has had a successful counterpart in 
Maine. Prior to 1947, most of the towns had 
consolidated their elementary schools into 
central schools with a single grade per teacher, 
but many small high schools were still in oper-
ation. It was recognized for years that these 
small schools were extremely expensive and 
inefficient; that they were wasteful of personnel 
when there was a shortage of qualified teach-
ers; and what was worse they offered a very 
limited curriculum. 
In 1947, a very significant law known as the 
Community School District Act was passed, al-
lowing towns to join together to operate a sec-
ondary school. There were no financial incen-
tives or inducements except that two or more 
towns might have a better secondary school if 
they joined together. A few districts were 
formed where it was mutually beneficial for 
towns to join together and these community 
school districts were considered as model 
schools for rural areas. However, due to the 
lack of financial rewards for operation or con-
struction of facilities only six districts were 
formed involving 32 towns. 
The Community School District Act, however, is 
significant in that it was the forerunner of the 
Sinclair Act of 1957 which provided additional 
state assistance when towns joined together. 
This act included all grades kindergarten 
through twelve and Maine was spared the ills or 
overlapping intermediate districts. The Com-
munity School Districts soon converted to the 
new type administrative district. Since 1947 
great progress has been made. The number of 
small high schools has been drastically re-
duced by the formation of 77 administrative 
districts embracing 289 towns. The districts 
educate over two-thirds of all pupils in the state 
and the consensus of opinion is that bettered-
ucation is resulting. 
State Standards and Accreditation of Schools 
Standards for high schools developed slowly. 
In 1909, an act designed lor the improvement of 
free high schools established three classes ol 
approval. Schools which maintained at least 
one approved course of study for four years of 
36 weeks each and expended at least $500 lor 
instruction was to be classified as a B school· 
and a school which maintained at least one a; 
proved course of study lor four years of 30 
weeks each and expended $450 was called a 
Class C school. Recognition of the relationship 
between the curricular offering and level of ex-
penditure is evident for the first time in legal 
terms. In 1915, the commissioner's authority 
was strengthened by an act requiring that the 
course of study prescribed by him be followed. 
It was some years before truly broad-based 
standards for curriculum approval were estab-
lished. As late as 1930, the statutes stated that 
"the ancient or modern languages and music 
shall not be taught except by direction of the 
Superintending School Committee." These bar-
riers were gradually overcome and more flexi-
bility allowed. 
In 1955, a system of state accreditation of sec-
ondary schools was authorized in addition to 
the basic minimum approval which had been 
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required of all schools in order to operate and 
to be eligible to collect tuition and receive state 
subsidy. The new level of classification was op-
tional and its standards were designed to re-
flect a high quality program. The commis-
sioner was assisted in developing standards by 
an advisory committee composed of represen-
tatives of both public and private schools. The 
criteria have been reviewed periodically and 
increased emphasis in recent years has been 
placed on quality of instruction as compared 
with facilities. 
The accreditation program has been credited 
with stimulating many worthwhile improve-
ments in local schools, such as a program to 
meet the needs of pupils with differing abili-
ties, expansion of libraries with an accompa-
nying increase in the use of supplementary 
books and teaching aids, reduction in teaching 
loads, and greater emphasis upon the prepara-
tion of teachers. 
In 1963, the Department reported that the ac-
creditation program had resulted in far-reach-
ing improvements and that probably more had 
been achieved by it than any other single de-
velopment in the past 50 years. In a decade, 59 
out of 125 public secondary schools were ac-
credited. In 1965 plans were initiated to extend 
accreditation to elementary schools. 
The State and Higher Education 
In 1900, the state normal schools and 
Madawaska Training School were under the ju-
risdiction of a Normal School Board of 
Trustees. The state superintendent was the ex-
ecutive officer for the Board and was nominally 
in charge until 1930 when the deputy commis-
sioner was assigned this responsibility. The 
annual appropriations in 1900 was only $31,000 
as compared with approximately $3,800,000 65 
years later. In addition some $5,000,000 was 
made available for capital outlay in 1965. 
In 1949, the Normal School Board was termi-
nated and its duties were assumed by the 
newly created State Board of Education. The 
two-and three-year normal schools gradually 
emerged as state teacher colleges with degree-
granting status and in 1965 became state col-
leges with authority, subject to State Board ap-
proval, to offer five-year programs and grant 
appropriate degrees. 
A State Advisory Commission on Education 
was created in 1964 to make recommendations 
for improved coordination of public higher ed-
ucation. The Commission advocated a merger 
of all public institutions into a University of the 
State of Maine but the original proposal failed 
of passage in the Legislature. A legislative com-
mittee was appointed to continue efforts to ef-
fect coordination which would avoid overlap-
ping and duplication of services by various 
boards and institutions. 
In special session, the I 03rd Legislature ap-
proved formation of a super university to in-
clude the University of Maine at Orono, Port-
land, and Augusta, and the five state colleges. 
A chancellor was selected and the amalgama-
tion was effected with the beginning of the 
school year of 1968-1969. 
Department Organization 
Growth in the number of professional person-
nel and accompanying clerical staff has been 
substantial and accelerated in recent years. In 
1920, the Department consisted of a state su-
perintendent, a deputy, two rural educators, 
and directors of programs lor vocational reha-
bilitation, home economics , industrial educa-
tion, secondary schools and schools in the un-
organized territory. From such a modest be-
ginning has evolved, in 1970, a staff of 180 pro-
fessional and clerical personnel. Positions have 
been added, from time to time, to meet the de-
mand by the schools for services. All Depart-
ment personnel are in the classified service 
with the exception of the commissioner who is 
selected by the State Board of Education. His 
salary is set by statute. The Board has repeat-
edly advocated removing the commissioner's 
salary from the statutes and allowing the Board 
to set the salary, believing that the agency with 
selects the commissioner should have the pre-
rogative to establish the compensation; but the 
Legislature has been reluctant to relinquish its 
authority in that respect. 
The organization of the Department is deter-
mined by the Board, which, on the recommen-
dation of the commissioner, may organize and, 
from time to time, reorganize the Department 
into divisions , branches or sections as may be 
found necessary or desirable in order that it 
may perform all proper functions and render 
maximum service. 
In 1954, the Department had grown to the point 
where a reorganization was necessary and on 
the recommendation of Commissioner Warren 
G. Hill the staff was grouped into six major di-
visions and sub-divisions know as bureaus. 
The organizational pattern conformed quite 
closely to national trends with adaptations to 
Maine's needs. 
Division of School Administrative Services 
This division has the responsibility lor assist-
ing in the organization of towns into school ad-
ministrative districts. District formation was at 
first a responsibility of an agency known as the 
Maine School District Commission and was 
transferred to the Department of Education on 
December 31, 1963. At the same time the di-
rector lor the Commission, Asa A. Gordon, 
transferred to the Department of Education and 
continued in a role of aggressive leadership in 
district reorganization. The success of his ef-
forts is attested by the formation of 77 districts 
comprising over two-thirds of the units In the 
state. This division also includes a Bureau of 
Research which is concerned with automatic 
data processing and compilation of statistics. 
This activity is relatively recent and made pos-
sible by federal funds . It has resulted in more 
reliable statistics, available more quickly and 
accurately than was possible by hand labor. 
Division of Flnance 
This division has been headed in recent years 
by Chester T. Booth, a veteran in department 
service who is knowledgeable and exception-
ally well informed on all of the myriad financial 
operations. The scope of the division's respon-
si bility is indicated by a 1969-1971 biennial 
budget of nearly 100 million dollars involving 
approximately !50 accounts and many sepa-
rate activities within the accounts. 
Division of Field Services 
The primary functions of this division are the 
planning and development of school facilities, 
financing of school construction and the su-
pervision of pupil transportation. In addition it 
administers the distribution of surplus foods 
and surplus properties, and the school nutri-
tion programs. The administrator, Dr. Keith 
Crockett, also serves as the treasurer of the 
Maine School Building Authority which is an 
agency created to assist local units in providing 
school buildings when local borrowing power 
is inadequate to provide minimum facilities. 
This agency has constructed 63 separate proj-
ects in 63 municipalities at a cost of 
$]!,207,823. 
Division of Professional Services 
The Division of Professional Services has two 
related areas of responsibility- higher educa-
tion and the certification and placement of 
teachers. 
The development of certification has been com-
mented on earlier in this report. The size of the 
undertaking, which is directed currently by J. 
Wilfrid Morin, is illustrated by the fact that bi-
ennially some 11,000 credentials are processed 
and approximately 57,000 interviews are held. 
Maine has operated an active teacher place-
ment bureau which has rendered valuable serv-
ice to both teachers and employing officials. 
During the past biennium, 4, 796 teachers and 
principals were assisted in securing positions. 
The operation of the five state colleges, Aroos-
took, Farmington, Fort Kent, Gorham, and 
Washington, was a major assignment until the 
institutions became part of the University of 
Maine in 1967. While the function of the col-
leges was primarily to prepare elementary 
teachers, other areas of concentration included 
art, business, health and physical education, 
home economics, industrial arts, music, and 
special education of the handicapped and men-
tally retarded. 
Division of Instruction 
The Division of Instruction not only has the 
greatest number of staff members, but has the 
greatest responsibility for improvement of the 
instructional programs of the public schools. It 
is organized into four separate bureaus under 
the overall direction of Ray A Cook. 
The Bureau of Elementary Education includes 
consultants in the several subject areas. The 
transfer of supervision of the Indian Reserva-
tion Schools from the Department of Health 
and Welfare, in 1965 added another assignment. 
The Bureau of Secondary Education is respon-
sible for services to secondary schools. It also 
has driver education, educational television 
and newspapers-in-the-classroom programs, as 
well as overall administration of the programs 
of the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act of 1965. 
The Bureau of Guidance and Special Education 
has oversight over guidance services, special ed-
ucation of the physically handicapped and men-
tally retarded, adult education and civil defense. 
The Bureau of Vocational Education is respon-
sible for directing the operation of five post-
secondary vocational-technical institutes, 
three practical nursing schools and adminis-
tration and supervision of programs in agricul-
ture, business and distributive education, trade 
and industrial education, fire service training, 
home economics, and manpower development 
and training. 
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation 
The Division of Vocational Rehabilitation which 
has been in operation since 1923 was a part of 
the State Department of Education until its 
transfer to the Department of Health and Wel-
fare in 1969. It has assisted many handicapped 
persons to become self supporting. The growth 
of its staff has been gradual from one person in 
1923 to 39 in 1965. 
The State Department and Federal Aids to 
Education 
The first example of federal educational assis-
tance affecting Maine antedates the national 
constitution and is found in the Northwest Or-
dinance of l 785, and under the Articles of Con-
federation which declared "Schools and the 
means of education shall forever be encour-
aged" and specified that land should be re-
served for the schools and other purposes. 
The origin of the school lots, still existing in 
many Maine towns, dates back to 1788 when 
the Legislature of Massachusetts enacted a law 
providing that in the distribution of all towns, 
thereafter, lour lots, of 320 acres each, should 
be reserved for certain purposes. The first was 
for the first settled minister and was known as 
the "minister lot." The second was for the use 
of the ministry and was known as the "ministe-
rial lot." The third was lor the support of com-
mon schools and became known as the "school 
lot," while the fourth was reserved for the fu-
ture disposition of the state and was called the 
"state lot. n 
The articles of separation from Massachusetts 
in 1820 provided that Maine should carry out 
all the regulations regarding the sale and set-
tlement of wild lands embraced in the original 
plan, unless the consent of the state was ob-
tained for any change in policy. For several 
years after Maine became a state, these lots 
were reserved in accordance with the plan 
adopted in 1788. In 1832, Maine changed the 
law providing for the disposition of these lots. 
By the new law, the minister's claim was ig-
nored and all the land up to the 1,000 acres was 
reserved for the support of common schools. 
The fund created by the sale of grass and tim-
ber from these lots, together with the money re-
ceived for the land itself, was to be a permanent 
fund for the benefit of schools. 
In several towns of the state, the lund Is still in-
tact and interest is added each year to the 
funds derived from other sources lor the sup-
port of schools. Among the largest funds now 
existing are those of Bancroft of $12,897, Eustis 
of $40,464, Wade of $52,544 and Westmanland 
Plantation of $20,728. These funds may not 
seem large in today's fiscal transactions, but 
the units are small and the income does repre-
sent a significant source of revenue. 
The next impact of federal aid upon Maine ed-
ucation came with the passage of the Smith-
Hughes Vocational Act of 1917. A state plan lor 
extending vocational education was developed 
and thereafter a director of vocational educa-
tion and supervisors of agriculture, industrial 
arts and home economics were employed. The 
state superintendent served as chairman of a 
State Board of Vocational Education which was 
required under the act. This Board was later su-
perseded by the State Board of Education when 
it was created in 1949. Further funds were pro-
vided and programs extended under the 
George-Barden Act of 1946 and the Vocational 
Education Act of 1963. The grants of federal 
funds stimulated local efforts and led to the ac-
ceptance and establishment of courses in vo-
cational education in many high schools. 
Prior to the passage of the National Defense 
Education Act, Public Law 874, providing aid 
to federally-impacted areas, was by far the 
largest federal aid program affecting 79 sepa-
rate units and amounting to approximately 
three million dollars annually. The largest re-
cipients were Limestone, Bangor, Presque Isle, 
Brunswick and Kittery. 
The National Defense Education Act of 1957 
brought much needed funds to strengthen the 
Department's supervisory staff and provided 
for the purchase of equipment by local schools. 
The Department had recognized the need for 
subject matter supervisors lor years, but ex-
cept in vocational education which was feder-
ally assisted, had not been able to convince the 
Legislature of the necessity. This act made it 
possible to employ state supervisors in sci-
ence, mathematics, foreign languages, social 
studies and reading and to add a second per-
son in guidance. 
Under Title VII, the Maine Department of Edu-
cation had a substantial grant for a research 
program entitled "The Identification and Eval-
uation of an Economical and Practical Method 
of Providing Intellectual Stimulation to Gifted 
Pupils in Small Secondary Schools Through a 
Televised Instruction Program." 
The statistical services of the Department were 
improved and extended under Title X. Proce-
dures for the collection of information and 
methods of reporting were revised in keeping 
with federal handbooks and Maine data were 
made more reliable and consistent with prac-
tices followed elsewhere. 
ESEA of 1965 
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
of 1965 has had the greatest impact on education 
in Maine of any federally funded program. Title I 
projects amounting to approximately $4,000,000 
provided funds for the employment of teacher 
aides to work with classroom teachers, remedial 
programs in the basic skill subjects, extension of 
the school day, evening programs of supervised 
study and individual help, classes for the men-
tally retarded, and speech therapy. The pro-
grams were designed to assist the underprivi-
leged and all the funds were utilized. 
Title II funds of the same act made it possible 
to purchase much needed library books and 
materials. The State has served as the agency 
for the distribution of books and other material 
to religious and other independent schools. Un-
der the State plan the books are purchased by 
the State and loaned to the private schools. 
This plan was approved by the attorney-gen-
eral on the basis that the funds were federal 
funds and that federal law allows participation 
by non-public schools. The program closed 
temporarily when federal subsidy was no 
longer provided, but the effect on school li-
braries continues to be felt. 
Under Title Ill, Maine was commended for sub-
mitting more worthwhile projects than most of 
the other states. The scope of these projects has 
been broad, covering such proposals as Music in 
Maine which has brought expert instructional 
techniques and devices to the schools of one 
area. Others with well-<:hosen names to indicate 
their purpose were The Space Age Curriculum, 
a Marine Program; a Demonstration Teaching 
Center lor Slow Learners; Operation Lighthouse 
and Treasure Hunt. 
Title V of the same act, which was designed to 
strengthen state departments of education, has 
been used to supplement state efforts where 
gaps in needed services existed. The first em-
phasis was placed on in-service training of staff 
members, with the conviction that department 
personnel who are to advise and give leader-
ship to school officials should be exposed to 
the newest educational theories and should be 
equal or superior in formal preparation to 
those they serve, and thereby command re-
spect. Other Department projects have in-
cluded the employment of a coordinator of Fed-
eral Assistance Programs, a coordinator of 
teacher education and state supervisors for 
fine arts. 
While the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act projects and activities are in their in-
fancy, it is evident that Maine teachers, super-
intendents and school boards are not opposed 
to innovation and creative activities but are ac-
tively engaging in experimentation. 
The State has had a high degree of utilization of 
federal funds In other areas. The Higher Edu-
cation Facilities Act, which has distributed sev-
eral millions of dollars to colleges and the state 
university, has been administered by the State 
Board of Education acting as the Higher Edu-
cation Facilities Commission. The Vocational 
Act of 1963 has stimulated vocational courses 
in secondary schools and been used in expan-
sion of post-secondary vocational-technical in-
stitutes. The Manpower Development and 
Training Act, jointly operated with the Em-
ployment Security Commission, has made 
training and retraining possible for members 
of the labor Ioree. Others under which sub-
stantial grants have been received and distrib-
uted include head start, rehabilitation, surplus 
foods and commodities, school lunch, special 
milk and civil defense. 
The State Department and Advisory 
Committees 
The Department of Education has moved from 
a one-man role to making increased use of ad-
visory committees composed of lay and pro-
fessional personnel. The philosophy which has 
governed these activities was expressed in 
1938 by Commissioner Packard in these words 
"I have a conviction that a better type of edu-
cational opportunity for our youth depends, in 
large measure, on informed public opinion. Any 
far-sighted school official should lay his plans 
with the cooperation of teachers, school com-
mittees, influential citizens, and friends of edu-
cation In the state." 
The use of advisory committees appears to 
have begun with vocational education in 1917 
and has been used with excellent results In 
other fields. The advisory committee on certi-
fication standards created by the State Board of 
Education correlated the thinking of profes-
sional and lay persons on this most trouble-
some subject and provided a basis for changes 
in regulations. 
A Governor's Advisory Committee on Educa-
tion consisting of near 100 members was influ-
entiat in developing and supporting sound and 
progressive educational measures for a number 
of years. An Educational Conference Board with 
representation from numerous organizations 
having an interest in youth devoted much time 
and study to educational matters and spoke lor 
the combined membership of the organization 
at legislative hearings. Other advisory commit-
tees have been formed as need has arisen and 
their assistance has been considered beneficial . 
Conclusion 
The role of the Maine Department of Education 
has been one of constant effort to provide lead-
ership and service. Progress and change have 
not been spectacular, but the slow and steady 
pace has been due more to the lack of eco-
nomic resources than any lack of desire. Two 
world wars with accompanying shortages of 
teachers and other personnel, and a major de-
pression had retarding effects, but education as 
measured by the opportunities offered to stu-
dents has emerged In a stronger position than 
at any other time during the period covered. 
The leaders and legislative powers in Maine 
have not rushed to embrace every new idea 
proposed. Perhaps for this reason there are lew 
instances were a program once begun has 
failed or been discontinued. The Department of 
Education has given top priority at all times to 
assisting local school officials and citizens and 
to providing the leadership and coordination 
needed to develop and implement statewide 
plans to attain desirable educational goals. The 
growth of staff and expansion of services in re-
cent years has added to its influence. 
A review of the Maine State Department of Edu-
cation in 1967, arranged by the United States Of-
fice of Education at the request of Commissioner 
William T. Logan, Jr., and made by an eminent 
group of nationally-prominent educators sup-
plemented by local legislators and citizens, de-
scribes the Department as one which "has 
grown from a small, service-oriented agency to 
one providing educational leadership. The De-
partment has attained a higher level of service 
and leadership, while remaining sensitive to the 
principle that the ultimate responsibility for ed-
ucation resides with the citizens of the state in 
the local communities." It commended the De-
partment's strategy and philosophy in dealing 
with local educational agencies and in particular 
the efforts to facilitate school district reorgani-
zation which were characterized by excellent 
leadership techniques. It found this leadership 
reflected in the professional attitude of teaching 
and administrative personnel in local schools 
throughout the State. It found that the Depart-
ment had exercised a goodly degree of flexibility 
in beginning new programs with federal funds 
without disrupting its services to local agencies. 
Among deficiencies, the reviewers found that 
the salary schedule for staff members was un-
satisfactory but commended the program of aJ.. 
lowing leave lor advance study. It considered 
that additional space was the most pressing re-
quirement and felt that efficiency was being 
threatened by crowded conditions. It also rec-
ommended additional staff in the office of pub-
lic relations to provide better communication 
between the Department and the general public. 
Despite the deficiencies in the salary schedule 
and lack of space, it concluded that the De-
partment was functioning "efficiently in mount-
ing the constantly increasing dimensions of an 
educational program lor the state. n 
Source: Maine Department of Education 
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~ qualit"ti me A big part of the way life should be is sharing time with others. Kids discussing what's up at school with their parents, coworkers sharing a joke, chatting with a stranger in the checkout line- that's building community, one moment at a time. 
Towards that end, we're devoting two pages every issue to humor and puzzlers for all ages. We hope you'll share them 
with whoever's sitting across from you as you read this -whether it's your son or daughter or the guy at the bus stop. 
With the kids out of school, you're probably looking for things to do to make the most out of their time off. 
Here are some highlights of the many kid-friendly programs and events happening over the next week or so: 
Portland Museum of Art 
7 Congress Square, Portland, 775-6148 
Boredom Busters Vacation Week Family Activities 1pm-4pm daily. Free with 
Museum admission! Join the art and fun at PMA's Boredom Buster afternoons! 
Each day has a theme to inspire everyone to look at art in the galleries and 
make their own art. Children must be accompanied by an adult. 
Tuesday, 2/18: "Color Day"- Look in the galleries to see how artists use 
color. Learn how to mix colors, what a color wheel is, and other cool 
things about color. Try out different colors while creating your own tem-
pera painting. 
Wednesday, 2/19:"Clay Day" -Explore the galleries to find pieces of sculp-
ture. Learn about making art in three dimensions: what is form, what dif-
ferent kinds of sculpture are there? Get hands-on practice making your 
own clay sculpture. 
Thursday, 2/20 "Water Day" -Search the galleries for seascapes, or for ob-
jects that hold water, or animials that live in water. After looking at some 
art, immerse yourself in the wet and wild world of painting your own wa-
tercolor. 
Friday, 2/21 "Paper Day" -Ponder works of art on paper in the galleries. 
Find out how paper is made and used, look at different kinds of paper. 
Have fun with paper and create your own fabulous paper pop-ups. 
Children's Museum of Maine 
142 Free Street Portland, 207-828-1234 
There's always lots to do at the Children's Museum of Maine! 
Come join in the fun! 
Feb. IS-
Puppet Playhouse • 12:00 & 12:30pm 
Animal Welfare Society Visit • 1:00pm 
Feb. 16-
Art Adventures • 2:30- 3:30pm 
Center for Cultural Exchange Presents Family Matinees and 
The February Vacation Fiesta! 
Winter vacation is just around the corner, and families can come in from the 
snow at the Center for Cultural Exchange for our new February Fiesta, Thurs-
day, Feb. 20th at 2pm. Latino dance heroes Alex Alvear and Manguito will lead 
families through the music of the Caribbean and Latin America -salsa, rumba, 
meringue, cumbia and more. 
In addition to the February Fiesta, family events include the St. Patrick's An-
nual Irish Community Ceili, on Sunday, March 16th, a Galway-style dance party 
featuring Kevin McElroy and Fiddle Box, and the Cambodian New Year's Festi-
val on Sunday, April 13th featuring master dancer Chan Moly Sam and the 
Samaki Ensemble. All family matinees begin at lpm. 
Tickets; $3-10, available in advance at the door or at the CafeCulture Box, 
761.1545, or at any Bull Moose Music. 
Other Events 
School Break Express-
Why not pay a visit to Portland's very own train museum featuring collection 
of historic equipment and locomotives; half-hour train rides available hourly 
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Maine Narrow Gauge Railroad Co., Portland, $3/child to 
$5/adult, 828-0814. 
Games Day-
13th annual day of international game-playing and dancing for ages six and up; 
space limited, call to register, Wednesday, February 19, 10 a.m.-noon at Univer-
sity of Maine, Hudson Museum, Orono, ME, $3, 581-1901. 
: Feb. 17-
Member's Monday • 9:00- IO:OOam 
Museum Open for school vacation • IO:OOam- 5:00pm 
Winter Wilderness Camp Begins 
lee Sculpture • I O:OOam- 5:00pm 
Feb 18-
Winter Wilderness Camp 
Fairy Day! • 12:30- 3:00pm 
Feb. 19-
Winter Wilderness Camp 
Sparks Ark- Animal Friends • 1:00 -2:00pm 
Big Messy Art • 2:00 - 4:00pm 
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Funny 
bone 
jokes & Riddles 
Why eat's Meow 
There is no snooze button on a cat who wants breakfast. 
Thousands of years ago, cats were worshipped as gods. 
Cats have never forgotten this. 
Cats are smarter than dogs. You can't get eight cats to pull a sled through snow. 
In a eat's eye, all things belong to cats. 
As every cat owner knows, nobody owns a cat. 
Dogs come when they're called; cats take a message and get back to you later. 
People who hate cats, will come back as mice in their next life. 
Pirate Whoops? 
A pirate walked into a bar and the bartender said, "Hey, I haven't seen you in a 
while. What happened, you look terrible!" 
"What do you mean? I'm fine." 
"What about that wooden leg? You didn't have that before." 
"Well," said the pirate, "we were in a battle at sea and a cannon ball hit my leg, 
but the Doc fixed me up, and I'm fine, really." 
"Oh yeah? Well, what about that hook? The last time I saw you, you had both 
hands." 
"Well we were in another battle and we boarded the enemy ship. I was in a 
sword fight and my hand was cut off, but the Doc fixed me up with the hook, and 
I feel great, really." 
"Oh," said the bartender, "what about that eye patch? The last time you were in 
here you had both eyes." 
"One day when we were at sea some birds were flying over the ship. I looked up 
and one of them pooped in my eye." 
"You're kidding," said the bartender, "You couldn't have lost an eye just from 
some bird poop!" 
"Nah, it was my first day with the hook." 
Ouch. that smarts!! 
A bank robber got a nasty surprise when a dye pack designed to mark stolen 
money exploded in his Fruit-of-the-Looms. The robber apparently stuffed the 
Loot down the front of his pants as he was running out the door. "He was seen 
hopping and jumping around with an explosion taking place inside his pants," 
said police. Then, they took his charred trousers into custody. 
Give a person a fish and you feed them for a day; teach that person to use the Inter-
net and they won't bother you for weeks. 
-Willie Weiss 
qualityti me 
By Ben Allen 
Ihave decided to write about a movie: Kangaroo Jack. I saw it Last week, and it 
was pretty good. The story is this: Louis 
is a sort of gangster who keeps on failing at 
jobs that his boss gives him, so his boss is-
n't very happy. His boss, as it happens, is 
his best friend's dad, Sal. His best friend's 
name is Charlie. He helps out Louis on 
every job, which may not be a good thing. 
His dad thinks that his son is the biggest 
loser in the world. 
Sal decides to give Charlie and Louis 
one more chance for redemption. He tells 
them to deliver a package to Mr. Smith. He 
also tells them not to open it. Later, they do 
anyway. Inside is $50,000!!! They are sup-
posed to deliver it to Australia. Goodbye 
Brookfyn, Goodday Sydney! Once they get 
to the outback, they accidentally hit a kan-
garoo with their car. Louis says he looks 
like Jackie Legs from Brooklyn. So he puts 
his lucky jacket, containing the 50 Grand, 
on Jackie Legs and takes a few pictures. At 
this point, Jack wakes up and hops away, 
wearing the most expensive jacket in Aus-
tralia. Thus begins the wild chase! 
This movie is rated PG, but I think that 
if you have a kid 7 or under, It might be 
money better spent on something else. 
This movie is okay, but there are some 
things that you might not want your kid to 
see - or that your kid might not want to 
see! All in all, I give Kangaroo Jack 3 out of 
5 stars. Nice. 
Kangaroo Jack and Anthony Anderson 
JERK CHICKEN ~~ FISH & CHIPS ~-- FAST ABDULLAHS -~- PIZZA ~t SHAKES ·~" BURGERS & FRIES 
40 Washington Avenue 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 772-0360 
Evening Delivery Tuesda':J throuqh Saturda':J 
to Portland and Fahnouth Foreside 
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AUTOMOTIVE AM - II PM, Monday- Saturday. guaranteed. Calll(630) 306-4700 
GAS TANKS 1-800-339-2817, extension #388. (24 hours) 
New Gas Tanks at Wholesale 
Prices. $99.00 for most GM, FORD, BUILD YOUR NEW HOME WITH ANNOUNCEMENT 
& CHRYSLER. $119.00 for most im- NO MONEY DOWN Hiring 2003/Postal Positions. Fed-
ports. Buy Direct from the Distrib- Our unique sweat-equity program era! Hire $28.50/hr. Full 
utor. Call us Toll Free Mon - Fri. 9 - SAVES thousands$$ 100% Finane- benefits/Paid Training and Vaca-
5 at 1-800-561-8265. ing on land, materials, labor & lions. No experience necessary. 1-
closing costs. NO DOWN PAYMENT 866-844-4915 Ext. 304. 
RADIATORS While you Build. For motivated 
GAS TANKS, & SENDING UNITS. families with incomes over ACCEPTING CALL 
99% chance you will have your $50,000. Call Today!! 1-800-779- 7 DAYS, Postal positions. Entry 
part tomorrow. Wholesale prices, 7790, ext. 103. www.IHEonline.com Level I Paid Training I Green Card 
major brands. No sales tax. OK. 800-878-5485. Announcement 
1-800-827-4323 or 1-603-358-3036. TURNKEY HOME-BASED BUSI- #105NEFR 
Radiator Express Inc. NESS 
Experiencing explosive growth. FULLER BRUSH DIRECT SALES 
REAL ESTATE Call or visit 888-233-5294/ DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED 
HOUSES FOR RENT www.MyStreamingCashFiow.com. Start your own home based busi-
STOP RENTING!!! $0 Down Homes! Order your personal FREE informa- ness. Work own hours . NO INVEST-
No Credit OK! tional booklet. MENT. Limited Time. Call 1-800-
1-800-501-1777. ext/ 2794. 477-3855, then 1-800-683-2002. 
$$JOB SECURITY IS GONE$$ 
HOMES FOR SALE Financial Security is available. Free WARNING 
$0 DOWN HOMES - Government & Booklet. Full training, Home-based Unemployment running out? Earn 
bank foreclosures! HUD, VA, FHA. business. www.123dreamnow.com $$$ at Home Now! Not a job, your 
Low or no down! No credit OK! 888-658-5170. own business. Free information 
For listings 8()().501-1777 x 2798. booklet. www.cmehomefree.com 
$2.500.00+ Weekly Income!! 888-224-8404 
LAND FOR SALE Now Hiring Envelope Stuffers. 10 
ARIZONA LAND LIQUIDATION. Year Nationwide Co. Needs You! BE YOUR OWN BOSS •.• 
Near Tucson. Football field sized Easy work from home. Free Control hours. Excellent income & 
lots. $0 Down/ $0 Interest/ postage, supplies provided. Writ- training. Free information. EJD-
$99/month ($9995 total). Free in- ten Guarantee!! Free Information. Home Business.com/888-673-3197. 
formation. Money back guarantee! Call Now! 1-800-242-0363, ext 1404. 
1-800-682-6103 Op #16. NOW HIRING: 
No salesperson will call. EARN $1000 • $3000 WEEKLY Companies desperately need em-
Processing mail at home! Weekly ployees to assemble products at 
HOMES FOR SALE paychecks! No experience needed! home. No selling. Any hours. $500 
6 REPOSSESSED LOG HOMES!! Free supplies/postage! Visit web- weekly potential. Info. 1-985-646-
Must Sell! Easy pre-numbered con- site to get started immediately. 1700, Dept. ME 5204. 
struction. Your land/ foundation, www.EnvelopeMailing.com 
floorplan . Hand selected logs. Su- EARN INCOME FROM HOME 
perior quality/warranty. Details, DEBT CONSOLIDATION Your own business! Mail order/In· 
Toll Free 1-800-471-1811. $2000- $200,000. No application ternet. Full training & support. 
Mill Direct. $SAVE THOUSANDS$ fees . Eliminate high interest. Save Free information. www.drearnli!e-
$$$$.Non Profit. Call NOW!!! 1-888- plus.com. 888-273-1957. 
HOMES FOR SALE GOT DEBT ( 468-3328), ext. 506. 
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES. $0 or www.debtermined.com COMPUTER/INTERNET USERS 
low down! HUD, VA, FHA. OK Wanted to work online. Training 
credit! For listings, 800-501-1777, IDEAL GIFTS provided. Bonuses, Free vacations. 
ext. 7114. by Friendly Toys & Gifts www.moneywave2success.com to 
Sensational Spring Catalog and Dis- learn more. 
VACATION RENTAL count Sale Catalog are out! Free 
RENTAL catalogs, hostess and advisor in- WORK IN YOUR PJs 
Ocean Front, Small and Large Cot- formation available. 1-800-488-4875 Distributing Merchandise on eBay. 
tages: weekly rentals. Motel: www.friendlyhome.com No experience required. Call Toll 
daily/weekly rentals. Decks, AC, Free for More Info. 800-568-1636 
Cable TV, Kitchenettes, Free Park- EMPLOYMENT ext. 6000. 
ing. Sea Castle Village $1000 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
603-926-3670. Mailing brochures from home! TOO MANY BILLS? 
Easy! Free Supplies! Genuine op- Consolidate Credit Cards! No up 
BUSINESS/FINANCIAL portunity. 1-800-749-5782 (24 hrs.) front FEE! Stop harassment! One 
FREE GRANTS low monthly payment. Cut interest! 
Never repay. Acceptance guaran- $550.00 WEEKLY SALARY NOT A LOAN. 1-877-866-6269, ext 
teed. Government and private Mailing our Sales Brochures from #47. FREE!! www.IHaveTooMany-
sources. $500.00- $$500,000.00. Ed- home. No experience necessary. Bills.com Since 1991!! 
ucation, Home Repairs, Home Pur- FT/PT. Genuine opportunity. Afl 
chase, Business. Live operators 8 supplies provided. Paychecks 
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GOVT JOBS 
Wildlife and Postal $48,000+ a year. 
Paid training, full benefits, no expe-
rience necessary. For application 
and exam information call 1-888-
778-4266 X 780 
PHONE PEOPLE 
Needed NOW for 24-hour Chat 
Line. Make up to $1,000/week 
working flexible hours. Call now 1-
800-557-0560, M-F; 9 am- 7 pm, Sat. 
11 am - 4 pm (EST) 
HELP WANTED: AVON 
Entrepreneur wanted. Must be will-
ing to work whenever you want, be 
your own boss, and enjoy unlim-




Custom Printed. $4.50 heavy-
weight. "Fruit of the Loom", Hats, 
$2. 75, Mugs & more. Free Catalog. 
1-800-242-2374. Berg Enterprises. 
40. 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
3 CANCELLED ORDERS!! Quonset 
Arch Steel Buildings! One is 
(40x60) New, never erected. MUST 
SELL. Super heavy steel. Selling for 
balance. 1-800-825-5059. 
NEED A COMPUTER BUT NO 
CASH? 
You're APPROVED! Financing 
GUARANTEED! No Cash Needed 
Today! Bad Credit OKAY! No Credit 
Check- Affordable Payments! 1-
877-488-1954. WWW.PC4SURE.COM 
FREE 2-ROOM DIRECTV SYS-
TEM INCLUDING INSTALLA-
TION! 
3 months free HBO/Cinemax. Ac-
cess 225+ channels. Digital-quality 
picture/sound. Packages from 




Boat covers, clear vinyl windows, 
truck covers, zippers, snaps, vel-
cro replaced. Flags available. Boat 
cushions/seats re-done. Call for 
pricing (800) 4 79-2951. 
DO YOU LOVE BEING PREG-
NANT? 
Want to help a couple become par-
ents? You may be able to carry a 
couple's biological child! For infor-
mation 781-861-8051. 
STOP CLIPPING COUPONS 
Order your national name brand 
groceries coupons of your choice. 
For free recorded information call 
1-800-404-1475, ext. 787854/ 24 
hours. 
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES & 
SAVE 
Cartridges from $45.00, including 
pickup and delivery. Guaranteed. 
Discounted toner for copiers avail-
able. We buy empties. (800) 676-
0749, www.nationaltoner.com 
CIGARETTES TAX-FREE 
Shipped To Your Door. VJ SMOKES. 
Value cartons start at $11.00. Toll 
free 1-866-298-1019, 18 and over. 
www.V JSMOKES.com 
HEALTH 
DIET PILLS AND VIAGRA. ETC. 
FDA approved pharmaceuticals, 
Phentermine, Didrex, Adipex, Xeni-
cal. Without previous prescription, 




Lowest Price Refills Guaranteed. 
$3.60 per pill. Not Mexican or 
Canadian. All other prescriptions 
filled . 1-866-887-7283. PRESCRJP-
TIONBUYERS 
GROUP.x 
TIRED OF BROKEN PROMISES? 
Have your own personal coach for 
weight loss/gain, energy, health & 
vitality. Call 888-709-9162 (24 hrs.) 
GET PAID TO LOSE WEIGHT 
23 years in business helping over 
36 million worldwide. Personal 
counseling. Safe, natural, Dr. rec-
ommended. Call toll-free 
1-888-542-2018. 
PETS 
MAINE COON KITTENS 
Specializing in POLYDACTYLS. 
Spayed, neutered, shots and 
wormed. Health guaranteed, box 
trained. Pet quality only. Starting 
at $450. Oxford Maine 2 
07-539-4205, 
www.fourpawsmaincoons.com 
To place a Classified Ad 
Call 775·6601 
or toll free 
(800) 286·6601 
fax 775·1615 
Visa • MasterCard Accepted 
Contests casco bay weekly 
greater portland's ;ournal of news, arts & happenings 
~------------------------------~-
2.13.03 PHOTO CONTEST WINNER: 
ELAINE CARVER 
Elaine lives in Portland. PHOTO: Timmy and Taylor Smith. 
If you love to take pictures, send them along with your name, address, telephone 
number and a simple letter authorizing CBW to publish your submission. Each 
week, our staff will pick their favorite and we will publish it in our paper with 
your name attached as the shutterbug! You'll also receive a prize for your efforts. 
Send your submission to Roseann Mango-Morgenson, Director of Operations, 
Casco Bay Weekly; 11 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME 04101 (please include a SASE 
if you want your photos returned) or email Roseann at cbw@maine. rr.com. 
2.13.03 WRITING CONTEST WINNER 
LARRY WELCHER 
T he glacially covered streets shine from the streetlights overhead. The cold is a serious ten 
degrees. Snow banks harden into immoveable 
objects. The winter air gives everyone passing you the 
hunched-shoulder walk, red cheeks; eyes cast down on 
the rumpled brick sidewalks, glazed with ice. Store win-
dows display stiff manikins in dull winter garb. Restau-
rant windows are steamed halfway up with customers 
idly playing with coffee cups, seeming in no hurry to 
rush off to face the cold. Cars, passing in a cloud, seem 
to run on steam rather than fuel. Empty storefronts are 
dark, dirty glass splattered with salt spray. 
The benches in Tommy's Park are covered with old, 
crusty snow. The grass is buried, walkways invisible, 
trees stiff and lonely. The benches seem small, no one 
sitting on them or hanging out. Darkness covers nearby 
buildings; there is no joy in the air. Survival is the mood. 
Oh, please, let my car start. One could die if one had a 
flat tire on some lonely road. It's going down below zero 
tonight, again! It's that kind of air that hurts to breather, 
burns the nostrils, soaks through your clothes, frightens 
you. The word "home" takes on a new meaning in win-
ter. I must get home; warmth is all I want-to feed the 
woodstove, feel the radiators. Is there hot water? Have 
the pipes frozen? Oh my bed-it will warm me one more 
night. When will it end, this cold Maine winter? 
If you love writing, simply send your article, story, poem or whatever along 
with your name, address, telephone number and a simple letter authorizing 
CBW to publish your submission. Each week, our staff will pick their favorite 
and we will publish it in our paper with your name attached as the author! 
You'll also receive a prize for your efforts. Send your submission to Roseann 
Mango-Morgenson, Director of Operations, Casco Bay Weekly; 11 Forest Ave., 
Portland. ME 04101 or email Roseann at cbw@maine.rr.com. 
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A Danny Kennedy 
and Cliff McGraham. 
A Micheal Sylvia keeps busy arranging and delivering flowers. 
Sawyer f:t Company carry a wide variety of flowers and gifts. A 
46 Casco Bay Weekly 
5.25%5.97% 
Rates are subject to daily change without nonce. 180 payments of $8. 1011,000 loan 
Equal Housing Lender (APR calc: 20% down-FNMA guidelines apply) 
OTHER PROGRAMS (Slightly Higher Rates) 
• Programs for Borrowers with Problem Credit • Call for FREE Credit Report 
• No Points and No Closing Costs Programs • No Income Verification (5% Down) 
• Construction & Rehab Loans • Jumbo Mortgages to $ 4 Million 
• Purchase with Zero Down and Finance Closing Costs 
Rates for qualified owner occupied borrowers-loan amount $80K-250K. Higher rates for other loans I not FNMA eligible. 
~pply by phone: 1-800-eastwest ( apply online: www.eastwestmortgage.com 
For Sale By Owner 
Acton - $289,500 




































Scarborough - $289,000 
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For more information on these listings, to list your property for FREE, or to have 
your house displayed in this ad, log onto isoldmyhouse.com or call 1-BBB-468-SOLD! 
